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I.* Perspectives
But this is certain; by tow much sue man has mors
experience of things .past than another; by so much
also to is more Prudent, and. his expectations the
seldomer fall him* 9to Present only 'has a being
in Hatnres things' fast, tore a being, in the Memory
only, but things to come have no being at all; the
Future being: but a^fiotion of the mind* applying
the"sequels•of actions fast, to the actions that
are Present* which with'most certainty is done by
M m that has most Experience ** ••*
>#.*fhoma3 Hobbes

Since the late seventeenth century a lively debate
has been in progress concerning the worth of history*
although professional historians no longer abuse their
Credit with'the public, which has ceased seriously to
question their'veracity,, the debate goes on#

fto historic

eai Pyrrhonismof the seventeenth century was not based
upon irresponsible skepticism! the fables, folk legends,
■and pure inventions preserved in the histories of the
period tod reduced history to: a mere art form#

the sub

sequent attempt to correct this situation, though it pro
duced a reliable body of information, has tended to reduce
history to a narrow objectivity that.scarcely dares think
for Itself*

thus Voltaire remarked, -with more -moderation

Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan or the Matter Forme and
fewer of q, Commonwealth Scciesiast 1caff aSff~MSv1.ju^~ieS♦
Michael Oakeshott (Charordi Basil Blackwell,~l!9So}, p* 16*.
Hereafter cited as Hobbes, Leviathan*

z
than- he usually addressed to the subject* nTiie qualifica
tion in which historians ana commonly defective is a true
philosophical s p i r i t # . For Voltaire# 11true!t philosophy
begins with Bacon and Doeke\ hence the mtrue ■philosophical

spirit** of which he wrote is the scientific spirit.
Obviously, one of the primary concerns of history
must be events.

If the prevailing
notion is accepted, jl*e*
*
i
>

the tacit ■■assumption that .knowledge' and experience are the
same thing# then the historian*s task ends with the record
ing of events# This has been the most usual procedure.
The same modus operand! has been applied to the history'of
ideas which have been dutifully recorded like.so many events.
Hence the acid assertion of Fbr© Malebranche that ^Historians
tell us what other people thought# without troubling to
think for themselves.**^

The faith in the self-sufficiency

of experience# in the narrowest and. most unphilosophioal
sense of the word# is at beat doubtful.
event la a datum of sense perception.

Initially#, an
By this definition#

as Bocke was the first to observe in detail# so is an idea.
The difference between an event and an idea arises from the

'^Francois-Marie Arouet de Voltaire# .The Works of
Voltaire. trans. William F* Fleming ik-2 vols.; Hew fork$
E. B • DuMont, 1901), Vol. XXXVII, p. 260#' Hereafter cited
as Voltaire,. Works*
3Quoted in Paul H&s&rd,■The European Mind. 1685I? IS# 1trans ,1, lewis May (Hew Haven I Xale University
Press, 1953)# P* 35 v Hereafter cited as Hazard# The

European Mind.

3
operation of the understanding upon the data* the events
presented to our senses -.by-the flux of external reality,Look# did. not say ..that ,knowledge is experience; what he
did- say was 'that all -knowledge -is -derived -.from experiences
Let us then suppose the mind to be , as" we s&yf
white paper, void of all characters, without any
ideas|.how comes it to he furnished? Vfhenoe comes
it by that vast store, which the busy and boundless
■fancy of- man has- painted on it with an almost end*
less variety? Whence has it all the materials of
reason and knowledge? To thte 1 answer in one
word, from EX^EEXEHCE.t in';that all our knowledge
is-founded and from that it ultimately derivesitself.h
Events- are the"
raw material of human' history,
t

Civen an’

accurate record of events* and under the terms of the
present dissuasion the great ideas' must be accounted' his*torlcal events, the historlazrts work has reached only !lthe
end of the beginning,; ■
i

|
I; :

Man*-s position is not restricted to being, acted upon
by his' environment! he is able to a limited, but increasing
extent to e.ffeet ■changes in himself and'his surroundings-.
Host men have interpreted their experience to mean that they
possess a measure of free will.* If true, then it 'follows

‘

that, they enjoy* potentially at least,.the ability to alter
the course of their own history.

Thus any consideration of

^yoim Locke, An.Essay Concerning: Human Hnderetanding,
ed. Alexander Campbell Fraser C^voliTJ Hew XorFT^'^Bover
Public at ions., ■Inc-,-., 1^0^ 1, Vol, X , PP. 131*1^2%- Hereafter
cited as Locke, Essay.

that history must take Into account the fact that men. set.
upon those Ideas which they believe tobe true.

Hence the

problem- posed by the history of ideas, us'opposed to a

1purely pMlosephleai exercise* is to discover the effect
of ideaaupon events,

the fact that a great Idea has been

conceived and recorded tells us very little*' That men dis*

porting themselves upon, the stage, of human ..history claim
;to:be acting on such an idea1
'tells us even'less*

The 41 dis

parity between the things men say and the things they do

is".a fact too easily observed in daily life for the point
to be labored-i

To discover a 'manto true philosophy# his

inmost allegiance, interpret what he says in light -of what
he does and then consider1 what -would have to be true for
what he says to be true?

St might very well have been this

line of reasoning that' prompted Voltaire*a caustic commentl
. things prodigious and Improbable ought some*
times * undoubtedly* to- be .related* but.-only as.
proofs of’human- credulity* They constitute part
of the history of human opinion -and absurdities^
but the field in too immense*^
When the field la. restricted to what have been
loosely termed the ”great11 ideas, the field is iMil im
mense * If It be recognised* as it seems it must be*
first, that the nature of things Is totally Interrelated;
and second* that man- .Is a part -of nature; It then appears

Voltaire* Works. Vol. X« p* 63*

that some cadre must be arbitrarily imposed,

For all prac

tical purposes, the difference between total Interrela tedne aa
and chaos .Is m t very great,
Clearly, the discourses one constructs about reality*
and reality itself are not the same thing#

Season and logic*

classification and. calculus are all- mere-or-lses successful
attempts, to. make sense out of chaos., Eenerieaily, they are
abstractions,.'^ In the necessary process of creating mean
ingful abstractions, the science of mathematics has thus
far proven the most fruitful#-

In the main, the success of

the- natural sciences has been the success with which they
have abstracted the object's of their inquiry of every quality
save one— quantity,

for quantitative abstraction* can be

dealt with mathematically*
It is a common, error of what are optimistically
called the social science* to draw a faulty inference from
the fact that most- of their data Is immediately given in
experience | hence the obvious distinct ion between reality
and abstraction is not a rigidly maintained part of their
mental discipline#

If we thought about electrons the way

we think about elections, the mystery of the atom would
be a mystery still,
k
■Alfred Worth Whitehead, Science, and the Modern World
'(Hew forks the Macmillan Company, 'i960), Chapter X# Here-'
after cited as Whiteheed. Science and the Modern World,

6
The scientific spirit is net an affair/of jactation#
of externally acquired information*, any more than
manners are an affair of the e tlquet to-Cook* The
scientific attitude of mind involve# a sweeping
away of mil, other desires-in the interests of the
desire to
t involves suppression of hopes
and fears* loves and hates* and the whole subjective
emotional life..*uhtil we have learnt to think of
it in ethically neutral terms* we have not arrived
at the scientific attitude in philosophy*?
If the concepts of science have not been suitably adapted
to the needs of history and tfe# social disciplines* It may
he because they involve* as herd Bussell points out* not
SO’much a method as an. "attitude of mind*"
The salient quality of abstractions Is their utility*
there is scant .reason to suppose■that men would have eon*
tinned to''mllow"'the study of history to:be imposed upon
them if it did'not possess at least a marginal utility In
the lives of the living*

thus'Sir Julian Huxley observes!

The first..-and moat obviously unique characterla tic
of man la.hia capacity for conceptual thought**..

This basic human property has had. many consequences*,
the. .most Important was 'the'development of a oumu*
' lafive tradition* The beginnings of tradition* by
which experience is transmitted from one generation
to the next, are to be seen in many higher animals*.
But in no case is the tradition cumulative.♦* .In
man* however* tradition Is an independent and
potentially permanent activity*, capable of in*
definite- improvement in qualify- and increase In
quantity#9

^Bertrand Bussell* Mysticism and ho^lc fCar&en City,
lew fork! Doubleday & Company* Inc** 1 9 W 1 * P P * k£*k3 *
Hereafter cited as Bussell*. Mysticism and .logic.

^Julian S. Huxley* "The Uniqueuess of Man*" Man '
Stands Alone. IMew Yorks .Harper '& Brothers Publishers* iqifl}.*
pp. 3*b. 'Hereafter cited as Huxley* Man Stands Alone.

History is- the means man has hit upon to- enlarge ■his expert*
en.ee and to compensate, to- a. degree, for the restrictions
Imposed by his mortality*

His capacity for conceptual

thought# as lewey 'pointed -out, -allows him'freedom of action.
.
without .-risk* 'Els past contains the ■comfo-aent slaments of

his proseatf and#- although his understanding of the past
.changes#.the past per- m- is completely static#

It is total*

ly abstract and, in sharp contrast' to the present, devoid
of flux*

Hence the ■reality of history is in the present*

If the reality of. history jyj in the present# then its ulfci*
mate -meaning,-through present evaluation and subsequent
action# is in the future*: from this hypothesis# -dese
Ortega y Oasset reasoned-as followst
*.*freedom presupposes plans of action among which
to choose # and these plans can only, be created by
using the past»»ou-r own and others*»«as a material
that inspires us to- new: combinations-* ***¥e are not
inexorably circumscribed in«#*/the past/f rather,
at every moment it launches us upon free -creation
of our future being**,*#4powevej^. great as is the-,
radius'of our'freedom# there- is a limit to. it***
w# cannot- sscape'"maintaining, continuity with the-1
-.past* -

this hypothesis can easily be illustrated*

Of' the'Olorioms

Hevolution of 1&88 f Edmund Burke wrote I ,ffiie Revolution
was made to preserve our ancient*.'Indisputable laws and
o
73o&e Ortega y Qhawawt* Man'and. Staple.*:trans.* ,
Willard E# track TWew forkt W* W* Moi^ton & Company, .Inc.#*
195?}# "P*:133*. Hereafter cited.as Ortega# ■.Man and ReeMe*

liberties* and that ancient constitution, of government
which is out only security for lew and liberty*11^

Surk©

wrof# In l?ft* when the meaning' of the devolution had
been established by a century of crisis 'end constitutional
growth*

lit 1668*89* the meaning of the Bevolution had yet

to he created*
One of the most important consideratIona within the
province of human history might' he' ■characterised m
process, of becoming#

the

fh© opportunity to study a significant

factor in history with reference to definite knowledge of
subsequent developments is* potentially* a great advantage*

nothing* .however* is. an utmimU. blessing| too. often the
advantage;is lost by allowing the abstract possibilities
of the initial factor*.

the full spectrum of possible

choices'discernible In the mental projection of a situa

tion, to be.distorted in favor of .the line of development
selected in actuality*

When this occurs* the factor is*.

In effect* plucked from the.relationships of its instifcu^
tional. and psychological context; placed in relation to

what is known subsequently to have occurred* the factor
is clothed in a context of relationships which cannot*
rationally* ■be believed, to have been the decisive con#*

alderatioBs* ■ If if is to be useful* an historical

^%dmund Burke* Reflections on the Revolution in
France (Vol.* 2b pf 'fhe. larvard llassies .Serlas* >0 'vols*.|WSVH&fokt F.
Collier & Son Corporatlon>1910)* p*. 170*

f
abstraction must be abstracted from the seat of historical
reality# the present#

Therefore, in the initial process

of abstraction# the only admi©sable re.lationships of aN
historical factor are the relationship© of it© m m lining
present# ' Of paramount importance is the most difficult
task of assessing human motivation! hence the need to re*
strict a factor under consideration to- its own present#
a-present which includes significant-historical data orlop
to- the time, considered*

la terms of the example cited#

the primary concern should be to understand such' factors
as Sir Eduard Coke# the Petition of Sight#.and the general
course of the constitutional conflicts of the seventeenth
century as they were regarded in 1M 8• Conversely# we
should attempt#, initially■at least# to- eliminate from our
field of. vision the. history of Georgian Parliaments* and
the.Interpretations of Edmund Burke#
The object is.to- re-assemble the;constituent ele*
meats- of the reality upon which the decision© of conscious

individual© with the responsibility for the future were
based*

Many of these- elements, will* inevitably# be of

the personal nature which can only be approximated; an
approximation which accords well .with what is known must

be attempted*

For if no attempt is made at the individual-

level# it usually follows that the humanity in human history
is dismissed under the heading of *human nature*9 for which

n© academic discipline has yet produced a mutually accept#
fb© alternative la a ^ fatalism*1

able working, definition*

wfeieh has yet" to make a significant contribution to human
knowledge9 to this connection* Bnstair© to Bon* 'a pioneer
is crow&#psyehology and., a careful student of the French
Revolution* remarkst
fh© theory of revolutionary fatality is only useful
■to Justify violence by presenting it a# inevitable*
Whether'we"are dealing with science or with history
we must .beware of the ignorance which takes shelter
under the shibboleth of fatalism*. Mature was for
merly full of a host of fatalities which science
is slowly contriving to- avoid* fhe function*of the-'
superior man is*,*.*to- avert- such fatalities*3*3,
to© historical frame of reference constructed thus
far involves-nothing that is substantially newt it involves
only a somewhat different way of thinking about the famil*

iar concepts of history*

there is no formula presently

known to human 'knowledge from which we can expect a spec#'
taeuXar advance. In the precision of handling historical
data*

It will- not* in the foreseeable future, be possible

to discard Aristotle4a words of warnings

?fXC is the mark

of an educated man to look for precision in each class of

things just so far as the nature of the subject permits**

^%ustave to Bon* the fay.ehelogy of pevolmflm* trans.
Bernard MiaXX {lew fork I O* F* Putnam* s Sons* 1913) * P* 130*
Hereafter cited as to Bon* .toe Psychology of devolutions
np
Richard HcKeon (ed*)#■Introduction to Aria totig
|Mew Yorks fhe Modern library /Random Bouse * incTTT^J?)*
p* 310* Hereafter cited as MclCeon* Introduetjeh to Aristotle
.

.

.

11
nevertheless, In the- sixth Aphorism of. the ffevum .grganum

the logic of Bacon*s urging is difficult to resist and
Impossible to refute!.. 11It would be madness and incensisfceaejf to suppose that things .which have never yet been
performed can be performed without .employing some hitherto

untried means *lf^
One of the most useful and beat known of the scienti
fic concepts... la ■that of te constant; a familiar example is
the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter*
designated by the Greek letter pi*
In a much broader sense oftbe term constant* it is exempli
fied in the use astronomy makes of the so-called fixed
stars*

in the concept of universe which Professor J* B*

Wolf has termed the Newtonian worId-macbine.*” these

distant bodies were thought to be mot ionless*

the ad»

vent of relativity theory in the years after 1905 gave
rise to the question*

how is.motion to be measured in

a universe where- everything is moving?
Everything in the heavens is moving relatively to
everything else* The earth Is going round the sun*
the m n Is moving*** towards a point in the'cons tel*

^Francis Bacon* The Hew Organon and Belated Writings*
tr&ns« Raises Spedding ef*a1**18 SI (lew xwki SSSeVal "Arts
?reas.f I960}* p* I4G• Hereafter.■cited as Bacon* Hovum Organma

iatlon'Hercules, the

stars are scurrying; .■

hither and thither like a lot of frightened hens»^

In practise, astronomers h a w found it convenient to con
tinue thinking of these bodies as fixed, using them as a
postulated point of reference in terms of which motion in
the universe ©an he measured*
There are certain marked similarities between the

problems of measuring motion in the universal flux and -the
problems oonfrenting the student of human history*

Every

thing in the joint social enterprise too Is moving rela
tively to everything, also*

This is not, however, Quite the

same thing as saying that everything is .relative*

nA cer

tain type of superior person is fond- of asserting, that
*■everything'Is relative#*

This ■is, of -course, nonsense,

because, if everything were relative, there would bo
nothing for it to be ■relative

thus in the con

sideration of- ■human history a point of reference Is
needed#

Usually historians have chosen* either con

sciously or unconsciously, the present for the point of
reference, and the ■greater portion' of history -has been
written with this condition as the tacit assumption#

■^Bertrand Bussell, The. ABf -of Belatlvltv (lew. ICorkt
3?ew American library. IfSf),'p * 13 * Hereafter cited■as
Bussell, & m of Be latlviter*
^ u a a e U , Aj8£ of RelaMvifcy. p. 16.

Obviously, ,tim value of history for the present is its only
raison. ,&*&£re* There is, however, no apparent reason for
making it the reference point of specific studies In any
given are® of human history*.

In practice, historians*

by placing their work In direct relationship to their own
presenf* — a consignment to their own contemporaries to
do with as they will— take the de facte position that the
value of history Is Intrinsic and its meaning self-evident*"
This, of course, .has the dubious advantage of obviating the
necessity for careful theoretical formulations, but it also
renders history totally subjective*' If historians do not
'Choose to giv# serious attention to the problem, of the
meaning of history* they leave scant grounds to demur when
politicians and others, of,_less than single-minded devotion
to the advancement of human knowledge proclaim a doubtful
Interpretation of what tthlstory proves*m
numerous advantages might be derived from selecting
an historical' point of -reference other than the present!
this is particularly true with respect to the history of
ideas where the intangible nature of the objective gives
rise to special problems*. St is .generally agreed that the
nature of .history makes, detachment aa imperative as it la
difficult*. .Objectivity, as opposed, to self-deception, is
never easy! but. historical solipsism* cloaked in a scrupulous

subservlance to factual detail* is the line'of least resis
tance*

Bespeot for the M e a l of objectivity does nothing,

for us unless we are truly reconciled to the fact that the
M e a l Is definitively unattainable*

4lAny clever man,M

wrote Santayana*

may sometimes see the truth in flashes! any
scientific man may. put some aspect of the truth
into technical words! yet .all- this hardly de
serves the name of philosophy' so long as the
heart remains unabashed, and we continue to
live .like animals lost in the stream of our
Impressions* not only to the public routine
and necessary cares of life* bat,even in our
silent thoughts and affections**^
Objectivity is not & static- condition! rather it is a
constant and determined .activity of the mind*

§f course*

the possibility of ego-involvement in the subject matter
of a particular study# to the prejudice of one1s findings,
is always attendant -upon the study of history*

Nevertheless*

■removing,the point of reference from the inescapable hopes
and fears of th# present offers some prospect of advantage*^

^George.Santayana, Ultimate Heiiglon,5* Headings,
to Philosophy* ed* ■&* H* iaadali, Jr* et*al* flew York*
S a m e a" &! Noble, Inc*, 195?)* P* S $ 6 *

&?A Ifred Worth Whitehead* Adventures of Ideas (Mew
Yorkt lew- American bibrary, 19.1§1,""pT W * ^hi's' notion
of historians* of history devoid of aesthetic prejudice*
of history devoid of any' reliance on metaphysical' princi
ples and cosmological generalisations, is 'a figment of
the imagination* The belief in it can only occur to minds
steeped in provinciality— the provinciality of an epoch.,
of a race, of a school of learning, of a tread of inter
est— minds unable to divine their own unspoken limita
tions**1

In the study of history, as in the scientific Inquir
ies of' any other discipline., one cannot conscientiously
adopt am hypothesis for no better .reason than that It la
satisfying#. The cause of human knowledge cannot be- ad
vanced by supposing that mm% have the right to imagine
the world to he what they would like it to be*. Common
sense insists that history* a symbolic representatIon of
an- aspect of external reality as It existed In the past,
is. de facto- totally abstract*

If so, placing an historical

problem in direct relationship to the present creates, as
it were, an .open-ended situation where the emerging lines
are hopelessly blurred as they enter the flux of reality*
The material in and of itself 1# abstract and static!
therefore, it seems reasonable to propose to deal with it
in terms that are abstract and static*

The selection of

an arbitrary point of reference in the past will make it
possible to construct, as it were, a closed circuit of
abstraction#,-.
No event of modem history has more effectively
dramatised the conceptual foundation1of the*-modern,
European -world than the French Revolution*- Flowing into
it are the 'four main channels, of modern thoughtf

the

Renaissance, the Reformation, the new science, and the
Enlightenment! flowing from' it are the headlines of

modem newspapers end the headaches of modem governments-*
.*,♦*11 mast not be forgotten that the French
Revolution sooner or later came to Influence all
Western civilisation* French armies* even during
this decade ^*J|* l?89*179j7* brought' to parts of
.the how Countries* Germany* and Italy many of the
institutional changes made in France itself*, and
neither Burhe nor Mai©tre was able to stop the
spread of French Ideas
Thus the Revolution is a suitable choice for a point of
reference in terms of which to consider a few of the great
ideas of modern history*
**.Philosophical conceptions*11 Professor Wolf remarks*
"are important because of what men do with fchem*ff^

The

first thing men do with them* for the most part unwittingly*
is to subject them to the more**or* less subtle modification
of their own experience*.

Indeed* although the great major!*

by of men possess the physiological ability to month words*
a philosophical proposition.*., bo be understood* must find
illustration in the conscious experience of the Individual*
The individual ability to establish this connection depends
to a considerable extent on the person*© experience with

^Crane Brin ton* A Be cade of Revolution* 1789*1799.
f7ol* XI of The Else of Modern'gu.ro.pe.' 0erie.su ed* William

b# hanger* .20 vbls*) few'fork« Harper S Brothers Pub*
Ushers* 193%)*; P* 27% *
ten B* Wolf* The Emergence of .the Great Powers*
l&85*l?l£ (¥ol* ¥11 of The '
.Rise of Modern Europe. Series*
@d* William L*. Banger* '
”*§$ vols*; WewXorki Harper &
Brothers Publishers* IfjSD* PP* 248-*2b9• Hereafter
cited as Wolf* Emergence, of the Great Powers «■

17
Hoards;.for* ^Language Is a text which calls for iIlustra*
tiona*'***farnished by the lived and living reality out of
wfeicb a man speaks* ***fhe -real meaning of a word is not in
the dictionary5 it is in the instant*1*^®
The practical problem the history of ideas poses Is
the problem of studying the distribution* ■modification*, and
transformation that, mark the migration of an idea from pub*
licetion to action*

This process seems always to operate

in the direction.of simplification*- during a rather lengthy
period of time the idea passes through what might be termed
a filtering.process in which it loses the- qualifications*
reservations* and carefully suspended judgments that formed
the context in which it was originally published*

It may

very well be* as many-philosopher# have ■held* that ail the
great truths are known and that philosophy only requires
reinterpreting for each generation*, -If true* or- even

partly true* this results in a situation in which -the
context is apt to be more'important than the idea itself*
for the context is an attempt on the part of a great and
original mind*- a thteker* to delimit the cases in which

human know ledge can* with some assurance.* advance for the
idea the assertion of trutfr* thus fortified# the Idea is

^®yoae 'Ortega y Oasset# .Qoneofd. and Liberty, trans*
Helene Weyl {Hew Xorkt w* ¥* lor ton & Company # Inc **
19t|A># p* 13* .

■able for a .considerable period to frustrate the simplifies*
tiom process#,' laeh slightly more generalised restatement*
however* renders the-.Idea accessible to a quantity of
people which Is inversely proportional to their mean to*
t&lligenee*

A whole literature arises which explains how
inspiring, is the.general idea* and how slight
need be its effect in disturbing a comfortable
society* Some■transition has been produced fey
the agency of the new idea* But on the whole
the social system has been Inoculated against
the full Infection, of the new .principle* it
takes its place among the interesting notions
which have a restricted application* But a
general idea is always a danger to the existing
order* The whole bundle of its. conceivable
special embodiments in various usages of society
constitutes a program of reform*-. At any moment
the smouldering.unhappiness of mankind may seise
on some such program and .initiate a. period §|
rapid change fey the light of- its doc trines*^1.
The French ftevoiution was just such a period, of ”rapid
change*.'” .Its undeniable excesses place it for- all time
in. a conspicuous position among the great tragedies of
human, history* 'It may have been Hegel who first pointed
out that tragedy is the conflict*, not between right and
wrong* but between, right and right*' The tragedy is
heightened by the disappointment-of hopes roused fey the
early promise of a constructive era, .-of relatively peaceful

^Whitehead# Adventurea of .Ideas.* p* ZZ*
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reform*

The. course of the Revolution stands In -sorry con

trast to tto magnificent Ideals of the toolaratlop '.of the ,
of Man and tto. dttlsen* this 'great document la tto
history of human liberty found an inauspicious first
in tto short lived Constitution of 1791*

Thereafter

revolutionary tree o f liberty bore strange fruiti

tto rights

of man were prostituted in justification of war abroad and
terror at home*

Liberie* egaJfte, f r a t e m l M became

blatantly synonymous with conformity in the worst sense of
tto word*

In swift succession tto decade of tto French

Revolution produced tto Feign of Terror#: tto opulent
corruption of tto Directory# and the reversion to despotism
and a. tyranny intensified by eff iciency*
Tto iviolence which characterised much of tto Revolu
tion was -sueti that the objectivity bf-those who write its*
history'Is 'always in. danger of being bent to-a particular'''
political point of view*- 'ftoss''violent excesses were the
work of men 'spurred oa ljri religions devotion to tto- bare
untruths ■of dismembered ideas*

Shorn of context and-'debased

to -the status o f dogma# tto great Ideas of modern history
provided, tto .Inspiration'for -tragedy*

In tto- eyes■
■of those •

who became- tto high priests- in tto- cult of Revolution# these

eoneepta continued to radiate beauty* tt.* .like sanctified

and plus bawds*,, the better to beguile*1*2^ .■In/the Republic
of Virtue*,the Fr©neb fell vlotta to the mirage © f . l w m

perfection*,: The realisation of their noblest ideas .seemed
nearly within reach*

There it -remained* just close enough

to tempt them further and ■further into the wast#~land of
massive so cio*po11tic&l experimen tation *

frofes.sor.feter Say, a distinguished Voltaire scholar?
neatly summarised the tragic flaw'in Revolutionary ’*think*
ingn as fo 1 lows f
There are two ways of being unpolitical? to think
that politics can do everything* and to. think that
politics can do...nothing..*, The first leads to Utopian*
ism and fanaticism* the second to Spienreunism and
apathy? yet., despite their opposite effects, both
are symptoms of the same disease, a failure of real*
Isbie vision**3

The Revolution was certainly a ^failure of realistic
vision**

It embarked upon a massive soclo*politieal ex*

periment which depended for. its success upon a more-or*
less complete rupture of historical continuity*■
■ The
at tempt produced both' extremes in the short space of a

Shakespeare* “Hamlet*** Th^ Complete Works*
ed* S* pi Harrison (lew Xorlei Hareouri, Brace' and' Company*
folonius to .Ophelia., Act Xf sc. iv, p.* SfB.i lore*
after-cited by reference, to the particular play* as thus?
Shakespeare, .Hamlet*
£3Peter day, Voltaire1a Poll tics-s
Post as Realist
(Princeton, lew lersey: The Princeton University Press,
%9$9 )$ PP* 13*ll|.* Hereafter cited as Say* Voltaire *s Foil tics *

single- decade * from an intellectual and philo sophi caX point
of view, the Revolution and the period, of reaction which
followed the defeat of French anus constituted a speet&ou*
lar defeat for the rational principles of the Enlighten*
meat#

In the post*Iapoieonio era, the Revolution was

thought to have proved man1s rational potential insmffl*
eent for4 the better ordering of the joint social enter*.

prise,

The general sentiment found an able spokesman in

Hadame de $tails
I do not know exactly what we must believe, but I
believe that we must believeI The eighteenth century
did nothing'but deny.. The human spirit lives by its
beliefs* Acquire faith through Christianifcyt or
through German philosophy, or merely through eathusl-*
asm, but believe in something»£k
It would be difficult to imagine a more complete reaction.
Speaking for the Enlightenment,.Voltaire had proclaimed
that nenthusiasm is an epidemical distemper.*1*^' .The re*
mark appears in the- be.tt.roa phi logophlqaes * which, in an
entertainingly mi^ed historical metaphor.,, has been called
the ”first bomb thrown at the Old Regime.”

Clearly the

Revolution's faith in reason is indisputable$ if we regard
it as a valid experiment to test the efficacy of reason

^•Quoted in Frederick B. Artfc, Reaction and Hevolu
tion* 16111*1832 {Vol. XIII of The' Else of HbderSTg^ope '
Series, ed. William E. hanger. "20 'vols.j Mew,PXork:
Harper & Brothers Publishers, X93lp) # pp. kBm$0•
.2Svoltaii-e, Works. Vol. XXXIX, p. 203.

for the- 'better ordering of society, our conclusion will
fully justify the unenc outraging views of Madame de Sta§l.

It is almost-paradoxical:that a great age.of faith in
reason could have produced the French Revolution~*unXess,of course,-”faith in reason” is a contradiction ta terms,
a
'
The goal■of this, thesis Is a practical attempt to
implement a view which is generally (if cautiously) accepted,
.that ideas, philosophical conceptions, ,or at -least
what Is done with them, .play a-significant part in deter*mining the course of human history; ■ Therefore, *
.the- ex*
position of theoretical eemcoptions*-hypotheses**has been
somewhat more elaborate than might otherwise have been
the case.

They are advanced, not in the belief that they

are altogether right, but in the conviction that they will
prove not altogether wrong#

They assume that the late

Professor.Albert Einstein, in his foreword to Galilee1a
Dialogue» gave solemn expression to the truths
There is no empirical method without speculative
concepts and aysternsj and'there Is no speculative
thinking whose'concepts do not reveal, on closer
investigation, the empirical material from which
they stem* ###to comprehend is essentially to draw
conclusions from an already accepted logical system,***
pA
^Galileo Galilei, Dialogue Concerning the Two
Chief World Sys terns--.Ptolemaic"^& Copernl can * trane*
Stillman Drake, Foreword by Albert'Einstein (Berkeley:
'University of -California Press, 1953)*- PP* xvll & xiau
Hereafter cited as Galileo, Dialogue.

II*. Renaissance and Reformation
I would rather ha an authority cm myself than cm
Cicero* .1m the eatjwiene# I hair# of myself I find
enough to'make me wise* If I war# -a good scholar**
*..*Miehel de Montaigne
■***thls creature lam.# who in his own selfish affairs
is a coward to the, backbone* will fight far am Idea •
life# a hero# Ho may bo adject as a oltiseni but h©
is dangerous as a fanatic* He earn only fee enslaved
whilst he Is spiritually weak enough to listen to
.reason*- I tell you# gentlemen, if you cam show a
man a piece of what'he now calls Cod1s work to- do#
and -what he will later on call by many new names#'
you earn make him entirely reckless of the ©©ms©■quern©.©# to himself personally*^
•**0eorge Bernard Shaw

There are many ways of describing the limits of what
Is called the Renaissance*

Each has Its particular validi

ty# depending upon whether- one Is considering architecture
or painting# poetry or politic#*

Ideas influence and are

Influenced by all these forms of human endeavor*

Thus i t '

seems appropriate to allow for a-study in -the history of
ideas the broadest possible chronological limits*

History

must have been much easier for the generation of historians

%ona.ld M* frame (trams*)* fhe Complete Works of
Hon.feal&r© $ Essays* Travel ff©nrmaf,« betters IStanford#
SallforHmi stswof^uKIversity frees* W 3 7 1 # P *
Hereafter cited ms Montaigne# Morkp*
%eorge Bernard Shaw# 11Man and Superman#11 S.©yep
flays (Sew for ItI Dodd# Mead k Company* 1951}, ppTo23S H r Hereafter 'Cited by reference to the particular play*
as thusi $.tew* the atoll *p Mscte lei

152706

that could with genuine self-assurance tell its readers
that the Homan-"Empire fell in A* B*-' I4T6* ft was ©me thing
for tibbon :to .say so# a M quite ;another, for the schoolboy
who memorised .this bit of .laformatlom in semi-isolation.!
the fatter was apt to get a mental image of a hideous crash
in the year %?6 as the Homan Empire fellI
ft !#•* of course.* no- longer usual to. attempt to be
m

precise.-about asaigalag a date to such a great event*

Instead * the historian, understands (by the term "event11 a
complex process comprising events, in the narrower sense of
the word*

%

arbitrarily selecting two events* in the lat

ter sensef the larger process of the Renaissance is marked
off*

A convenient choice to mark the beginning of the

Renaissance is the crowning of the poet* Petrarch* with
the laurel at Home in 131*11 the end of the process, is
appropriately symbolized by the death of Francis Bacon
in 16E6*.$ This choice affords a dual, symbolism3 first*
In'the ■geographical spread of the Renaissance from its
origin In Italy to northern Europe % and second* in the
intellectual expansion from the' purely literary and anti
quarian interests of its beginnings to the broad philosophi
cal horizons'of the succeeding age*,, It will be seen at
once that this delimitation of the Renaissance includes

^Hiram Haydn* The &ounter-Ranalss.ance |Hew fork!
drove Press* Inc*.# 19W T * p. xi. 'Hereafter cited as Haydn# ■
ionnter-ienalssance *

IS
m ajor p o rtio n s o f the Reform ation# the f i r s t beginnings
o f the' new science* and the f i r s t q u a rte r o f what A lfre d
llo rth W hitehead has c a lle d the century o f .genius*

What

■acceptable g e n e ra lis a tio n s can he made about th is two**
hundred and e tg h ty ^ fiv e year period?
th e "lenaissance brought- the European mind into- close
co n tact w ith the c la s s ic a l.* secu lar h a b its o f mind in .th e
h is to r ic a l content o f the c la s s ic a l world*^*

By the m iddle

o f the fo u rte e n th century,* th is c o n tac t had begun 'to- e ffe c t
su b tle changes in the European c lim a te o f o p in io n o r p u b lic
philosophy#

As the p u b lic philosophy seems to be the ob

vious channel through which the ■in flu e n c e o f ideas is exerted
upon the coarse o f events# something less- ambiguous than
it s face value seems in o rd e r*

i t was s e rv ic e a b ly d efin ed

(though nowhere used) by Gustave Be Bon* who w ro te f
fh e outward l i f e o f men in every age is moulded:
upon an inward l i f e 'consisting o f a framework
■of v tra d itie n a * sentim ents* and m oral In flu e n c e #
which d ir e c t t h e ir conduct -and m a in ta in c e rta in
fundam ental n o tio n s which they accept w ith o u t

discussion***
In the p u b lic philosophy o f the th irte e n th cen tu ry*
anything less than- the l i t e r a l tr u th o f C h ris tia n re v e la -

^Hyron f* Gilmore* Tim World'of Humanism* lk511517 (Vol. II of m o Rise of:Modern. foyope'^ o g e s T ea.
William L* lianger* 10 vols. | Mew ITorfel, Harper Its Brothers
Publishers* 1951), passim* Hereafter cited as Gilmore*
World of Humanism*
She Boa* th© faveholoisy ief ie:volutlon* p. Ikl*

ad
tion was inconceivable*

'the expanding knowledge' of the

teeee-tomaB world# however* provided a setting for clas
sical thought which far out-shorn, the Christian synthesis
of Aquinas'and the .Scholastics*

With the realisation that

human reason might thrive In the pure* Intoxicating air
beyond dogma# came the first hint of a nubile philosophy
that would one day prise reason per so* the justification
of faith by reason, was Europe*a great intellectual heri
tage from the Middle Agesf n**.the Christian philosopher
♦does not seek to understand in order to believe* but to
believe in.order to undergtar^l**.**'11*^ The first discovery
of the HenaIssance was that that faith need not fee Christian
revelation*
things*

From this discovery it is but a step to many

©rate-of them Is the logical sufetliy tacitly assumed

fey Carl Becker* and around'which his Heavenly. C.lty..o,f the
Eighteenth Century fMio-aophers revolves*

It is not urn-

common to speak of diametric opposites; what is.easily for
gotten' is that .diametric 'Opposites, confront one. another
across the same- eirel#.*. much as -fans., of opposing football
teams confront one another aeroas. the stadium*

One may

cross to- the other side* and yet ■remain in the same stadium*
In terms of the French ievelutiom* this is.the superficially
great change wrought fey'the processes of the Renaissance*

^Haydn* dbunte.i*-ienai.s.sance* p. 31#

m
the- effect of the Beiiaissanee#. Jt*e* of classical . w i m l i
.fefOMation# .and m i & n m was to transmit tho .int©1lectual
heritage of the Middle Ages with a diametrically opposed
emphasis.*

The public philosophy at the dawn of the

Behais-sanee accepted the justification of faith by reason'*
At the dawn of' the Enlightenment the public philosophy
accepted the justification of reason by faith#*
two scarcely less fundamental concepts from the
medieval heritage require mention, though they are met
with increasing frequency as one advances toward the
eighteenth century*

The- concepts .referred to are eon*

tract and natural lsw$ both are so hopelessly interwoven
with each other and the history of the west that treating.'
them' separately raises the spectre of William of Occam 1
11It is vain#*1 said Occam# 11to do with more what can be
done-with lest*1*® laaicmily# slMnificanfc theoretical
controversies- .concerning human action arise when freedom#
the concept of-free will# teas become a part of the public
philosophy*. ;For men. must believe, themselves free to act

.%arl'te* Sector# .1tee Heavenly M..M -of the IMteteenlfe
Century Philosophers |lew'testveni 'Yale Ini vers i byrresS#

Sj g| i.
# Hereafter cited -as Sector# leavenjy
SlJgy
8
"'Quoted 1b Bertrand Bussell# The Mis-dom .of the. Meet
{harden City, Mew York: Boubleday k '-Company# "lnc*# 19591*
p. 162 v. Hereafter cited as Bus sell# Wisdom of the West*

before they can become concerned .with the condition of their

lives*

A man who believes that hia life In every particular

is, the Inscrutable and. Inexorable decree of -Eeaven— if such
-a man there be-^eannoi feel needlessly afflicted*.

Only when

man believes himself free does he begin to sense the distinc
tion upon which all morality la founded* a distinction be
tween what is and what ought .to be*

To the extent of man'*a

freedom, or to the extent of its elastic limits, he is re
sponsible for .what he is* ; Thus what have been called sig*
rifioant theoretical controversies arise*

Reduced to

■simplest terms,, they all turn on how one answers the ques*
tfon, What is.the nature of man?

Both the simple man,

who says vaguely, **there ought to be a law,w and the
philosophic man who offers a whole- Republic full of .sug
gestions as to what that law ought to be have made up
their minds, albeit unconsciously* on an answer*
The ■corollary of the medieval *belleve in order to
understand1* was the preoccupation with njustifying <tod*s
ways to man*1* In the main, medieval churchmen were rather
successful*

With a few noteworthy exceptions, a working

majority could usually be found for the notion that what
ought to be is*

Over the centuries, however, the teachings

of the God of Israel and the Glorias Company of His Son
had been enlivened by the not nearly, so glorias but not

incompatible notions-of Epictetus and Marcus Aurelias.

Up*

on their decision that men are, by nature, equal and beneb
endowed with certain rights (it remained tor Jefferson- to

mate them inalienable) reefed the tfeeo-rebieitl structure of
o
natural law.,.' For the ■Middle Ages, this name- to mean some*
thing like, 11All souls are equally precious*"

Upon this

notion of rights and upon the medieval ideal of feudal
obligation rested the ■modern■theory of eontraot#:- It is
Inevitable •that this brief introduction to notions of sub*
sequent importance should leave much to be desired; inevit
able because, as lord Acton .observedf
*.**$fedeffi History is- a subject to which neither -be*
■ginning nor end can be assigned* *.**the dens#' web
of -the:fortunes of man is woven without a ■void; ■
because, In society as in nature, the structure
is continuous, and w e ■can trace things back unin*
terruptedly, until we dimly descry the Beelaration ■
of Independence in the forests- of 0 # m a m y * W
fh© proceeding. paragraphs assume a condition which
was itself a novelty of feh# Bernalseance* a dynamic public
philosophy*

■“Individualism,^' wrote Santayana, "is in on#

sense the only possible ideal$ for whatever social order

%©Ftrand Hus sell, .4 History of Western
{lew ■fork 1 Simon and BchustS,
Cited as Bussell, M M J m m M
MMiMmmM*3"®John Imerich Edward palberg Acton, Renaissance to
Revolution (Mew.'forks Schocken Books, I9bll:
'
,':"1,p* 3 * Here*
after-cited as Acton, Renalaaanc# to Revolution*

may be 'most-valuable earn be valuable only for its effect
on conscious individuals."11

It appears that the ground

an# condition.of a dynamic- -public /philosophy -is- a ■society:
prone t©:vigorous .and .constructive 'Self-epiticism-* jThe
essential component of such a society is the aeIf*oonseious
indtvidual whose advent was the Benai usance*.
In hi# ©lassie* on the -subject* -Jacob 'iurokhardt
wrote t
the Middle Ages both sides of human conscious*ness**that which was turned within as that which was

turned without**lay dreaming or half awake beneath
a cornmen veil* The veil was woven of faith, illusion,
and childish prepossession,, through which the world
and history were seen clad.- t o strange hues-* Man was
...conscious of himself only as a member of a'race:,
■.people*, party,, family,* or ■.corporatlcn***only through
some general category**^
As a consequence of the Renaissance* he concludes, "**-*msn
became a spiritual individual* and recognised-teimae if as
such."^3

Santayana* The. life of Reason* or the
f Human Progress (Vol* 11, 'loasoir ip Society* 5 vels*|
ew' fork t'"■Charles Scribner *s' "Sons,. 192l J> p . %Z* Here*after cited as Santayana, Reason .In
^ J a c o b *Burckhar&t,- .the dlvilis&tloi* of the
sane# in -Italy* trans-*
# ♦ litMSemore' (lew ¥orki The
Modern Library, Random Bouse* I n c , 195^1, pi 100* Here*

after, ■cited as Surclchardt *•
■Oivlllg&.tjlan .of bbi Renaissance. ^Burakhardt, U l y l l M i M o p of .the Benalssan.ee

100, ^urekhardt* s It allergy *
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This essay*s use of the term "man*" In much the same
sense as Burekhardb has used it, provides the occasion for
raising other perennial- questions..#. Accustomed a© we are
to a. public philosophy which requires as to think, not In
terms of creative minorities, hut of- whole populations, it
would be easier to forget that whole populations of self-

cons clous Individuals have probably never existed*

It must

be remembered#, albeit reluctantly* that Aristotle recognised
a kind of natural slavery and that the 'majority (an impor
tant concept for us) 1n Plato*s Republic were men of brass#
As Professor Whitehead put It, "There are two ways of read
ing history# -forwards and backwards*
thought* we require both methods*.

In the- history of

A climate of opinion*.**

requires for its understanding the consideration of its.
antecedents and its i s s u e s * I f the- Renaissance were to

be considered to isolation* this difference between the
creative minority and the whole population might fee over-'

looked*

The object, however, is the French Revolution

which touched ©very section of the population and brought
to a kind of first- fruition wh;at. we call "the national
life*"

The Renal.sa.ance awakened Europe to the possibilities

■of its massive' tradition; it offered the possibility of
a Ilf©'secure from the feudal anarchy, which, to the

■^Whitehead# Selene© .and the Hodem. World, p. 5*

fifteenth century, was all that remained to living memory*
Henceforth the pro-oeeupatIon of European political thought
was with the search for a socio-political organisation
which could bring a truce to anarchy*

In a recent book,

Professor Oerlton J. B* Hayes observes I
ter making liberal allowance for***evidences
of nationalism in the Middle Ages, the fact re
mains**.* that nationalism, throughout that period
was spasmodic rather than continuous and that it
was Inferior in strength and influence to other
human. loyalties.* If anybody in Europe Is asked
now who or what he is* M s response is almost
certain to be S'. *Xf» English*" or "I'm Irish,"
or "i*m Ctorm&n* ♦•.or some other national* If
a medieval European had been asked the same .
■Question* he probably would have answereds "i’m
a Ohriatian*”*^

Judging from the present quest for a truce to international
anarchy, it would seem that the national state failed to
provide a final solution*

It did, however, provide, as

the foregoing passage implies*, a. new religion, centered
around a kind of tribal loyalty*

The Renaissance was

the gestation period of the new religion! the exact date
of its birth remains open to debate, but the French Revolu
tion served notice on Europe that the youth was now too
strong to be fettered like Its English sibling of 1688*

IScarlton I* Ji* Hay©s# Ha tionall sm/!t 4
(Hew fork 1 The Macmillan Company, "19601* pp. 2©l29*
Hereafter cited as Hayes, Mationalisms A Religion*

There is virtually no end to the possible generaliza
tions on the Renaissance.

It has been for some time the

subject, of differing (not to say bickering) Interpretations,
probably all more-or-less correct*. With history* as with
human knowledge generally, the object is one and the same
external, reality which, it is hoped, will yield to a des
cription accurate enough, to be useful*.
With fhe ■opening decades of the sixteenth century,
the Renaissance had ceased to be an .'Italian phenomenon!
nor was it any longer .restricted to- the handful of scholars,
princes, and pr1no©-$cholars whose labors brought it,into
being.

A European phenomenon* it had taken residence,

among other places, in France, where many, including the
French prince, Francis 1., were infected with its ex&beranee and carelessly critical spirit.*'16
Before proceeding with the attempt to see Renaissance
France as It saw itself, it would be well to -reflect upon

3%aldessr Uastigllone, The look of the dourtier*
trans* Charles S.* Singleton (Garden dity, Hew Yorkt
Boubleday & Company, Inc*, 1959), p. 6?. Hereafter
cited as Cestiglione, The Courtier* In most respects
the .ideal Renaissance prlnee, the Oount of AngoulAme
became- Eing Francis I in 1515* Thus Gas tiglion© says
of him* "... the French recognised only the nobility
of arms and reckon all the rest as nought! ...But if
kind fate-will, have if that Monseigneur d’AngoulCme
succeed to the crown, as Is hoped, then I think' that
just as the glory of"'arms flourishes and shines in "France,
so must that of letters flourish there also with the
greatest splendor .Tl

an observation from a more modern Frenchman1© classic on
collective behaviors

"The. masses repudiate to-day the

gods which their admonishers repudiated, yesterday and
helped to'.destroy#

there is no power, Divine or toman,

that can oblige a stream to., flow back to Its source*"&7
the object in the remaining pages of this section '
will be to catch a glimpse of the-lenaissane# world through
.the critical eyes of contemporary thinkera,'*® If the.
climate of opinion of the sixteenth century contained
many survivals of the waning Middle Ages, It also con
tained a critical impulse which Is one of the unique
oharaatarlstlea of' modern European history*

Hachiavelli*.

Erasmus* Rabelais, Bodifi* Montaigne, all had at least
one thing' In common; each was moved to weigh his world
against his conception of the ideal and each found it
wanting* Before looking m o m closely at their indictment
it might, be well to make a brief ■'resume of the not-se-old
regime .of'the sixteenth century and the trials confronting
it*

-:<.■

^Webav© he Bom* The -Urewdf A Study of ..the Popular
Mlaffi flew fbrki The fiklng frees, W^T^pf W * "'Hereafter
Cited, as to.-'ion, the Urowd*
&®Xt might be well to point, out-in passing that the
word thinker is not used in the modem, vocational sense
connoting someone apart and perhaps'a little out of touch
with reality* the Renaissance frowned on specialisation,
favoring the man of parts*. With' the exception of Erasmus,
tfeer men to be considered in this' section were men of affairs*

the constitution of the French monarchy# in common
with all functioning const.1iutiers, was blended of expedi*
#$tes and experience*

tver- & period .of several hundred

years *■ French kings had fought their way out of the fie
do Franco and feudal impotence#. from suzerainty to .
sovereignty*

Initially this involved a sustained effort

to,augment the wealth and power of the- Orown by extending
the royal domain*

-this piecemeal creation.of the central

authority produced some- .interesting consequence si

the French monarchy of l£0O was an invasive and
aspiring, rather than'a governing power*
Guatomarily the &tog had more -power -at Amiens
or Bourges than he had at Nlsmes or Rouen*
■;fhls .fact*. coupled with the ■strength of merely
.provincial patriotisms* tended; to ma^e'opposition
..to the Crown local rather hhag national* and so
in the long run ineffective*^
As the- need arose * French kings created a steadily
increasing number of special embodiments through which.to
exercises.their expanding powers*

fhe detailed description

of the.condition and -extent of'the loyal administration at
the accession .of Francis I: is unbelievably complex; It
conveys the sense of hopelessness which must have played

. 19J. W. Allen, . ■■ '

teenth ’fentury
'and' SSWT^neresf ter'cited'as Allen,!Political
In- the. Sixteenth Century*^

a part to discouraging toe general overhaul of toe central
government*
If -.to# execution Mag m m p lex* toe design Mae rela**
lively simple * %

toe beginning of tto .sixteenth century

the French royal house Mae well on toe road to establishing

a ■personal, absolutism*

Throughout the. sixteenth century

theories of a progressively m m m absolute-monarchy made
their appearanee %

In practice*'however* the monarchy was

and remained to toe end severely limited by. conditions
rising- out of toe feudal society over which It held uneasy
sway*
Every institution that enjoyed toe smallest particle ■
.of authority in France administered justice* tod*
on -the other'hand* all toe courts* on the pretest"
of having police jurisdiction* passed administrative
regulations which they enforced on'pain, of penalty*
the universal confusion between toe law and the ad*
ministration resulted la a vast unwieldy machine'
which acted automatically throughout the country*
top King toing powerless' to control it* •••*
^Francis j/***would laugh and m j It was perfectly
tone that he ttew the right thing to do*, but that
he had no'Idea of how to-apply M s conceptions***
and ;had ■unfortunately never discovered toe person,
who could carry them out for M m * 2*

a' richly detailed account see John S* c*
©ridge* A History of Franc# .From -.the loath of .tonic II
(?ol. ■V* Frahce.;
#^fori t $Ct the.-"01aieaden free s.*
193&)* Otepters'-XlS*xIE# and ■naaslm* Bereafter cited,
as* ©ridge* Franc# Ip"lfl^»
*^touls Batiffol* The Century of the B.enaisa&nc©
(lew York: G. P.. Putnam'i^o?T57%t9T7 ppT 3ST'and~8~57
Hereafter cited as B&tlffel* Century <af. the, Henalssance*
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Excluding Henry W $ Francis 1 was easily the ablest of
*. France1a sixteenth-century monarohs*

'tern .
■"feudal;society** was.used' in the'"proceeding
paragraph; it‘is not' incorrect# hut it la ■perhaps misleading*
••Tim .
■organisation of society was.. feudal*

the fact, that the

_society itself,was. not was. the. sourceof strength which
,-heIped to■create.and..sustain ,the monarchy, .All <faal.eon*
..-timed to adhere .'to a fairly, rigid, tripartite, .diiriaion#.
.the feudal estates*

When#

mb

occasionally

happened#

the

nation was allowed formally to represent .itself to its.
■monarch# the resulting.. Estates.. General... brought, all the .in
genuity of a reluctantly .decaying social, structure' to hear
on the task of obstructing g o v e r n m e n t f h u e at .the-,
pfk
“ dean .Bodin* ■&%% 'Books' of the. Comonwealth».,traas*
M. J. tooley {Oxford ? ' B a s i l p p *
103-03*■■■ Hereafter cited-as Bodfn*. OommoSwealth*‘/.It is
incorrect to .suppose that because tiie;Estates ^eneral met
and, voted by estate* the privileged first estate {clergy)
and second estate, (nobility#'out-voted the third estate
two to one* On the pages cited above3 Bodin {writing in
the third person) states; Bodin* deputy for the third
estate at Blo.is#.*** .protested that from earliest times
each of the three'estates had Jealously, guarded.its right
not- to:-be liable to- coercion-.against its:will- by, the other
two*, this, principle had toen accspted without Question at
the.Estates *of Orleans**.*Jwhfeh .met from December, l£60 to
January,; 1561/*V Oonflieting .'intoresh0#. channeled into what
were beginning to be very class-conscious estates, added a
quality of deliberatenes a to, an. already unwieldy .Instrument *
though.it is a mistake to compare- the -.Estates. General to the
High Court of- Parliament# .it’is,-'perhaps, not.-amiss- to ad*
dnce:the .foregoing-in explanation of the. fact .that the
Estates never became the .instrument of royal purpose for
the Valois that Parliament,-became -for the fudore*

Estates General of Blois {15?6*7?) Bodin* "protested against
the other- two estates* with many forceful arguments* that
the appointment .of a body of thirty*#Xx judges to examine
the M i l e of reeommendat ion presented by the estates was
nrejudicial to'the,interests off t^he.klngdom«f^ 3 . with the
■sorry example-of Foland^in the period before there, wasno Pol&nd^before as * it may well he concluded fortunate
.that n,,*th© Estates General was and remained a crown-in*
sbitution* dependent in all of its essential functions
£p-v malfunction^ upon the crown.w^
It may he well to stress, a symbolic fact already
noted; at -the'Estates, of .Biois# Jean Bod In sat for the
third estate#

ftBodin*s claim to special honour rests

primarily on the fact that he# almost alone among six*
.teenth^century thinkers* made an honest effort to eon*
struct- a comprehensive theory of political society* ^
the alliance between the Crown and the- third estate was
one..of the--vital factor#■
■In.creating the modern French

^Bedin# iommonwealth* p# ■103* italics insertej|7.<
feorge k„ Bothroch* d r . * . F r e n c h frown and
the Sstates-'.©eneral of •l&llu *r French'historical.Studies,
{Vol.* I# Mo. 3*' Spring*. I960)r ■p*'. 39S* fierea?ter 'cited ,
as Bo throch# fhp ffr^noh Crown*
^&XXen* .fpllfl.cai thought in the Sixteenth Century*
P. Wf3*

monarchy fro© a feudal over^lordship* '

the wealth* with*

out .which, the Bern! asauce might have succumbed as did the

Carolinglan renaissance to- infant mortality* m m largely
created bf the third estate » •fhe seat of the ■rising. com*
seraial class m m the accountant* s steel#' net the saddle'!
while the monarchy steed for order in. a turbulent vmrid*
the. third- estate stood for the monarchy*

As the eighteenth

century .'jolted towards. Its fateful conclusion# the monarchy
often nseemed#, at best# a- broken reed; in the sixteenth
century# however# It was for- the very class that ultimately
destroyed it# the only source of security in an extremely
uncertain world*.
Of the numerous political liabilities-of the French
monarchy in this century* -one of the most important and****
within its own. frontier0^**certainlf the most disagreeable
was the Reformation*

fhe much discussed alliance with_

elements'of the rising commercial class notwithstanding*

the Reformation was the last great surge of medieval
piety#- goaded to violence by the triumph of the Benais*
eanee*
**.*an insidious revulsion of the natural man against
a religion he does not openly discard is what* in
modern Christendom* we call the Renaissance• 'Ho

^Bridge# France in lSl£» ppm 5«*6*

M>
less than the Revolution (which is the later open
rebellion against the same traditions) the Hensis*

sauce is radically inimical to Christianity* $0
say that Christianity survives* even if weakened
or dicea tahli0hod * is to say that the Renaissance
and the Revolution are still incomplete* Far from
being past events they- are living programmes*
the Ideal of the Renaissance is to restore pagan
standards-' in polite learning# in philosophy# in
sentiment* and in'morals*.•,Instead of forsaking,
this wicked world* the men of the Renaissance
accept* love# and"cultivate the world* with all
its pomp and van!tiesf they believe in the blame*,
leanness of natural life and. in its perfectibility!
or they cling at least to- a noble ambition to per*
■feet it and a glorious ability to enjoy it* In*'
stead of renouncing the flesh* they feed* refine*
and adorn it| their arts glorify Its beauty and
its passions* And far from renouncing the devil***
if we understand by the devil the proud assertion
on the part of the finite of its autonomy*, autonomy
of the intellect. In science* autonomy of the heart
and will in morelathe men of the Renaissance are
possessed by the devil altogether* They worship
nothing and acknowledge authority in nothing, save
in their own spirit* Mo opposition could be more
radical and complete than that between the Benais~ 7
sance and the anti^worldly religion of the gospel* *■
•_:Xf the foregoing interpretation of the Renaissance
Is allowed# much of the French Reformation is thereby ex*
plained*

As -a purely religious, movement ^assuming there

is such a things the Reformation was .relatively harmless!
it became a force to be reckoned with, only by allying
itself to the powerful feudal elements which survived in

^George Santayana* Winds* of Poe trine, and Platonism
and the Spiritual U f a ''(Hew York 1' Harper''& Brothers"
'FuSlIaEers7T5§f7* 'PP* 37^3$* Hereafter cited as Santayana*
Minds of Boo,trine *
*

French life*

The difficulty with a strong monarchy**#?*

for that matter* a. strong executive comparable to,, that
created by -the United States- Oons tliutloa— ls assuring,
the succession of strong men capable of effectively exerhi sing Its poweri*

In the cap-able, hands of Loul# -'SiI

(;Ufr98*l£l5)# Francis I (l5lS-iSk?5* and Henry II (15W1£59)* the monarchy successfully kept the upper hand by
channeling; feudal energies into-foreign wars*

The dee*

oription of Maohlavelii., written during his embassy to
the court of lo-uls U I # is a fair summary- of the whole
.periodt
To-day* **the- frown is stronger#- richer* and more
powerful than ever before* for the following, reasons*
■First* it has become rich" because* when a king, has
had no son* his private fiefs', and'property have
passed 'to the -from! many fiefs have been acquired
thus! and to-day ail the best .■properties belong'to
the Grown* and not to private barons*. Secondly*
It has become .strong* because to-day there are no
longer any of those powerful and arrogant barons*
such as the Dukes of 0uyonne and. Bourbon* who could
resist or attack the King* when they pleased* Besides* neighbouring ?rinses■were at liberty to
attack the kingdom.' when they felt Inclined* since
there was always some Duke — Br11tany* or Doyenne*
or Burgundy* or Flanders— to throw open the door'
and welcome them in* ***lut to-day* **/they/ nr#
utterly loyal to bb# Grown* and cannot be used
■by the'Eing1s enemies to create a diversion *
so that'he is strengthened -and they are enfeebled*
Further* at the present time the richest and most,
■powerful lords are of the Royal Blood* and being ■
themselves in the line of succession to the Grown*
they support it in the hope that they or their
issue may some day inherit -it and In the belief

that resellion or hogfltllity would militate against
their o « interests*^®
It would fee Instructive to fee able to ask Maehiavelllf
How If a. time- comes when this iteuM cease to fee true?
Could fee have forseen the course- of events after 1559# fee
might well have said, as Bcdln did in fast say, TtMfeen Sod
Intended to punish the mime of the people, fee threatened
them with womem and children as rulers♦. ♦*
the policy***if one may give that- name to the often
unconscious knaek fey which able men make the best of a bad

lofe~~©f providing

France*$

feudal aristocracy with enter*

talument in Italy and elsewhere was perhaps the only pos*

sifele way of dealing with -them* »It meant, however, that
once the internal .-feelance of forces described fey Macfeiavelli
was altered, la favor of the nobility the state might fee
exposed to forces able to shake it to Its very foundations.
the eternally.adolescent deities of Olympus could not have
devised a more grimly ironic prologue to the play.

One

might suppose .the colorful pagent :of'the tournament to
fee among'tfe# more innocuous ‘
survivals of- feudalism! it
proved otherwise for Henry 11.#' thus la %$$9 the Host

^Quoted in Bridge* France As ASM*

p
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Christian King of Franc# managed to got himself killed In
a t o u r n a m e n t H e could hardly .have chosen a less fortunate
moment*
Franc# is t$5f was poised on the brink of civil war*

.Some confusion in this matter arises from tfc# fact that
both sides .insisted upon according the dubious honor of
titular leadership to fesns .Christ*

If this Is levity,

it is at least appropriate to the spirit of the occasion#
fhus before considering the plague of civil war in the
fructifying warmth of a regency. It is Indispensable to
consider the religious question*
■It. may be well to point out at once that many of
the.most widely accepted generallsafeions about the Safer*
matton, generalisations which are Quite proper for-Germany
or England, do not- hold for France until Qualified virtually

beyond recognition*

there is an obvious reason for thisI

the difficulty with obvious reasons, however, Is that they
are simple and hence appealing but not. necessarily correct*
fh# means have yet to be discovered whereby the historian
could profitably emulate his colleague, the physicist, who
says that such»and«such 'would happen* % l l things being

Jor a detailed account of-the death of Henry II
which, is cfM-pleb# without being.sadistt#\#e# femes Westfall
frnmpmn* mm Mufes M
.In WMpm* i j f & B t •
|.ihic.aga..f, Illinois I fK# uHversl ty of uhlcago Frees §
Ifl S ) $ PP + l4p* Hereafter cited as fhompsen, -Mars of

kk
■equal,** which to knows quite weIX they never are*.- Hence
it would to well if it were axiomatic for History that tto
eii^Xe.,..reason-is that which Xs:.itouffi©iantly understood*
fto- simple reason for.a careful re-examination of thefamiliar notions about the Beformaiion, where France is
concerned#, .is that the Beformation In France failed*
furthermore* there Is a simple reason for this failure*
fto notoso^simpl© fact la, however# -that the failure of .
the Beformat ion in Franc# was not merely, a matter of cuius
regie sips re.Xl&le.* fo arrive at this conclusion it is
necessary to part with a fond Illusion and recognise that
no government governs for very long without feto consent-**"
or to to strictly correct* vtto anquleseen©#*-of the governed* »
In France* *,*frotes tantism tod great strength in the
sixteenth century* ,Calvin himself was a Frenchman
and.,, despite common American notions about the French
national character* Frenchmen make as good puritans as any others* „But the French crown* the focus -of
French patriotism* tod nothing of Importance to gain
from a- split with Bornef -it already pos.-sessed great '
independence • ,Most Frenetoen never identified
Frenchness with Protestantism*: as most north tor*
mans identified Protestantism with 0e»anne-ss* *
Indeed#- toward the end of the civil wars In .six*
teenth century France, most middle-of *the-road
Frenchmen Identified frotestantIsm with treason
to France*31

^erane Brin ton, f.to ItePlm of .the Modem Mind
|lew forks tow American
#■p* Sf? ^ tore-*
after cited as Brin ton, Shaping of the.Modern- Mind» *

the term, "tolllean Church11 Is used to ■denote the
unique position ot the Freiiefci church, somewhere between the
complete Independence of the Church of England and the
complete dependence of the Church. in torm&ny*

the liberties

of the -Cailieait Church, secured by the -Pragmatie Sanction
of Bburgea (liilS), tended to cut across the authority of
Crom

and Papacy*

ffae Pragmatic Sanction embodied most

of the enti>Fapal decrees of the Council of Basel*

More*

over, It staunched the flow of wealth from the Kingdom
by the abolition of annates, the first year1© revenue
from eeciesiasfical livings, which formerly had gone to
Borne*

the position of the French Church under the terms■-

of the Pragmatic Sanction-has been described -.as "almost
s c h i s m s t i c & i , *3 9 .

fhis Is perhaps a bit strong, but

clearly the French Church, by the beginning of the six*
teerth century, had for some time enjoyed a considerable
measure of autonomy*

Papal opposition had proven fruit*

less but persistent in the fa©# of-a statute which openly
asserted the ■supremacy of a council*

Clearly some com*

promise capable of .harmonising the interests of Crown
and Curl® was needed*

In 1516 the ■Crown was confirmed

in Its-powers -over the French Church {appointment,

^preserved Smith, fhe Age of toe Beformation
‘{Mew Ifor.kl Henry Holt and' Company, X9E3)7*-prT|27^Her e■*
afier cited as Smith, tee of the -Reformat Ion*.

jurisdiction and taxation} in return for thm repeaX of
the fragmatie :Sanction {effected in 15x8} and the pos*
Siblllty of' the renewal of annates *33

fh£a compromise*

the Concordat of Bologna, warn accomplished over a storm
of protest*3t| Thus* “The University of Faria continued
■to resist for a short time* hut eventually it too ■m s

silenced* ■and the Concordat-of 1518 became on© of the
principal decrees which regulated..the 'French church *f,35
In the •Concordat of Bologna* the Crown had the beat of
both worlds*

Mevertheless* the Calllean liberties re*

mained an issue..in national .life, until- late In the- reign
of Beals XIV*. Thus -at the Bata tea General of X6IB .the
first -article, of. the, oahler prepared, {but- not presented'}
by the third estate contained the following provision!
..That the -IClng be bogged to resolve In- the assembly
of a is , e s ta te s a $ . fundam ental law of the- kingdom*-"

33g&st0n teller* .Ms Inatltufelons de. la France au
Ibgle- {Faria$ frees©.©WSimmitaKrm de franSS* 19i|
pp* 355*SST- Hereafter cited as Boiler * M s .Institutions,
de la France*.
3^eiier* M s Institutions de la France* p* -157*
■**1*© roi salt .qua Wacte' se '"heurtera V un© "trbs forte
opposition*. Jtussi vient^il on personae au farlament pour
Xul an communiquer le texts* Bt 11 ©ssaie de X,incimid.er
en lui disant d^assea dure a v&rit£s* Be farlament nfen
rdsiste pas moins pendant trois mo is* II n’enregistre
flnalement qu1avac de multiipes reserves**1
Hub se 11 Major# Heoresentative Institutions in
Renaissance France * XU.81*.l559 T(Mad'ison ; IheniniveriTty
o f ilisconalh fiess t Ifw}# "pp.* 130*31.4 Hereafter cited
as Major*. Instltutiers ft*a Renaissance France*
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which will be inviolable and binding upon all, that
since he is recognized as sovereign in his estate*
holding:* the crown of none bat 00a* there is'ho power
on. earth* whatever it might be* spiritual-or temporal*
which M s any claims on his kingdom- to deprive it
of the sacred persons of our kings,. nor to dispense
"or., absolve-, their subject# of. the fidelity which'
M a y owe for- whatever cause or pretext; that all
subjects*.of whatever'quality or-condition, they
might be, will hold this law as sacred and inviol*
'able, as- conforming to the word of God without
equivocal distinction or any.sort of.limitation*
to be sworn and signed by all-the deputies of the
estate#* and hereafter by all beneficiaries and
officers of the kingdom before entering Into-their
benefice© or being received, in their offices*3® ■
the H©formation in France never succeeded In Identify*
lag itself with the- national life*

It ■appealed rather to

the affected and disaffected elements which ran counter to
i
the main stream of national development! it appealed to
the nobility which affected to exereiae power# it had 'lost
or was losing and to the- petite booraeolsf# disaffected by
the powerful and vocal elements of the third estate.*

fhus,

..*it was not the spread of Calvinism among the
lower ciasses- that provided the most serious threat
.to the crown or even to the fhufeh**** fhe real
danger earn^ from the increasing number of noble
converts who- quickly made themselves the protectors*
■then, the patrons, and finall^ the masters of the'
local churches* Control of fhe hew religion was
gradually-slipping from Calvin and .Coiigny into
the. more dangerous hands of Gondd and other members
of-the -nobility who saw in the Reformat.ion an oppor**
turity to gain some popular support for their cause1
the revival -of the powers and .privileges- of the nobility*

3&Queted in lothroclc* -the. French.Irown* p* 308*
..^V* Hassell Major* fhe isMte.s -General of 1S6.Q
Prince toKElverslty'fress,'1951),
p* £3* Hereafter cited as Major* Estates General.,of l560*
(frinceton* M m lerseyi

to assign to the role of'the nobility in the ftefcre
mation a purely political motivation no doubt dbes injustice
to some few* - nevertheless, the.case-against them is strong
■enough to support the conjecture that the exceptions were
very few*.. With the petite bourgeoisie* however, the matter
la far from clear*.

fheirM was unquestionably a psychologic

eal involvement of the type■generally referred to as spirit**
oal«

For -this class the dawning awareness, of freedom

scarcely seemed an emancipation*

The Renaissance'spelled

the end of such security as they had ■known,

fhus they be**

came, politically conservative and spiritually reactionary*
fhe appeal of the Reformation for them is well illustrated
in- a passage- from Luther;
^fhe great entrepreneurs/* ..have all the commodities
under their ..control and "practise without concealment
all. the tricks that have been mentioned; they raise
and;lower prices as they please and oppress and ruin
all: the-small merchants* as .the'pike the little fish,
in.
.the water, just as though' they were lords over
God*s creatures and free from all the laws of ibith
and■love
fhe 'psychological involvement of the Huguenots re*
quires some .further.elaboration* -In pursuing this aspect
of the problem the .intention 1b not to discredit the con**
selo&s sincerity of the entire party.;- contemporaries fully

Morits of Martin -Luther (10. vols«| Philadelphia?
Muhlenberg'-Press*: SWiJ'T* foi* i¥, -p* 3k* Hereafter cited
as Luther,

appreciated the distinction between "Hugaenots of religion”
and the "Huguenots o f -state *

The intention la rather

to avoid, i#-possible, an-.unnecessary paradox*
The ■small merchants and a rtis a n s were the core of
the Huguenots of religion*

When the -c iv il wars subsided,

they remained ;until driven out by Louis XIV Vs revocation
o f the Edict -of Mantes*

A t the -ris k -of ambiguity, Erich

froma designates this group as the ”®iddie class $11 'the
following.- passage is illuminating;
.The members of the middle class were essentially
c o n s erva tive ; they wanted to stabilise society
and not uproot it; each of them, hoped to become
more prosperous and to p a rtic ip a te - in the general
development* .Hostility, therefore, -was not to be
■expressed overtly, nor’could- It even be felt eon*
seleaslyf it had to be repressed* Repression of
hostility, however, only removes it from conscious
awareness, it does"not abolish i t *
**.the pent*
up hostility. • * increases to a point where it per-*
vedes the whole personality*..but in rationalized
and disguised-forms* Luther and. ’Calvin'portray
this all .pervading- hostility* ♦■♦.these two men,
personally, belonged to the ranks of the greatest
haters among the-leading ■figures- of -history* **.*
*.**their* dee brines were colored by this hostility
and could only appeal to a group itself driven by
an-intense, repressed hostility.* The most striking
expression of this hostility is found in -their
concept of 0ed,. especially*in Galvin1© doctrine*"
**-*we often do not fully realize what it.means to
conceive of God as being as arbitrary and m e re ilesb as Calvin'1s 0od, who destined part -of man*
kind to eternal damnation without any justification

^Thompson, Wars o f R e lig io n * p* 16; For the
etymology of the word huguenot,19, for which there are
a v a r ie t y ‘o f ■plausible derivations and. no agreement,
see footnote- 1, pp. 1.0*11 of this work*

or reason except that this -m% was an expression of
God*# power* m»* This picture of a despotic Cod,
who wants unrestricted power over men and their Sub*
mission- and humiliation, was the projection of the
middle class*'# own hostility and envy **4-0 .
St should be stressed that this hostility was a
prior condition which found expression in the reformed
doctrines*

In the main, it was the medieval piety of the

religious Huguenots which was 11inimical” to the Renaissance*
Long before- ■the Reformation practice of singing the psalms
had become current, they felt the anguish of the plea,.
”0*1ve sentence with me, 0 Clod, and defend my cause against
the 'ungodly people; 0 deliver me from-the deceitful and.
wicked- m&n.*”^

this,- class welcomed the arduous trek back

to the sterner' Christianity which-had.survived the bar#barian. invasions and the fall of Borne* ■ Their*s was the
faith of martyrs which, as ©vents were about 'to prove,
was fortunate*

'■. -.

If 'the Reformation in France was ultimately a
failure, It was Initially a success! Indeed# it was so
sncceseful that it drove its competition from the- field*
The movement'which cornered the'market on reformation was-

^Srlch Fromm, Escape from,Freedom (Hew fork i
Holt, Rinehart, and-Winston,'
Hereafter
cited as Fromm, Escape from. Freedom.*
M^he 'Book of Gomraon Braver (Hew York t -Oxford
P* 39h.
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only indirectly a domeatie commodity.

It would be strange

indeed# in an age when men of enduring stature bad thrown
down.'the:gauntlet of reform before the throne of St# Peter#.
.if the tradition of Callieam liberties produced no move
ment for reform from within*

Ms early as Ifll* Erasmus*

having paused in the ritual of ridicule to speak plainly#
offered a timely warning to the Vicar of Christ!
*.#.*bteat terrible thunderbolt of excommunication#:*.#*
these most holy fathers in Christ and Els vicars
hurl with more'fierceness against none than against'
such as# by the instigation of the devil# attempt
to lessen or rob them of Peter*s patrimony* When.#
though- those words .in the Gospel, **We have left all#
and followed thee#11 were his# yet they call his
patrimony; lands# cities# tribute# imposts# richest
for which# being enflamed -with the love of Christ*
they ■-contend with fire and sword# and act without
loss of much Christian blood# and believe they have
then most apostolically defended the Church# the
spouse, of Christ# when the enemy# as they call them#
are valiantly routed* Mb- If the Church had any
deadlier, enemies than wicked prelates'# who not" only
suffer' Christ to run out of request for want of
preaching him# but hinder his spreading by their
multitudes of laws merely contrived for their own
profit# corrupt him by their■forced expositions#
and murder him. by the evil "example of their pestI**
lent lifs*W

Erasmus was the outstanding advocate of reform from within
the Church*

His hope was for a .united Christendom reformed

along the limes of M s personal'achievement# the synthesis
of Hemal stance and Christianity*

1© understood-**©© did

^HesMerlma Erasmus* fhe Praise of Folly* trams*
yoto. Wilson# 1665 (Ann Arbor s' 1ml versi ty ©Flfichlgan Press#
I960)* pp* 118-19. Hereafter cited as Erasmus* Praise of
£&&>

©#■orge Santayana in modern times— that the soul of ©hpistian#
Ity is the gospel of love from which it perennially revivl*
fy-s itself*

He an age which piN^doeed many refinements to.,

bigotry and cruelty* he said simply, "Whenever you encounter
truth,, look upon it as Christianity*"^

In France, the

hop© of such a reform centered around the person of' Basques
hefewe d"1Staples* to whose exertions Erasmus expressed
himself •"especially devoted*11^' -the currents of Reforma*
tion from Germany and ©eneva cut across and largely die*
credited this labor of love*

the outbreak of the feasants

War in Germany was all.that was needed to persuade Francis I
of the danger, and Refeyre found Str&sshurg the alternative
to execution*^
tolerance*

For his age, Francis 1 possessed an urbane

Moreover,■France was not without able* moderate

men capable of axeouting a moderate policy#

A country whose

population was overwhelmingly peasant, however.* was not apt
to find the-, events to Romany reassuring;* thus the course
of moderation was discredited*
If unconscious hostility was the fertile seed*bed
for the reformed doctrines, once the Reformation was launched

^Quoted la gtefara. Swaig, Erasmus o£ Kottgrdanu trans.
Eden and Cedar Raul -{lew fork# fha WStog' frSss, lf§©) *

p. 91* Hereafter cited as Ewelg, Erasmus of Rotterdam.*.'
^hotter to Wolfgang Capita# February 26, ISH* .
Quoted at length in Oilmore, ■World of Humanism* .pp.* 260*61*
* ^Smlth,

A m

of the Reformation*

p*

IfI*

■the hostility■could come out* assured of ample justification*
Francis I#, like. Queen Elisabeth or-Marcus Aurelius, posses*
s e d a ruler»'s ■Inst toe t- which warned-, him-to -yi#M sparingly"

to his subjects'persecutory passions*

to a rhymed aphorism*

tie expressed a -sentiment common $© all sixteenth century
European rulers {excepting possibly the Sultan of Turkeys
and he- does not count* Francis having broken the ice by
making r o w for him to the ©oncert}^*
one foilw

"Un roi* pita. lol#

- ^ e king* one law* one-faith#

like Hamlet*

Francis spoke daggers {or rather fires) hut used non©*
except on Folonius * After I5I-? * -however* the Reformation
accelerated rapidly#. Mi thin two years of Henry XX *s
accession*-{|5*£*. I$k9) he created within the far dement
of Paris-a special bureau of Huguenot-affairs* the■.ghambrs
hi
ardent© o r 'burning chamber •A catalogue, of the perse cm*
tory decrees to this period would serve no purpose here*
Since, .however* the object is to consider the public philoso*
phjp the Edict of ©tateuubrlant {iggX) is of some interest.
The period of re 1ig Icma~ei v11 wars' to France came closerthan almost any other period in modern history to realising
all the horrors Mobbes envisioned in m state of anarchy*

. ^Batlffol* ientury. of .the lenatosanpe..* p* 78* >
W f hoanson.*.. ■Mars:qt jteil^ion* p* 1.1*
Wfhompson* Mars of Religion* pp-* .10*11*

Sfc
It is almost a misnomer to speak of public morality* but
one can imagine, the effect upon it of ,the provision of
the Edict of ©ha te&ubriant which ■promised informer# against
heretics a third of their, goods
'Henry- If.'had not been a year in His tomb before
the .situation in generato-and in particular the ascendency
of -the ,bon## of ©uise*- jy^ tvrannle'jgal.sleime--had produced'
a conspiracy of formidably proportions*

fh-e conspiracy of '-

Ambolae marked the beglnnlag; for many, pro tesfcants and
catholics alike. It proved to .be..the beginning, of the.end*
The details--of--this struggle* even In outline, lie beyond
the scope' of hhls. assay*

Ifevertheless* a concrete example-

of the Horror of these war# will furnish an eloquent back
ground against which to resume the examination of the change
likg public philosophy*

the government of the 0ui.sea retained

the upper hand and successfully dispersed the conspiracy
of teboiseI the following .summary Is taken from contemporaryaccountsf
In the end- the government sent 1,200 of those impli
cated in the conspiracy of tabolse or under suspicion
to- execution*. A morbid desire to witness the shed
ding of blood seised upon society# and it became a
customary thing for the ladies and gentlemen: of thecourt to" witness the torture of those condemned after
the manner of the mu to .da £4 in Spaim*^
^Bafelffei, denturr of the Renaissance. p* 163*
^Quoted In Thompson*'Wars, of Religion* p. 39... "The
Court attended; the spectacle of these execution# *comme
s* 11 e0fc 4t4 question de voir jouer quelque momerie.f11
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The wars of religion lie like a chasm across toe
History of France* dividing the. Frenchmen of toe Renais
sance from toe subjects of Henry- IV#

The change wrought

by toes© disasters is .well illustrated by the gulf which
separates Francois Rabelais £l49li?*l5S3} end Michel, Baron
dm Montaigne {1533-1592)*

Comparing the two men reminds,

one of Milton1-# famous poems5 in Rabelais one -sees
b*Allegro* the laughing man, and in Montaigne, II
Psngerosa* the thoughtful man*
■Rabelais portrays the Renaissance -at its raucous
best (or worst depending upon how easily.one is shocked).
In Or&ngousier, ©argantua* and Pantagruel, the. three genera
tions of -genial giants# one sees- the- emergence of Rena is-sane© man# and with him a progressive public philosophy*
Oraadfatoer* father# son#, each In his turn greatly sur
passed his .sire*, ©rangouaier (or ©reafcgullefc) was per
sonally little more than-a rollicking "tosspot."^

Ho

possessed* however* .two qualities which are outstanding
characteristics of the Renaissance*

First*, he was keen

in seeking indications of natural gifts which he valued—
as a personification of the early Renaissance It would

^^rancols Rabelais,. .The Five Books of .0arg.ant.ua
and Fcntagruel* tr&ns* Jacques beGlercqvHew Yoi^kt The
Modern"Hibrary* Random House, inc.*.* 1936)* Book One,
Chapter ill* pp* 12-1%* Hereafter cited as thus!
Rabelais*. •Oargantua and Pantagruel* .X* ill# pp* X2-llb*

aQt tee too strong to aay reverenoed ~~&nd towards which ho
actaewlodged a duty to facilitate their cultivation*

fteus

he says# ^Per my part, the terlet conversation I have, just
hah with dargartua* ,,suffices to convince me that his mind
is illumined by the 41vine spark,

low else,*,could he have

proved so acute # so- subtle, ,,,and withal so serene?

(Jive

the boy proper schooling,*,and tee will attain a supreme
degree of -w i s d o m ! t r u e # the grounds upon which tee pro*,
fosses to see this ^divine spark*1 are , as some may remember,
at best ludicrous and at worst vulgar in the extreme*

fteis

does not negate the expression of the IdealI it only means
that labelals saw the tamer to the perennially proud parent'
who will ever and anon seise upon, -the slightest pretext
for- thinking that M s offspring is unique and absolutely
without peer*

Hrengouslerto second outatending, -quality

Eatoelais presentB in a double a s p e c t t h e Benaissanee
has seldom if :ever been equaled in its clear instinctive
recognition of the importance of self*respect* without
which there is no geniune respect for any thing else*

to

addition, t m periods in history have produced such numsr*
ous examples of extreme rulore«*sxtr©mely bad ones whom, we
remember C,ftte# -evil that men 4# lives after..them**) .and

extremely good ones wteem we forget I*1the good.is oft-.

interred with- their bones113.* to put it -simply, whatever
one may think of Orangousierto personal, habits, he was good
at his job*

His Job is that of a ruler, -and as such, he

possesses the qualities which harsh experience had taught
the .Renaissance to look for in a prince*

ftas, when a

neighboring"prince invades his country on a trivial pro*
text and refuses'to forego the hazards of war for-the most
generous satisfaction, Or&ngousier says 5
.* .now I realise X must put amor over my aged,
wearyi feeble'shoulders, I must seise lance and
mace with trembling hand to succor and protect '
my unhappy people* leaser dictates this course-,
sine# it' is by the fruitof their labor and the
sweat of their brow thatX and my children and
household are kept aiivet.^3
Here, then, is a prince who is- the father -of his people|
he earns his money,, and his realistic appraisal of his
relationship to his people Is an appealingly humane antici*
pation of the-'time when Frederick the dreat would call him*
self nbh© first servant of the- state*11
On© of the best known and most widely reprinted
passages from Rabelais is the famous letter from Oarg&ntua
to Pantagruel who- is studying in Paris*^

It seems un

fortunate that this letter is so often presented out of
context*

fhe tone of the letter is serious, even reverent,

^Rabelais, Sar&antua and Fantagrael, X# xxiil, p* 90*
^Rabelais* Oar^antaa and Pantagruel* IX, viii,_p* 190.

and divorced from h&belais*s habitual satire it is easily
misunderstood*

Presented as a documentary express ion of

the Honnlaaa&co ideals of versatility and well rounded
knowledge# the modem reader finds' It*.met sc >much to*
pressive as ;'teefedible*

Ifei in the life of a f#|' long

lived giant- there are not that many hours in the day*
fherein * of course* lies the satire * One of the w e t to*
tereattog'feetnree of the Hen&lgsanee is its realism*'a

glaring light in which to expose the foibles of cmeis
self and the world in which one lives*

It is not in the

least out of character1for Mabelsis to satirise hie
world1s most prised Meal*

fhus Burckhardt remarks#

**fhe corrective« not only of this modern desire for fame*
but of all highly developed Individuality# is found to
ridicule*.

***»

But wit could not be an independent

.element"to life till its appropriate victim# the developed

individual with personal pro tens ions* .had appeared*11^
fkere la no accident in- the presentation of Oargantua
and Pantsgruel ms giants.*

lor Is

author and. reader frequently find
to forget their enormous slme*

it occidentalthat
it easy and convenient

the presentation.is the

actual experience of the HenaissaBee
aanca man was apt to find it easy

pp*

«* .m *
■&

,+Bnrekh&rdt*
*
~

1 1 5 *j

inverted*The H e m Is*'

to .forget hispianey

Civilisation of the

f--.ir.mmr.'0“r—nrn.-.iiruf.ur.rrmrr'rrmi T.titn-nr r“nr^nanft-

m
st.ature**his human limi tat Ions*-*in his effort.a to ^bestride
the narrow world like a colossus!1*
;Ih Itonbmigns the vigor’and .iole do vlvre has. sub**
Sided into-resignation*

All the characteristics of the

Renaissance are present* but dimmed! the anarchy# the
wanton cruelty of the civil wars- hangs over-his work like
a pall*-, Thus he remarks!

% # one suffers long except by

M s own ■fault.*' Be who has not the. courage to suffer .either

death or life* who will neither resist nor flee*, what can
we do with
The work of Montaigne is far more difficult to treat
than that of ftabeiais! largely In the form, of.essays, on
diverse subjects* It lacks the allegorical framework which
has- sustained Rab©la.ls*s popularity*

tike Bean Swift*

labelais-is' entertaining long after he has ceased to be
understood* ..Montaigne* however* possesses the merit of
M s vices* ..Many a truth passes cloaked in Jest! Eabelals

:
^.***toew it was the prerogative of fools to speak what
they'like* -and that too without offense***^

Montaigne

throws off the mask and. makes no effort to disguise the.
lance, of truth as an attenuated foal*a,cap*

As thuss

Is -there--any -opinion so M&arre****l leave.aside the
gross impostures of religions* .with which so many
-great nations and so many -able men have been aeon-

56Montalane,.Martl. P* %?.
E r a s m u s , gr*l»g. of feite* P. 130.

to fee besotted* for sloe# this matter -is beyond the
scope of our human reason* it is acre excusable for
anyone who is not extraordinarily enlightened by
divine favor to be lost in it| but of other opinions
is- there any so strange*-that habit has not planted
.and. established it by law in the region# where she
saw- fit-to do sot- tod that ancient exclamation. I#
very justs the natural philosopher* whp should be
■the observer und^the clueStep of nature *■ferd&ohly
seek#- the ProgII of truth from' minds. 'imbuid wCp*
'
SaSli-WimimTXSB -~
Here is a bold skepticism which' has more in common with
the ■late ■seventeenth century than the late sixteenth*
Many* if not most of the ideas which at the outset of the
eighteenth century'were beginning- to draw new, breath from
the achievements of science are to be found in Montaigne.
The’thought of the seventeenth century was'overshadowed
by the lingering passions of the Reformation*

The bigotry

of the Reformat Ion had'driven the humanism of the Renaissance
from the'seat-of'authority*

The war# of religion were no

doubt very entertaining for such distinguished personage#
as' the tee; da teise or the Trine# de OonddV

Montaigne 1#

not unconcerned to record their effect on more humble people t
Some peasant#'have just informed me hastily that-a
moment ago- they left in a wood that belongs to me
a.man stabbed in a hundred■places* who Ia still
breathing*, and who begged them for pity*# sake to
bring him some water and.'help him to get up. They
say that they did not dare go near- him* and ran
away* for fear that the officer# of -the -law would

^Montaigne* Works* p> T9*,/tran#labor*# italic#i
the quotation from Cicero was used by Montaigne in J&tijg/*

6l
catch 'them there and hold them ■accountable for' th#
aoeiden.t**as is dona with those who are- found near
a murdered man**to their ■total ruin, since they had
neither ability nor money to- defend their' innocence*
What eould 1 say to them? It is certain that thlg
act of humanity would hare got them into trouble*5“
From, barah experience Montaigne illustrates the difference
between freedom and anarchy*, liberty and licenser

”1 am

so sick for freedom that if anyone should forbid me access
to some corner of the Indies*- 1 should live distinctly less
comfortably*

....

all my little prudence in these civil

wars in which we are now involved is employed to keep them
from interrupting my freedom of coming and going.”
Subsequent ■centuries have proven, that the. reaction.
which was the Beformatioa came too late to lull the public
philosophy back into its former somnambulance*
of the/European mind was not to be chained*

The vitality

ffae balanced

judgment of Montaigne is not to be correctedt
.*. if the Invea&ore ^frotes tantj7 have done more harm*
the imitator® ^athoXice of the"l*ea@ug/
more
vicious in that' they ■wholeheartedly follow examples
whose horror and evil they have felt and. punished*'
And if there is .some degree-of honor-in evil-doing*
they must concede to the ..ethers- the glory, of in#.
venbioa and the courage of .making the first effort* 4
In a longer perspective* Santayana wrote!

^Montaigne* Works* p» 8.19*
60Montaigne, Vovka* $$»* 820*21*
^%ontaigne.* Works * p . 8? *

%i the humanistic tendencies of the Renaissance could,
have worked. os unimpeded* might sol; a revolution from
above# a gradual rationalisation. Save transformed the
church? Its dogma might have.been .Insensibly under*
stood to be nothing but myth, its miracles no-thing *
but legend# its■sacraments mere symbols# its Bible
pure literature# its liturgy Just' poetry# its hier*
s® -administrative convenience* its" ethics .an
historical, accident#:and. its1whole--'function simply
to- lend a warm mystical aureole to .human culture ■
and ignorance* The Reformation prevented this eutha*
nasia of Christianity* It re*expr#ssed the unenlightened
absolutism- of the oil religion; it.insisted that dogma
was.scientifically true# that ..salvation vtm urgent
and fearfully doubtful# ’that the world# and the
worldly paganised church# were as Sodom and Gomorrah#
and- that sin# though natural to- man# was to God an
abomination.* In fighting this movement# which soon
became .heretical#, the Catholic church had to fight
it with its own weapons# and -thereby reawakened in
Its' own bosom-the same sinister convictions*-^
Despite the reaction, of the Reformat ion*, or# indeed#
perhaps partly because of it# the compassion of Erasmus#
the irrepressible lust for life of Rabelais# the courageous
and uncompromising-sleepticism of. Montaigne'were abroad, in
the world when the seventeenth century dawned*

They played

a vital'role In shaping the- Idea and the ideal of the
Revolution* which their authors would have deplored as <

much as they deplored the Reformation*

Nevertheless* their

worldly posture* their compassion# lust* and skepticism*
marked the definitive rupture of the, other-worldly Intellect^
ualisms of the Middle Ages*

All three.attitudes, implied

&P.
^Santayana# Minds,of ioetrine* p* jf*

a

and effectiveness of action#; assumptions India*

pansable to the new ideal of a fundamental reshaping of
society*

Ill, The Mew Science1
That--nature-exists# -it would be absurd-to try bo-'prove.| for it is obvious that there are many things
of 'this kind*;and ■to prove what■is obvious by what
is not is the sart of .a man who- is. unable to dim*,
tittgulsh what' Is self-evident fro® what Is .not#
♦♦^Aristotle
■let. us suppose that among the decrees of the 41 vine'
Architect' was 'the thought of creating in the universe

those globes which we behold continually revolving*
and of establishing a center of their- rotations In
which the sun was located immovably^
,*■**Galileo Galilei

In the discussion of perspectives stress was placed
upon the vital role of mathematics in creating meaningful
abstract ions*

It now becomes necessary to return to that

.^The order most natural to a mind trained in the
study of history would seem to be a chronological order*
Perhaps It is for this reason that many accounts of the
scientific revolution of the sixteenth'and seventeenth
centuries subject the reader to a ntennis match11 between
science per se and philosophy* for the sake of clear
exposition, it has been'deemed advisable to recognise the
distinction in the organisation of this essay* The dis*
iInction .Is not always' clear# particularly in the seven
teenth century? the eighteenth century* however, brings
to the center of the 'stage in France men who are clearly
not sclent1st.a* The phllosophes* profoundly Influenced
by the achievements of "the" scientific revolution, erected
upon this foundation a broad structure of .inferences con*
corning the nature and potential of man.-and the Joint
social .enterprise* Thus this section will consider the
currents of thought in four men -whose work was predomi
nantly scientificr Oopernicus, Kepler, Galileo* and.
Hew ton* ■ The- following section, lfThe lew Philo sophy,f?
will deal with Bacon# Descartes,, and hocke.
%cK©on, Introduction to Ar.istot.ie* p* 11?*
■^Galileo, Dialogue * p» 29*

theme#

la relation to the whole, the growth- of mathematics

id likely to prove the most important single fact of modern

history*

It is certainly the moat impoj&uat single fact In

the scientific revolution which began to make its presence
felt in the sixteenth century*

Professor Whitehead might

have been speaking the retort of modern science to the
passage from Aristotle quoted above;

l!Xt .requires a very

unusual mind to undertake the analysis of the obvious
Ho concept is more basic and Indispensable to science
than the concept of change or flux*

When man* s unconscious

.concept of his world Is static, he is himself so much a part
of nature that the constant flux in which he lives can only
accentuate the constancy of nature*

Apparently It is naees-

‘eery for him to- develop a rather definite self-concept from
which to direct his stream of awareness.

The advent of the

Renaissance man. and the high degree to- -which he developed

these characteristics brought about.a radical shift of
■emphasis*

The medieval man— always recognising the vital

limitations of such generalisations— might be said to have
been lost in the stream of M s impressions, responding as
necessity dictated to the unending stream of data presented
by. his senses*

This the Renaissance man is unable to dof

♦ ft.ls.nce. and the ■Modern. M o r M * p* 6*

he is '■self-conscious, and to be' self-conscious Is to be
unable to take- .one* a self at* one** world for granted*

He

is fascinated (no1 to say obsessed) with the idea of trying
to ■understand what is happening to him.

His responses may

take the form- of raucous satire or .brutally realistic polit
ical analysis! It makes no difference*

What is certain is

that he will respond! for his best efforts at humor cannot
altogether conceal the. fact- that he Is deadly serious*
Consciously or unconsciously, he lives, by the dictum of

Marcus Aurelius I
If thou findest in human life anything better,**than
thy own mlnd*s self-satisfaction in the things It
enables thee to do according'to right reason,*♦•
turn to- it with all thy ■■soul,, and enjoy that'which
thou hast found to be the best# But if nothing
appears to be■better than the deity which-is planted
In tbee,*,.*glve place-to nothing else,.****
The scientific revolution was the fruit of this
inner need' to understand*

The empiricism and the' indispens

able experimentation to which it gave rise were vital but
secondary, characteristics*

The .new science of the sixteen

th and seventeenth centuries was .primarily a % * *theoretical
science,' which is an attempt to- understand ^aa opposed bomanipulating' kh# w e r M * ^

-^George Dong' (brans*)# The Meditations of the Bmpercr
Marcus. Aurelias Antoninus -(Hew Itorks A* I*, 'Burt Company,
^ xSS• Hereafter cited as
MarcuB' Aurelius, Modi tatlone *

%ussell,. Mia.togy of Meaterf* Philosophy* p. h92.

lbs new .science may be construed without distortion
as the conflict between two. groat' western .Intellectual
traditions*

the Pythagorean tradition with its almost

mystical faith in. the efficacy.of mathematics for the ex*,
pioratioa, of the natural worldf and the Aristotelian tm*
dition of observation* ela ssiflea tIon* and logical deduction'*
In the late.middle ages the Aristotelian tradition, had be-*
come the ^established*1 canon of the natural sciences*
Sometime around the beginning of the thirteenth
century* for reasons that are far from clear* the faithful
of Christendom began to feel the need of justification for
their faith*. A crack In the sense of
pletion11 began to be noticed*

soIf-sufflelent com

In the search for reinforce**

memte■capable of closings:the .breach*, an important discovery
was 'made* Aristotle*.■ Under the circums tamees* the choice
.

Aristotle was first and foremost a logician

*•»

was a good one*

Indeed* be was the founder of deductive logic * Moreover*
there Is perhaps mm author* ancient or modern* who is equally
reassuring/*

Be creates the. distinct .impression,that here

is a man with the key to every perplexity*
stood* Aristotle-was a useful addition*

As matters

iertainly in the

hands of the schoolmen the syllogism does just what Bacon
said It'-did | it n***commands as sent **♦to the proposition**:* ♦

^S&eon* lovum 2SESMB# P * k% *

Since the" object was the *justification of faith by reason**
something capable of commanding assent was precisely what
was wanted.
By the sixteenth century* however* Europe was suf
fering from a clear^cut ease.ot too much of a good thing,
fixe apotheosis of Aristotle was beginning to produce a
vigorous and hostile reaction.

Montaigne expressed this

reaction with more moderation than most*
...it Is evident from experience that so many in
terpretations disperse the truth and shatter it*
Aristotle wrote to be understood; if .he did not
succeed* still'less will another man* less able....
#..there Is no book to be found...whose difficulties
.are cleared up by interpretation. The hundredth
commentator hands it on to his successor thornier
and rougher' than, the first one had found, it.^
nevertheless* in the sixteenth century and for some time
thereafter* Aristotle was the head and source of scientific*
^orthodoxy♦M
Evidently Aristotle was a man of considerable com
mon sense.

If the evidence of common sense Is the only

criterion* the Inescapable conclusion is that the world
Is flat and motionless.

Aristotle taught that 11...those

who would contradict the evidence of any sense deserved
to be punished by the loss of that sense .n^

In a ,very

real sense, however, modern science contradicts all five

^Montaigne, forks, p. $17.
^Quoted in Oe11loo» Dialogue. p. $2,

senses being In itself a veritable sixth sense#

Thue Sir’

Arthur Mdtogton remarks on the sab-sensate nature of
modern'aeienea

m

follows!

wIa the world of physios

mm

watch a shadowgraph performance of the drama of familiar
life*

The shadow, of my elbow rests on the shadow table .

as the shadow- ink flows over the shadow paper*

It Is all

symbolic * and as a symbol the .physicist leaves it.1*
■■tftetever.eftais opinion .of Aria tot!#* he was decid
edly not a dunderhead, which is more- than may be said for
some of the 'Peripatetics lor followers of Aristotle)
best this see® too harsh* the story related by Saillee is
worth repeating*

It seems a .famous doctor In ¥eniee was

Investigating the origin of the nerves* the subject of a
great controversy■In. which the ForIp&tetics contended that
their source was the heart.
The anatomist showed that the great trunk of nerves*
leaving the- brain and passing through the nape* ex-'
tended on down'the spine .and then, branched out through
the whole body* and that only a single strand as fine
as a’thread arrived at the heart. Turning to a gentleman whom he knew to be m Peripatetic philosopher,....
he asked this man whether he-was at 2-last satisfied

*°Slr Arthur Eddington, Jgfca gature of Ujs I»teaAca|

MOrld |Ann Arbor I The University of Michigan Firess* 195$) #
p* xvi,.: Hereafter cited as Iddlngton, latere of the

BM2S4.S2EM^Apparently Aristotle taught while walking.* so
that originally the tern nferipabeilon meant .literally
follows rs of Ar1stotie.

70
and convinced that the nerves originated in the
brain and not in. the heart.*- ■®ie philosopher,
after considering for awhile, answered; ifXou
have mad© me gee this matter so plainly -and pal«
•pably that if Aristotle*a test were not contrary
to it# stating clearIf that the nerves originate
in the- heart#'% should be'forced to admit it to
be true*'112
this is probably not greatly exaggerated*' -Certainly the
conduct of the feripmteties provoked the 'condemnation of

the greatest minds of the time*- Galileo1# story is typical
of the ,fpltehed battles1* of the scientific- revolution*.
With Inconspicuous Irony# Professor Mali inverts one. of
Aristotle*-# axioms to depict the.-significaaee of these, .
battles*

The axiom states?

*%he. reasoning which .applies

to the whole ■applies also to the part*11 #togioaliyfw say©
Frofessor.Hall# * t o doubt Aristotle on one issue was to
doubt him on aiI****,-W
The intellectual tradition espoused by the prinei»
pals of 'the. scientific revolution has been termed ^Pythagorean*
In the classical background of this tradition Plato Is.
associated with Pythagoras for. rather'the Pythagorean «■,.■ •
heritage) in teaching the virtue of mathematical,studies*^

^Galilee# IMliSli# 'p* 106*'
■134* B* Hall# the Scientific Hevolution* 1500*2800
(Boston? The Beacon Fress^TCfpoJ# p"# 35%’ 'Sireafter cited
as Ball# The 'Scientific .l.evo2utloii*
i^Sir James Jeans# The Growth of .physical. .Science
fGreenwIeh*.Ooimeetieutt Fawcett'Fublications# 'Inc**' 1958)*
p. 50* Hereafter cited as Jeans* Growth of. Physical Science*

About Pythagoras* to© little is 'known*

Born on the island

of Samos* he moved, to- the Italian city of, Croton about
^32 B*.0v where he founded a school rather like a modern
religious order*^

fhe blend of mathematics and mysticism

taught in this school'has continued, tc fascinate thinkers
down to the present#

liord'Bussell is quite serious in

calling Pythagoras, a combination of' Bins toin and Mary
Baker JSddy*^-

lie■summarises the Pythagorean influence

thus t
It is th© Pythagorean preoccupation with mathematics
ttm t ga m rise to-#%*the thecry of ideas * .or**«the
theory of.universale * When a'mathematican';pr©ires
a proposition about triangles* it is nob about any
figure drawn somewhere that he is talking; rather*
it'is something he sees in the mindis eye-# fhns
arises the distinction between the Intelligible
and the sensible*. Moreover* the proposition -m*
tablished is 'true without reservation and for 'all
■time* It Is' Only a step from this to- the, view
that the intelligible atone is the real* perfect
and eternal* whereas the sensible is apparent* de«*
factive and transient* these' are direct canse*
queness of Pythagore-anism that haw*dominated
philosophical thought *.*w&ver since***

^Henry Baraford Parke s* Cloda and. Men: the. Origins,
of Western Culture (lew Ibrki Alfred "A*' Knopf* ifWT*” "
p. IJpTdereaf ter' cited as Parkas* Cods and,
.^%ussell* .listory. of Mestern J M M l t l M f P* 31*
fart One* Chapter III of this •■volume (pp*"2f **3T/ contains
what is probably the best- and most- complete synthesis of
what is known'about Pythagoras*.
Cassell* Wisdom of the Meet* f*

-influence of the Pythagorean tradition* particu
larly as it -is germ&te to this essay* is extremely ambiguous*
There.is reason to think it was-a double-edged sword with
respect to the- scientific revolution; 1*£* It seems to have
been known to sixteeabh-oenturf Europe under a double {or
more likely a multiple) aspect*

Its inspiration- Is apparent

in Copernicus and, lewton* and quite explicit in Kepler and
dalileo*

This. Pythagorean Inspiration* however* carries-

distinct ■overtones of apprehension .for the generally accep
ted notions about fyth&gor&e*. thus Copernicus says* n ***let
no one suppose■that I have gratuitously asserted* with the
PythagoreanS| the motion of the earth| strong proof will
be found in my expos itioii* **•f18 It seems clear that -some
notions about Pythagoras were lodged- in the public mind
of the sixteenth century* and not such as would work, to
the advantage'of the new scientific theories#

This view

Is strengthened by a moment*© reflection about the audiences
for whom Shakespeare wrote; in twelfth Slight we find the
following -i
Clown,. What is the opinion of Pythagoras concerning
wrld fowlI
MalveMo*. ^fh&t the, soul, of our grandam might (haply
Clown.* '■What think©at thou of his opiniouf

^%dward Bo sen {trans#}* Three, Ooperhiean Treatises i
C.ommentar.iolus of Copernicus.* The letter Against Werner*
The harratlo prime'of Sto t£cua°-flew''Yorks hover Publica- "
tions* Inc**. 19^919 p ♦ >9 ’'Her©af ter quoted as Bo sen*

1:think nobly-of the soul* and no way
approve his opinion*
Clown* Bara thee wall*. Krasin thou still in darkness♦
Thou"shalt hold the opinion of Pythagoras ere 1 will
allow of thy
■The opposition of learned opinion .(learned-at least
in ■Aristotle J..to the: new .theories* -for reasons presently tobe discussed* was persistent and prolonged*

As lab©- as

.1690* took©■oaustieally remarkedi-w0od has not been so
sparing to men to- make them, barely two-legged creatures#
■and- left it.to Aristotle to make them rational.**^® When
hooka died in 17Oil* European-opinion was poised on 'the. :■
brink, of what became tantamount to a capitulation*

There

after, In the course of the narrative*,there will be cause
to wonder if that capitulation were not too complete*
Between 1J%3 and 1687 human- knowledge began to dis
cover the vastneas of ■■the universe*

hike the Pillars of

Hercules# Copernicus and Mewton -.stood at the straits
through, which the Imagination of -the eighteenth century ■
soared to the infinite!

The courage of the Enlightened

is admirable*, but their prudence remains an open question.
Mictolaus fopemlcus Cll|73-lji|l} made the, first
great contribution -to the revived interest in the under-

^Shakespeare* Twelfth light* Act lv# sc* II*

P* 875*

^%oeke* Essay* Vol. 11,# p.* 191*

standing of the- physical'world*

Educated.in Italy during

a period of- ten years at the universities of Bologna*- Padua*
and Ferrara* M s studies in law and medicine seem not to
have impeded Ms- progress in astronomy*.

His stay at Bologna

brought M m into contact with the revival of Pythagorean
Ideals In natural philosophy*

wTiiere. Is little doubt that

It was during his residence In Italy that- Copernicus re
ceived the. initial Impulse towards, that reform-, of astronomy
which he achieved In his later* more secluded years
At the time of M s departure for .'Italy- (l£|96}*
Copernicus had -already received- thorough Instruction in
astronomy' and mathematics at the University of Cracow#
At Bologna*-he was the particular student'of Domenico
Maria Hovara# the leader of the Pythagorean revival*

In

the Harnatip prlma#'^ Kheticua^ relates the following:

^ % * Wolf* A History of Science*- Te&mnXemw* and
jPhiloaonhy .In'.the iBIE* m If th. Centurlel 1g'vols»t lei
SorkTllarper & 'Brothers' Pub'llaherS * X9§9 3* Vol. -I* p. 11*
Hereafter cited as Wolf* History of Selene© #
^%os©f!# Coperni-ean Treatises* pp* 9-114 The
ffarratlo prima’was a summary of the hypotheses of Copernieus
prepared with bis conseiit in the- .'form, of a letter by his
pupil* Bhetieus* and printed at Danzig In lSLf-0*
^Eosen* Conernican Treatises« pp*
Ceorg#
Joachim Hh©tleus (ifxlE-I^6|wab^ young msthemafci-eto. who
sought .-out Copernicus, in the spring of 1539 with the object
o-f ■becoming his pupil and mastering the new astronomy. He
lived and worked with Coperalcus the last years .of hla lifehelping to prepare jj& Re-volu.tion.ibua. for publication*
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My teacher made observations with the utmost care
at Bologna, where he was not so much the pup 11 as the
assistant and witness of observations of the learned
Dominions Marls; at Borne where* about the year 1500#
being twenty-seven 'yeara of age more or less# he
lectured ©n' mathematics before a large audience of
students and .a- throng-of'great, men and experts in
this branch of knowledge ;**. **•
Copernicus occupied a quasi-*©lerleal position to
which his uncle and guardian..* a bishop* appointed him#

Thus

his position in the Church afforded him the sort of financial
security which made the Church a gateway to all professions.
He returned to Boland (or East Prussla) in 1506- where he
remained until his death in 1543#

His medical and legal

skills continued to be employed in the sort of active’and
useful life historians designate as uneventful* ^

He must

have begun 'his great work 0n the Revolutions of the
s26 ^i^nin a very short time after his return to
Poland; in the dedication to- Pope Paul ill,, he speaks of

*%t0s©n, f.opemican Treatises, p* 111*
lolf , History of Science, VoX# I, pp* 11*26-• ' It ■
is recorded that Hi'" medical' skills were always at the dis
posal of the poor-and often In demand by tthe rich* He eam
ple ted his doctorate in canon law- at ferrara in 1503 and
frequently'employed his legal skill in the business of the
cathedral 'chapter of Frauenburg where he was a .canon* In
1522 he presented to the local. Diet a pro-gram for the re*
form, of the currency# With respect to- this last* he seems,
to have had more than mathematics In common with'Mew ton*
ffipe Reyolulioribus Qrblum Coeleatlnm is by loqg
custom' designated,, •in accordance with Copernicus*'wishes*
simply Be Bevolutlonibus and hereafter in this text- Is so
designated*
■

M s work as ^hidden among mj things for.*.almost four times
nine years*tt^

It. was only in. the last years of his life#

when the personal urginga of Rheticus were- added t o :those of
his-friends, that he was prevailed upon, to begin preparation
of his ■manuscript for publication*-

On May-2ip, t$b3» the day

of M s death* the first copy to come from the printers was
presented to M m *

The heliocentric.theory..has been called Copernicus*
.28
**<me great innovation**
In astronomy* eopernious seems
clearly-'to have felt that the Reformation had glutted the
market for Innovation*

Although he was never associated

with astrology as Kepler was# he seems, to. have foretold
the reaction' to M s theories*

The expression he gave to his

fears was prophetic indeed:
***f©r :a-long time- I.was in great difficulty .as to:
whether I should bring to -light my commentaries
written to demonstrate the Earth1-s movement* or
■whether it would not be better to follow the example
of the Pythagoreans* ..who used to hand .down the
mysteries of their philosophy net. 'in writing but
by word of mouth***in order that .things of very
great beauty which have been investigated by' the
loving ear® of great men should-not be scorned by

■^Ileolaum .©opcmlctts*: JgE- the, Be.yQluM.ons. of %pm
Heavenly Spheres.'|?o.I* 16 tot DrealfnQoiS'offIBS Wes tern Mar Id '-Series * ed * Robert .Maynard Hutchins .*.'''' §l^vol3 *;
Shicago : Encyclopaedia Britanniea,,Inc *, 1952)# p* §0?*
Hereafter cited as Copernicus* Be Eeyolu.ti.onibus *
^%Iall*. The.Scientific. Revolution*- p*. 63* . While
Copernicus reduced the number of'epicycle s, etc.*. his
system differed from the Ptolemaic in being heliocentric
rather than geocentric*

7?
those who find it a bother■to expend any great energy
on letters*♦♦or who are provoked by the' exhortations
and examples of othere to the liberal study of philose*
phy tot on account of'their natural stupidity told
the position 'among philosophers that drones told
among heee«&9
Sopernicus* 11one great innovation*1 in .an otherwise
medieval astronomy achieved a great deal more than the
many ingenious and hideously complex little ‘innovations of
his predecessors*

nevertheless* the matter cannot he

dismissed so- ■lightly*.. Copernicus did net originate the
heliecentric theory; he explicitly admits his debt to the
classical world'*’ His great achievement was the creation
of a mathematical context which* for those 'few who could
■understand it* gave -a strong semblance of plausibility to
a theory which played havoc ■with common sens© and .scripture.*
In De R©voIt*tlQaibus♦ the heliocentric theory was fortified
beyond'dismissal*

The fortifications were.far from perfect*

but they sufficed to win discriminating adherents and to
survive theislege*

They were created with the patience

■whose .source is the-calm, expectation--of being- right*- Thus
It seems the burden of genius Is balanced with the knowledge
of ■Its own. worth*

Fortunately*'-one must hasten to add* for

the opposition to the; heliocentric theory was'the.one
orthodoxy capable of -cutting across, the--battle lines of.

^Copernicus ♦'Be B.evolutionlbua ♦ p* $06*. ■

■the E©formation*

Apparently the- honor of the first shot

■belongs to bather* who is believed to have said of Copernicus*
ftTh© fool will upset the- whole science of- astronomy* but
as the Holy Scripture shows* it was- the sun and not the
Earth which Joshua ordered to stand s t i l l A s

if* in

anticipation* to render a parting salute to his foes*
Copernicus- wrote*

♦**if perchance there- are certain W:ldle talkersfr
who take it upon themselves to pronounce Judgment*
although wholly Ignorant of mathematics* and if
by shamelessly distorting the sense of some pas*
sage in Holy Writ to suit their purpose* they
dare to reprehend -and to attack my work; they
worry me so little-that^X shall even scorn their
judgment as foolhardy#31
One of the adherents of the new theories was Michael
Ml-sClin* a professor of Mathematics and. Astronomy in the
University of Tubingen.*. Hi-story remembers him as a pro
fessor- who earned the undying gratitude ■of. his- most famous .
pupil;- in-teaching the Copernioan astronomy he saved Johannes

.Kepler (l$yi*l63$i. from' theology*/:.
Material circumstances* .:.»■■ favorable to-the life -and
labors of.Copernicus* could hardly.have been less so for
Kepler*. The sickly chlM of noble .but impoverished parents*
it was. .intended'that, .he should enter the protestant clergy*- .
■

.'3®Quote:
d in Morris Kline* Mathematics and the'Phy.alc.al
World (Hew York: Thomas Y* Crowe 11 Company* X959TT”P» 120*
Hereafter cited as Kline* Mathematics -and -the Physical World*
3l0opernieus* J>e Ee.volutionibus.« P. 509.

Before he finished M e studies at Tubingen ■(15913* however,
M s heterodox views were enough known to bar him from the
ministry*

Einstein says of him, flHe belonged#«*to- those

few who cannot do otherwise than openly acknowledge their
convictions en.every subject.*.*1^

Kapler9a heterodox opin

ions doomed him- to- the no man*s land of the Reformation*
At ®ra&, where he accepted a professorship of mathematics,
astronomy, and astrology, he attempted to Is&oduee the
calendar., reform of Pope Gregory XIII, which wThe Protestants

re jo-cted# *■•■because they preferred to he at variance with
the sun rather than in accordance with the Pope *f,^3

when

the Counter-Reformation. over-ran Oras, Kepler accepted the
invitation of Tycho Brahe to Prague, where the latter was
Imperial Mathematician to the court of Rudolph IX*

Brahe1s

major contribution to -astronomy was his massive and syste
matic observations, the work of a lifetime#

In the year

following Kepler'* s arrival (1600), Brahe died, and Kepler

fell heir to the title of Imperial Mathematician*

Bad he

been able to collect it, the large salary would have relieved
him of further financial anxiety*

His death In 16J0 is

3^Carols Baumgardt (ed.), Jfofeaqnea Keplert life and
betters* Introduction-by Albert'Einstein"(Mew Xorkf.....
Philosophical library, Inc*, 1951), p* 12* Hereafter- cited
as Baumgardt, Keplers' X*ife, and betters*
33Kline, Me^.hei^tlcj and _|ho Physical World. p. 115.

believed to hove been occasioned by his,journey to Katisbon,
where he hoped to claim from the Diet the arrears of his
« U r y . 3*
More.-important than the title or salary, Kepler fellheir- to Brahe1© observations, on which most of his subse
quent work was based.. St was from the stubborn fact© of
Brahe*© observations that Kepler finality derived his laws
of planetary motion.^
In .lepier the ape-ttoeosis of Katnr##. which will be
followed'‘to its zenith during the Enlightenment # Is nearly
complete,

fhus in 1S98 he wrote, ’’...we astronomers are

priests of ;the highest $o$ .in- regard to the book of
nature..

ileverthe less, despite his much discussed

mysticism, Keplerfs scientific genius and genial common
sense usually restrained his flights of imagination,

the

men of the Enlightenment, as will be seen,.lack the sense
of their own limitations, a sense that comes from the

i ^ r o l f * p is to r v o f S cience. Vol. I , pp. X3X*-Xl43.

3S>yaaae.* Growth of ffto.gl.0ai Science, pp. X§1»X56*
bn exception to fcEla statement must be made in the case of
the first law which seems to have been derived from Kepler*©
own observations of Mars during the year before Brahe *s
death. The laws state*
(1) *fh© Planet
moves in
an ellipse which has the sun at one of its foci. (%) The
line Joining the- sun to the planet sweeps -out ■equal areas
in equal times. (3) fhe square of the time which any
planet 'takes to complete its orbit is proportional be the
cube of its distance from the sun*,,;
^^laum gardt, K e p le r*

M f c and l e t t e r s .
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scientists more intimate aequalntanee with

attire and

Mature1s Sod .** to hie future son~In«*law# Kepler wrote I
nX congratulate -you all, as many as there are, on what*
ever shores, you live# that you have.-, trained' yoaP' minds

thus far by the study of mathematics, which alone is able
to satisfy the mind by its incredible precision!««.«*n^
Kepler*s remarkable, sense of beauty and passion for ”in*
credible precision,;| did not blind him to the fundamental
.limitations of existence to. the world#

Frofeasor Whitehead

espressos the .relationship as followsI
Any.practical experience of exactness of realisation
is denied to mankind! Whereas 'mathematics,, and
ideals-of perfection# are concerned with exactness#
It is the difference between practice' and theory#
All theory demands exact notions#- somewhere or
other# however concealed#-?**
■Somewhere between 16S? and 1789 this basic notion was lost**
.lost# that is# to some# like Robespierre*
however lost to Kepler*

It was not

% ..we can never#1n he wrote#

*prove anything with symbols! in the 'philosophy of nature
no. hidden, things can be revealed by geometrical symbols#
but only things already known can be put together****11^

■3?Baumgardt# Keplers life and, letters* p* 181*
.-^Alfred Worth Whitehead# Science, and.Philosophy
flew forks Philosophical library# .'Inc*.# 19S8T# P*
Hereafter cited as Whitehead# .Science and Philosophy*
^^Baamgardt# Kepler1 life and letters* p* 80*
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Kepler*# chronic inability to play the hypoerits* a
liability in. any ago * kept him on the verge of- disaster in
the- age' .of -the Reformation*

Paring the years h# lived at

Line*. -the forces of the Oount@r~Beformatioa ended the
.Protestant rule of the city*. Paring a seven year period
when the Protestants were in power* he was denied; the
Latheran sacraments; as* from the Oathollo point of view*
he was a heretic* they contended themselves with impounding.
his library* 'through all these trials* the profound faith
for which he is condescendingly called a mystic* was all
■that sustained, him*

It may be this faith and his poetic

language »-*»hts- Latin verses had been printed while he was
still at.fhb£ngen^^-»^wh£ch induces- Lord Bussell; to call
him an tt*-**e^ample of what can be achieved by patience
without much in the way of genius.tl^3’ Where is reason
to think-that Kepler was well aware of his own limitations*
In the■Soltome of Copernican 4atronomv* he wroteI
*♦*1 even in private free myself from the blame of
seeking novelty by suitable proofs; let my doctrines
say whether there is love of truth in me or love of
glory:*.•• .,*for me there is so much importance in
■the true doctrine of others or even in correcting the
■doctrines- which are not. in every respect well estab* ■
Itshed* that my mind, is never at- leisure for the

^Wumgardt* Een.le.rs Life and Letters*. p*-23-* r
Wins sell* .History of Mes-te.rn Philosophy* p* 529 « '
■Of course* Lord Bussell* too*' has repeatedly shown himself
singularly inept as a hypocrite!'

game o f ■inventing new doctrines that are contrary
to the true* Whatever I profess outwardly* that
I'believe inwardly; nothing is a worse cross for
me than***to be unable to utter'my inmost -sentimeats *^--.
One of those to whom Kepler expressed his inmost
sentiments was- his occasional correspondent and equally
famous contemporary* Galileo CI5hii*»l6!|2)»

The backgrounds

of the-two.men.are* in many respects* similar.

The son •

of an Impoverished nobleman with an ■avocation for- maths*,
matles* Galileo was carefully not instructed la maths*m&ties* Els father hoping to make something out;of him*
-That at least. Is the legend*

It is-.known that-his., father

had him, study medicine and that he was obliged by his
curiosity to take private lessons- In mathematics*

Of

course* in. the- late sixteenth century* the study of medi
cine w *..all over Europe was somewhat like the study of
law in England at the present day**.something to which sons
might be put ■■when their parent# were not yet clear as to
what they ought- to do with them *

Galileo1s progress

in mathematics and physics was. so ■spectacular that* at

^yohannes Kepler* Epitome of Gopeynlcan astronomy
and. The. Harmonies.of the.•H e r M "TWfv lo
'Mf. Western World Seales*"ed*'.Jtoberb,' Maynard Sutchins*
Snvols *| GhicagoI" 'incyclop®dia. Britannic# * Inc ** WS %)*
p* 850* Hereafter.cited as Kepler, Epitome or Harmonies*
W^Wolf* History pf Science* Vol. I* p. 27 and pp.
Unless otherwise Indicated* the details of Galileo
life are taken from this account*

the age of twenty*five* he- was appointed lecturer in the
University of Pisa {hie native city}*

The tradition which

tea him'proving his- theory-'of the-, velocity of falling Lodi##'
by dropping objects of varying weights from the Tower ofPisa as his Aria tote1lan colleagues were passing below, is
f,now rejected*1* Nevertheless* he was generally so success*
ful in d 1vising means to Irritate them— the telescope* for
iaatun.ce*-btet it was probably an overs ighbt
■Excepting lewton.* Galileo was probably -the greatest
and most original genius of the scientific revolution*. In
what seems a Justifiable overstatement* Morris Kline remarks;
^De-scartea ***created one -of the key mathematical tools for

the development of modern 'science*- Galileo- Galilei created
modern science *nW^ j?ar more than either Copernicus or
Kepler*-Galileo typifies the lenaiasance Ideal*

While his

technical works were written in Latin* the international

language .of ■scholarship*, he preferred to lecture 'in the
vernacular*

Moreover* he is the- first to attempt to edu

cate public opinion in the new- scientific, theories*

The

dialogue Concerning the l*wn Chief World Systems {1632)*
apart from its other merits* is regarded as a great gem
in Italian literature*'

^Kline, Mathema,tics and the Physical. Msm M * p* i68*

as
In Ibli the Congregation of the Xndes had decreed a

ban on his writings# and had *suggested* that he ah jar# the
11e r r o r t h e y ■contained-*

the immediate snoeeaa of the

was such -that -by the time 'it .©©eld be .banned few
copies were to fee found*

For his trouble* Oalileo was

ewmmoned: to .
■Home .for a personal interview- with the In*
qulsition*

Among others# the following -passage from the

Blnl-ome was -cited in evidence against htmt,

*♦ ♦taking man*s understendiwm intensive1y* in so
far as 'this term denotes understandlug some pro*
■position perfectly#.X say that the human intellect
does understand some of them .perfectly# and thus'
in these, it has as much .absolute certainty as
Mature itself has* Of such are- the mathematical
•sciences alone % that Is# geometry and arithmetic#
in which the Bivin© intellect indeed knows in*
finitely more .propositions# since .it knows all*
But with regard to those few'which the human In*
- toilect does, -understand# I believe that-its know*
ledge equals the -©ivine'in objective certainty#
for--her© it -succeeds in understanding necessity#
beyond which there can be no greater aurenes a*
'**.•saying that Clod cannot undo what-.is done does
not In the least -diminish His omnipotence•
*,*X
say that ,as ^to the .truth of the-knowledge which,
is given by mathematical proofs# this is the same
that Bivine wisdom recognises; *•**^
<laXll.ee is here stating' -views which eighteenth* century
France-.later accepted# mar©*or*Xess uncritically and often
u» -consclou sly*.

0allleo

k&

Galileo was condemned on eight counts*' end forced
to sign"a rather humiliating recantation* in- part* as
follows:
But whereasrafter an injunction had been judicially
intimated to me by this Holy Office, to the effect
that X must altogether-abandon the false opinion
that the sun is the center of the world* and. moves*
and that X must not hold, defend* or teach in any
way whatsoever* verbally or in writing.# the said
doctrine* and after it had been notified to me thatthe said "'doctrine was contrary to Moly Scripture—
1 wrote and printed -a book in which X'discuss this
doctrine already condemned*- and adduced arguments
of great cogency in its favor, without presenting
any solution of theso; and for this cause X have
been pronounced by the Holy Office to be vehemently
suspected of heresy***that is to say* of .having held
and believed that the sun is the center of1the world
and immovable* and that the earth is not the center*
and moves!#.**. Therefore* 1desiring to remove from
the minds of your Eminences, 'and of all faithful
Christians* -this strong suspicion reasonably con
ceived against me* with sincere heart and unfeigned
faith X abjure* ourse* and .detest the aforesaid
errors and heresies* and generally every other
error and sect whatsoever contrary to the said
Holy Church*••,*m

^Galilee* Dialogue» fetes to the. text* p* h?h* The ■
points on which Galileo was- condemned were as' follows: 111)
That the .imprimatur of Some was put on the title page with*
out proper authority*- 2) That the- preface' was printed in
■different type and. thus vitiated, that the closing argument
was put in the mouth of a simpleton ^Simplicity* and that
it was not fully discussed* 3 1' That"Galileo often treated
the motion of the earth as Veal- -and not- hypothetical* h)
That he treated this subject as undecided* 5) That he
contemned opponents of. the Copernlcan opinion* 6) That,
he asserted some equality between the Divine -and the human
mind in geometrical matters* ?) That he. represented it tobe an argument for the truth that Ptolemaicg become Copernican, but not vice versa* 81 That he ascribed the tides
to motion of the earth which was nontext stent**1
^Quoted in Galileo* Dialogue * Preface* pp.* xxiv-xxv*

a?
Had iaXiiee refused be recant, h# woaM probably have earned
far himself, the stake, as tad Bruno i». 1400.

His reeanta*

tlon'changed vary littlef the ^damage” mas dame#

thereafter

he lived, nominally tat comfortably a prisoner, to finish
his great contribution to physics, 'the M scourass. and
Demonstrations faa om lMt Two Kew Sciences.W
died on January 8, 14I^£.

Galileo

nln the same fear a new star

rose in the Westa^tewten was b o m,”^
Before taming to the consideration of Hew ton, it
seems desirable to consider the impact of the Oopernican
revolution prior to Hew ton*

It seems to he a fairly common

assumption that, the opposition to the Oopemtean revolution
was inspired with the dread of the eonae^uaneea for rell*
gious orthodoxy.

In this view, it is suggested that thought*

ful persons- in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries drew
from Copernlean theory the inference that man could not' be
the apex and continual object of creation if the earth were
not in the center of the universe^; Wh-la is a plausible
conclusion which seems to have had the warm endorsement'
of Luther,

It leaves out of consideration., however, the

alternatives,
-iwi'i-i^iiiT->«i■■ri'i.niHjiii

true# the ghureh branded dal lien* & opinions

*>min■liiiimn

^Published at Leyden in I6 3 8 .

^W ol f 5 Hlafcoi-y of Science, Vol. I, p.

36.

impious and beretleal, tat-not .for dethroning, man from the
center of. the universe#

Aristotle*'0 view tad held the

earth to be generable, corruptible, and alterable to con*
treat to the heavenly .bodies which were held to .be free
from all mutations, a tatobesaene# or fifth element fas
opposed to the four earthly elements, earth, air, fire,

and water}*': fhis view will be seen to be very compatible
with toe Chris ti&n view of toe sinful and imperfect nature
of man

.to

contrast to the unearthly perfection of heaven#

Basically, 'the:earth was thought to foe generafoXe, corrupt*
Ifole, and alterable because*man was seen to be g©herable,
corruptible, and alterable#

the Coperhicah.S'**espeoially

&alile©**foy- assigntog the earth motion and status in re*
lotion to the rest of the heavens, by demolishing the bar*
rier of.perfection separating the earth from the heavens,
considerably eta-arced the status of toe earth by* putting.
it on a par with the rest of toe celestial spheres#

thus

in the .filllSSiS# when Simpltoie (toe Aristotelian.) objects
that the OeperMeaa. -system destroys ■the barrier between
the pure and the. impure. Salviati {who.speaks for tali!#©
himself) 'retortst
ft ..la true that toe Sopernican system creates die*
turbances in the Aristotelian universe, but we are dealing with our own real and actual universe* .•».
What•la more vapid than to say that the earth and ■
the elementa are .banished and sequestered from the

Sf
celestial sphere am# confined within the lunar orbitf
Is not the lunar orbit one of the celestial spheres*
and according to their consensu# is it not right to"
the eon tor of them allf this is .indeed a m m method
of asperating the topare ■and eioh. from the sound**
giving to the infsoted a place in the heart of the
cityt I should h a w thought that, the leper tons#
would be removed from there as far as possible*
Copernicus admires the arrangement of the parts
of the universe because of dod1a having place# the
great' luminary which must give off its'mighty epiemdor
to the whole te$ple fli'ht to the center of It* ami
not'Off to one i M # | P
Thus* fur its proponents* the Oopernioan. theory had the
potentiai of enhancing the status of the earth* ami by
the earn# “@ort of inference.* the status of man* Without
this qualification* the enthusiasm for the new theories*
which reached its climax during the Iniightenment* would ■
be. income® ivahl® *
the world has seldom received a Christmas present:
fraught with more consequences than, the birth of Isaac
Hewtem* December 2$'{0*B#}.» 161^2

A Lincolnshire farm*-

boy* Hewton was educated at iramtham #ra«ar School and
Trinity College* Cambridge*

In 1667 he was elect##: a

Fellow of Trinity foliage an# in I64f succeeded, his teacher*
Isaac Barrow* as Lucasian Professor of Mathematics*

Unlike

G a l i l e o * Maie&ue*. p* 268*

£%©orge Simomds Boulger* lfSir Isaac fewton*” ■the-'
nict.lomarv of national Biography Ceiefordi Oxford driver*
sityrress* Iff'
¥#X*
m * 374^39l|..* hereafter
cited as
Unless otherwise indicate#* the details
of $?ewton*s'life are taken from this account*
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®eper»ieas# £epl@r# and ©alilee*. the significance of Howtos***
work was widely reeognlsed in his o m lifetime#

Pleased by

bin election to the Boy&l Society in January* l6|2* he
wrote?

'**$ .shall endeavour to-. shew my gratitude by com

municating what my poor end solitary endeavours can 'effect
towards the promoting philosophical design#**^

Hewton rep*

reseated Cambridge in the Convention Parliament {1609)# and
was taighted by Queen tone in 1705*

From 17-03 until his

death (March 20# 172?) he was re*©l©oted annually to the
Presidency of the loyal Society*

He was buried in West*

minster Abbey*
Ultimately # Mew ton* s ?tpoor and solitary endeavours^

to the crowning achievement of -the scientific revoiu*
tion* the Mathematical totaelpies of

S3-

ffee Prlncteia drew together the diverse strands of the new
science^ the propositions which it laid down constituted a
program for mathematics* physios* and astronomy which
occupied Hew ton* a successor# almost to the end of the nine*
beenth century#
A ■generation that tatr## for .granted the theory of
gravitation and requires but a moment is reflection to recall

Quoted in 1*1*1** Vox*. .XXV,- p. 3/3*
. sophlae latur^lls Prfnefpia
., ...,.r.
first published 'in'' loB7 * 'is customarily' designated as
is hereafter so designated*
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Its rate of acceleration to- be thirty-two feet per second
squared# such a generation may find it difficult to approcl-

ate the impact of Hew ton on the mind of the late seventeenth
century*

fhe basis of lewton* a calculations can be stated

with deceptive simplicityI
Every body continues In its' state -of rest* or of uni*
form-motion in a right line* unless it is’compelled
to change that state by forces impressed upon lb#
*■♦*#■ fhe change of motion is proportional to the
motive fore© impressed! and- is made in the direction
of the right line in which that force is impressed#
.. ** .3?© every action there is always opposed an
equal reaction.! or* the mutual actions'of two
bodies .upon each other are-always equal* and
.directed to contrary parts-#5h
.Familiarity tends to obscure the fact that the failure to
derive these principles- impeded the advance of physics for
about two thousand years * Herbert Muller*s remark is
scarcely an exaggeration?

Descartes outlined a mathe

matical .interpretation of' nature*

*dive me extension .and

motion** he said* *and t will construct the universe#*
Newton proceeded to do so ***$$
Memton seems to have understood better than his
eighteenth-century admirers— whose veneration identified ;

^Florian Cs.jorl (ed#)« Sir Isaac. Newton*© Mathe
matical .frlncioles of Natural fhiiosophy and Sis.'
'System of
the World* trains*- Andrew Motfee* xf29 fBertee-ley, California?
'university of California Fresa* i93i)# *P* 12* Hereafter
cited as Hewton* Principle* Newton*© italics have been
omitted*
^Herbert J. Muller, ghg lls.es of the 'fast (New fork:

New American library* Inc** 1 9 h W i 3P> 2?0.
as Muller* Uses of the Fast*‘

Hereafter cited
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his name, with their social pr0gram**«*his debt-to hi a pred©ee#»
■mm*

In a letter to another member of bhe loyal Society* '

he wrotes

11If •X have seen further It Is by standing on the

shoulders

g i a n t s n e v e r t h e l e s s # the eighteenth sen**

tury.showed a distinct Inclination to replete Aristotle
with newton* ''Since Newton m e himself a ^iant**1 by
standing on his shoulders many of the Inlightened were
lust iaii enough to get their heads 'Int# the clouds*
fhO' operational principles of the Newtonian World
*

Machine are generally better ■known than the reasoning
premises;which led to- them*

In'.book three of the frineinia

lew ton laid down what he. called the 1fBu.Xes of Reasoning .in
Philosophy*'in-them the- common- foundation of the seierti**
fie revolution is well illustrated*

Moreover* they form

the link- between the unbroken chain of scientific reason**
ing and the Enlightenment*

They' read, in part* as follows s

Rule- If .We are to-, admit no; more censes of natural
things than such as are both true and .sufficient
to explain their appearances* To this purpose the
philosophers say that.Mature does nothing in vain*,
and.-more is in vain, when less-.will servef for Mature
is pleased with simplicity* and affects not the
pomp of superfluous causes* Rule lit Therefore
to -the- same natural effects we. must*, as far as ■
possible*, assign the same causes*. .*.**-.* Rule Illf
The -qualities-. of bodies which admit neither internal*
fication nor remission of degrees* and which -are
found to belong to.all bodies within the reach of
***»
Quoted la £*&•£., VoJU 'XXV, p.
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our experiments, are to be esteemed the universal
tualities of ail bodies whatsoever* .»*» Rate 1?5
vim ■:
experimental philosophy'we'.are to look upon pro**
positions'inferred by general 'induction from phenomena
as accurately or very nearly true, notwithstanding
any contrary hypotheses that may be imagined# till
each time as other phenomena occur* by which they
may aither.be made more accurate* or liable to ex*
captions* This rule'we must follow* that the arguc^
meet o f 'induction may not be- evaded"by hypotheses*^
It will be noticed that the first of these rules is almost
a paraphrase of Occam* a Eacor* Together* they comprise the
durable' premises of the scientific revolution*

They will

appear again in the discussion of Bacon and Pese&rtes*
Wewton1s impact on the eighteenth century is a
story which belongs to the Enlightenment*

Before turning

to it* it will be necessary to- consider the philosophical
developments engendered, by the new science*

Towards the

end of his life*: Newton made a remark more nearly befitting
his true greatness -than all the adulation of the Enlighten*
menfc• f#f do not know,rt he remarked, ^what 1 may appear to
the world, but to myself I seem to have been only like a
boy playing on the seashore, and diverting myself in now
and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than
ordinary* whilst: the great ocean -of truth lay all undiscovered
before me*,11

^%ewton* Principle,* pp. 398*4p3©* newton1a italics .
have been omitted*..'
^Quoted in .£«![.&*■* Vol.- XXV* p. 392.

Thu# to the Intellectual worM lincss and critical
spirit of the sixteenth century* infused into the public
philosophy, of Europe, by Kabelais and .Montaigne*, were added
the demonstrably valid and revolutionary 'hypo theses of-the
new seiere#*

he critical spirit notwithstanding* the

Church in the early seventeenth century had shown Its ’
willingness to insist upon the literal truth of its bradl*
tional. world view*

It was a dangerous decision*: fraught

with dire and unforeseen consequences* to further expose
the authority and prestige of the Church In this quite un*
necessary controversy*

For the adoption of this reckless

position tended to assur# that the hypotheses of the cos**
molegists concerning the physical world would generate
far-reaching social and political consequences.*

If* The lew fhilesephy
Human knowledge and human power meet in one j for
1where the cause- is not known the effect cannot bo
*
produced* Hstmre to be commanded muat be obeyed*#**
***.Francis Bacon
##*it.is not ■sufficient* before eomstemelng to rebuild
the house which we inhabit*' to pull it down and pro
vide materials and an architect f#r to act in thiscapacity ourselves* and make a careful drawing of
its design}.* unless we have also provided ourselves
with some other house where we can be comfortably
lodged during, the ttoe- of rebuilding# **#.^
.*..lane heseartea

The Renaissance and Reformation successfully dis
rupted many of the **eternal** verities which had constituted
the habitation of the- luropean mind#

The random skepticism

of the sixteenth century* like the writings of Montaigne*
was badly lacking in organisation1 sixteenth century .criti
cism seriously weakened the structure of the- old orthodoxy
without being able or willing fcer topple it# * What was be
ginning to be apparent* however* was that the materials
from, which to erect a mew edifice were at hand#

This -new**

philosophy was a 'synthesis of all the. elements thus, far dis
cussed*

To- the extent that it possesses a common vein* it
1

*©acon* Eovum Orimnum* p. 39*-

% 1 1 sabotfe. S.Ealdame and 0* 1.* T* Boss (trams*)*
"Discourse on Method**1'The Philosophlcal Works of hescartes
(2 vo Is# | Hew fork I Dover PSbli'eSHons* 22$ i* I9 SST*
Vol.* 1* p* 9jS». 1Hereafter cited as Descartes* '.Philosophical
Work^*

was an attempt'be evaluate the Renaissance* the Reformation,
the tmw science* and mash which has of- necessi ty hetn omittat from the discussions of this essay*^

lm the sisteanth

century and thereafter almost ©very year thought soma new
contribution to the growing store of human knowledge*.

In

the seventeenth century* as the lives of ICepler, Galileo*
and Hot#ton adequately illustrate, the pace was dramatically
accelerated*

fh© new philosophy attempted to- frame for

European man a ■new aelf-concept in harmony with the facts %
it sought to fashion a new cosmic theory*

The salvation of

man was henceforth to lie in a reasoned understanding
through which he could rest content to he a part of the
great orderly machine■
--llaiur©*
The seventeenth century is one of the richest veins
in the entire' history of philosophy* and no brief discus
sion could hop# to do it Justice* There are* however*
certain, basic tenets which* though interpreted with widely
varying emphasis* seem, to belong to the main stream of
seventeenth eemtury thought*

Moreover* there are pa.rtiet**

lar doctrines associated with the name of one philosopher
or another which cannot be overlooked in the attempt to

^Baoon, tfovam Organam* pp ♦ 13 and 102 • Here Bacon
refers to the influenoeoF’The compass in facilitating the
voyages of discovery* the invention of printing he terms
ftthis most beautiful discovery,n
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brae© the history of ideas .from Benaiss&ne© to Bevolution*
Hera, as in previous sections* the aim is not to chronicle
events but to Illustrate change,

The goal is to weave from

the exposition of basic tenets and selected particulars the
composite picture of man and the state which was thet‘legacy
of the seventeenth-century philosopher s to the Enlightenment *
It is an historical commonplace to assert the con
nection between the Renaissance and the French Revolution*
To take a single example,. Andrd Maurols concludes his dis
cussion of foreign contributions -to the French Benais sanoe
as follows!

^The country in the seventeenth century re

verted to'her'own line of development, and the ultimate,
explosion of the new ideas was postponed until the eighteenth
century, ■The French Bevolution was the daughter of the
Mena 1ssance *

Few if any would seriously question the

truth of this statement#

Indeed, Voltaire seems to .have

recognised-- In the Renaissance a new departure of real, sig
nificance, to the -Enlightenment*' • Hence the following advices,
«#*we should not squander .away our lives in brooding
over ancient fables* I would advise a young men to
acquire -a slight knowledge- of these remote ages; but
1 would have M m begin the serious- study of history
at that period where it becomes truly interesting to
us, which* in my opinion* is toward the end of the
fifteenth, century*5 _
^Andrd Maurols* k History of France, brans* .Henry 1*
Binsse (Hew Yorks Grove Press* Inc.*1950?* p* lit*' Here
after cited as Maurois* History of France*
^Voltaire, Works. Vol. XXXVII, p. 261*

■Ifbll© it may seem a superfluous concession to the .
seventeenth-century love of clarity to stmt© the point,
there Is no- question of the connection between the Renals*
sane© and the- Bnlighbiwt§i».

It is ■somewhat more diffieult,
f.

however, to establish the nature of that-ootiaeetioB*

Eon-

sis tent with the premises- already .stated* no hard- and fast ,
definition' will be attempted*

Instead* the function of

#eveii.te#ntli#eeatury thought as-the link between ■Renaissance
and Enlightenment will be arbitrarily summarised to provide
a working definition; its Illustrations* modifications,
exee.pt ions are the function of particular fasts*

..In .the- history of -ideas., as opposed to tbe particu
lar history of philosophy, jk*&+ philosophical systems* the
great contribution of seventeenth-century thinkers was the
organisation' of their heritage from the Eenalssance*

Borne-

scholars* In -fact* place the canbl.ttS.ion of the Benuiaaane©
and Refutation .as late as ■1680, the beginning of what has
been called the Crisis of the European conscience."7

This much Is clean European thought' in the opening decades
of the seventeenth century-was undergoing, a kind, of fhemsidor*

% h © strict chronological.'order of the thinkers In
this section 'and the previous' one was rather arbitrarily
discarded, as a, conees©ion t© ■.this difficulty*
^Hasard* The European Mind# p*. J# This volume was
originally published in'-.France'"under the' title' of J*a:Crise
d.e 1© Conscience Buropesnne #
*•
'

'The proponents- of tfe# new knowledge must have seemed to.many
of the orthodox .fco fee X©at in.the delights of intellectual
anarchy*

The oases of Bruno* lepler, and Galileo-, illustrate

the willingness ©f the ^establishments** to regard the outereplugs of feeterodox ideas, -m merely another phase ..of the
Reformatio** anarchy*

In the- course of the religious wars

in France* every shade of political opinion found Its way
S '
Into print-*' In the seventeentfe century* little remained
that was not in some degree tainted with doubt. The ortho
dox-—which In this case means the religious majority of
each country**-were determined to cling with the stubbornness
Inspired by doubt to their traditional creeds*

Minorities

proved, equally stubborn, and-the-.result was.an uneasy true#*
While. Henry XV was actively engaged, among other
q
things, in .maintaining the. religious settlement in. Franc#,
a-few thoughtful men., began fee.ask .themselves- the question
which Is basic to most-* If not all* thought in the seven
teenth century:* .If skepticism is:to- fee the .catalyst.
.
-of
progress, it must fee willing to- attempt an. honest .answer
a

'Allen, .Political Ifeouigfet jyn the sixteenth Century*
Fart XII, pp * 2 n>3PiS* Xt Tc rnt cresting to'note that much
the- same diversity of political thought manifested itself
In. England .during the divil wars* &ee Gooch*. Inglls-fe
Fo.IIti.cft.l Thougfet in ^.fee Bbventeenth -Century*
q
'Ro throek, The French Crown, passim'* The settlement
of Rentes Included 'the ©diet of^fahtes'^aHd several other,
arrangements for the safety .of .the Huguenots conf irmed, fey
letters- patent*
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to the question, :||What is ■certain?'*1 !tHow -and ,in what.la
eertalntf to- fee fotindf11 Philosophically or personally,;
consciously or unconsciously* the -question is a perennial
one*

Montaigne* for example* was well aware that the
4

.

b u rd en -o f doubt east up fey -the Henalasence and■'Reformation

made It a pressing question* as thus t
Waver did two men judge alike about the same thing*
and it is impossible to find two- opinions exactly
alike, not only in different-men, but In the same.
..man at 'different times*#-*.*.1 have observed in. Germany
that, lather has left, ad many division© and altercations over the uncertainty of his opinionsand
more,- as he- raised about the Holy Scriptures *1®
By Implication* the. .conflicting- interpratat-lons
cast doubt upon the Bible* the .divinely inspired authority
of the -Christian religion.

This created a problem for

those philosopher© who*- like Hoeke* ■sincerely desired to
preserve as m m h of the Christian religion .as .their reason
able consciences would allow*

Privately*, feeeke admitted

r

thats
If everything- in' the holy Scriptures Is to tee.
Indiscriminately accepted fey us as divinely in
spired*. a great opportunity ’will fee given to phi
losophers for doubting our faith and sincerity*.
If on the- other hand*, any part is regarded as'of
merely human composition* what becomes of the
divine authority of the .Scriptores* without.which
the Christian; religion falls to 'the ground t1**

^ % o n ta ig n e* Works* pp. 8 17*18.

^Quoted in Maurice Cranston*- Goto'Hooke* H Bio&raphsr
The- Macmillan Company* 195/7# p i W S / * S e r e a fte r
cited as Cranston* Hooke*
(Hew Yorkl

The body of classical learning fared little better*
In the course of the seventeenth century factual errors of
the ’'ancients* continued to be exposed! in matters less
easily verified* classical writers were- at least as flexibly

adapted as-Scripture to;the 'support of divergent opinions.-*
It should fee- stressed that these doubts* especially in the.
ease -of the. Scriptures* were -seldom pressed with the vigor
the eighteenth century addressed to 'the task*

Heverbhelsss*

the conflicting assertions proved by the-authority of'the
Bible* or classical writers* or dimply fey dint of •a f f i r 
mation tended to discredit the entire structure of authority*

The passages from Bacon- and Be seartea which head this see*
tion, .indicate something of the-nature of the solution hit
upon*

Knowledge* by revealing .the; .-errors -and absurdities

of the recent past* had made, something of a muddle; know
ledge, as revealed fey reason' and.observation* must fee made
to set matters straight*

The seventee-nth century* then*-

was.to fee a great ntime of rebuilding*41 Clearly* however*
some -portion of the old structure-***© room, or two * or- :in
some'cases, an entire wing***had to fee preserved to live
in while the rebuilding was in progress*

Perhaps one

^cracksHthe wind"11 of .Descartes*© -metaphor %-anring^ it:
thus.” nevertheless* this was-the course adopted fey,
virtually every great thinker of the period# ,Essentially*

the problem, was to discard dogmatic absurdities while pro*
serving faith*

The meticulously reasoned supports of

religious belief led to the- inverted- relationship between
faith and reason discussed to section two,

A'faith sus*

tatoa.d fey reason Is a faith jui reason and remates after
particular articles--.of faith have fallen away*

The seven*-

teenth century revived ..what to the history of philosophyIs toown &&.profound or philosephlc-. religions seventeenth* ;
.
century thought cannot fee.understood without taking, into
consideration its- religious- .overtomes.
Underlying the profoundly religious quest of seven*
teent&*eent&ry thought, was the concept of truth as attained
and/or attainable absolute#

This can only fee fully appreci*

ated »lf it- Is understood to what extent ideas of evolution
and relativity have, taken.', possession of contemporary think*,
tog*

Truth .
in the twentieth century 'is that which, leads

to the 'nature of -things the appearance of order,- shielding
the fragile .mechanism .of human understanding, from chaos *
truth tends to fee regarded, as a high degree-of. probability
sustained fey the present extent of our knowledge and re la*
live to it*. It is an evolved and evolving quantity, ■that
conception of things which facilitates the advance of human
understanding*

Moderna tend-to regard questions about ■what

is ultimately true as metaphysical ^felted a l l e y s D i s t a s t e
for metaphysics did not come into Its own until the advent

©f Locke* who- was, ffas a rule, contemptuous of mefcaphy*

S'ie©#tt

Boventeenth*century thinkers were satisfied, In

the main, that -what ..Is is true,.-but ■Descartes, for example*
did not require a' purely empirical criteria for an existence*
Descartes is perhaps the best illustration of the profound
change in religious attitudes*

In the. middle,ages faith

in- the truth of divine revelation turned men;1s .thoughts
towards ■God;and- the -perfections -.of ^another world* .Ob jec~
tively, however, faith in reason is or fends to become

faith in the possessor of reason— man*

-Seventeenth-century

thinkers, including Bacon, believed that- nature existed in
conformity with human reason*- They -erected a cosmos upon
the ..clearly and reasonably.indubitable and everything in
it— and especially God,- the author or personification, of
Mature— was brought.into harmony with human, reason*

Thus

Descartes discusses the existence of. material things,, as
follows!
**.since God***.has. .givga me/*#* very great .Inelina*
tion to believe 'that /py Ideas- of corporeal objectj/ ‘
are conveyed to me by corporeal objects, I do not " ,
see how He could be defended from the accusation of
deceit if these ideas were produced by causes other
than- corporeal objects* . Hence we .must allow that
corporeal tilings, exist*- However, they are perhaps
not exactly what we perceive by the senses., since
this comprehension by the.senses.Is la many Instances

.
^%ussell| History of.^astern•Philosophy* ,p* &09*
M/lbcke*j^***phliosophy is piecemeal, l i R sS'leatiflc work,
not statuesque and all of a piece, like the great &ontl*
nontax systems of the seventeenth century*11

very obscure and confused! but we must-at least ad*
wit -that all 'things which 1 conceive in them clearly
■and-distinctly, that'is to say, all things which,
-speaking generally, are comprehended in the object
of pure mathematics, are truly to be recognised as
external objects *-3*3
In a sense, Bescartea arraigns God before the tribunal of
human reason#

The fact that He is acquitted is Irrelevant*

It Is inconceivable that anyone believing literally in an
omnipotent, omnieient* and infallible God should ■consider
the possibility of -His being deceitful*

the true believer

would have to content Mmse'lf with calling such a God in*
sorutabie*

For Descartes and his successors the faith in

reason and the reasonableness of Mature were too well ©s*
tabXished to admit that anything was altogether inscrutable*
How is It possible for man to achieve truth and certain
knowledge7 Descartes answers!

”**.God is not a deceiver,

*«»consequently He has not permitted .any falsity to exist
In my opinion which He has not likewise given me the faculty
of corre ct Ing ***^
In Descartes the process of equating God and Mature*
the process which tended increasingly to regard the moral
laws of God as an extension- of natural law.was nearly com*
plete*

He. is even quoted as saying, |:-You -can substitute

■^Descartes, Fhiloaophlcai Works * Vol* 1, p. 191,
Ite-escartes, Philo.sophiea1. Works, Yol* I, p, 191*

1the matbema ileal order of nature* for ^Clod1 whenever 1 use
the:latter t©rm*n3*^ f M s t it m y toe added* accords well
with the reproach of Desc&r.t#$*s younger contemporary^
.Pascal, who wrote $ n% cannot forgive Descartes:

He would,

haire liked, throughout the- whole'of his philosophy, to toe
atole to do without God."16

'Excepting Spinoaa, seventeenth^century philosophers
were unable^and perhaps. unwiiling^»^to abandon an anthro**
pomorphic metaphor for their uncaused cause, their cosmic
Artisan, who /created, ■and set

. . t o

.motion th© inexorable world*

machine*; ‘
Hover the less, to- the main stream of seventeenth*
century thought, the salient feature■was unswerving faith*

■^^Brtoton, Shaping o,f'the- •M o d e m Hind* p* 9?*

■Professor Brtoton gives "no" source .far'a remark'he claims'
Descartes ”let slip*11' ..nevertheless,, it'seems to toe an
accurate reflection of Beacartesto'view,* The remark-is
iehs cautious tout.quite similar, -to statements which appear
in his published worksu
■

.

" 'Quoted 'to F* h* Capstan C©d*)# The Mm.. Oambrfdge
iodern History .{You ?, The M m & M m m of
35 lolls* | Cambridge: At the Wniversity^ress, X ^ I T t P * ?S*
.Hereafter cited .ms :-0arstett'l.ed*.)t AscendsncE of. franco*

^Most .seventeenth^oentury philosophers adopted what
was frequently a mutually unsatisfactory compromise with
orthodoxy* Whether this was dictated toy prudence and/or
conscience it is -Impossible to say*: in Russell, .Ilalaaa M
Western Philosophy, p. §59# the side of conscience is favored
to. the case of Paccartea, of'whom Lord Russell write's i
-psychology is obscure, tout 1 toe line to think that
he was, a .sincere Catholic, and wished to persuade the
€hwrcb**to its own interests as well as in,hie**to. toe ,

leas hostile to' modern science than It showed, itself to *
the ease of Galileo*f# For th# Jesuit educated Descartes,■
the attachment may have been one of sentiment *
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The key to every perplex! ty m s to be found in the reasoned
.probing and mathematical exposition of Mature#
■tee motivations which carried forward this enterprise
were perhaps more '^practical** than is usually assumed#

tee

pragmatic goals envisioned in Bacon*s proposals are well1
known* but what of the others?

Descartes is sometimes re#

ferred to as th6/*great metaphysician#** -What Is startling
is- to note, how closely his motives parallel Baeonfs#' In
the following.- passage,. Descartes gives his reasons for pub#'
iishing the principles set forth in the Discourse I
#*..§1 believed that 1 could .-not'keep -them concealed
without'greatly sinning against, the law which obliges
us to procure*1as much as in- us lies, the general
good of all mankind# For they .caused me to see that
.it is possible'- to attain knowledge-which is very
1 useful in life, and that,- instead, of that specula#
■five.philosophy which is taught in the Schools,,'we
may find a practical' philosophy ■by means of which,
knowing' the'force and -the action ■of .fire, water,
air, the stars, heavens and all other bodies that
environ us, as distinctly as-we know the different
crafts of our artisans, we can in the .-same way employ
them in all those uses to which they are adapted,
and thus, render ourselves the masters and possessors
of .nature.*!®
.
This is not to suggest any similarity in the particular
philosophical tenets of Bacon and Descartes, but the ends
•that motivated- their respective labors are remarkably
similar#'. They differed, as' -did all the outstanding
iiA
^Descartes, ghilo sophic al Works * ¥bi# I, p* .119*

philosophers of the' seventeenth century, in the choice of
means meet likely to promote those ends*
tt- has already been suggested that the utility of ■
much

b®venfeeiith*century

thought might be hotly contested#

Many problems which held the attention of the- seventeenth#
century mind are now considered fruitless and inefficaoi-ouspurauits,*

For example, even in the seventeenth century,

many thinkers were not altogether in sympathy with Descartes *a
assertion that, tf*♦*the premises from which, the immortality
of the soul may fee ■deduced depend on an elucidation of a
complete system of Physics #tr^

They-would not, however,

consider such a problem.unworthy of aerious consideration*

on

Apparently, an undertaking must be judged practical in
relationship to the problems confronting'the society which
produces it*. The Renaissance and Reformation had unsettled
the■relationships which gave peace, security, and continuity
to human life*- *Bven the most abstract and metaphysical of
the seventeenth#century philosophers were seeking a practical
understanding able to reconcile their lives and the heritage
of their civilisation to changed and changing conditions*

^%eacartes, .Philosoph1e.al Works * Vol., 1, p* XtfJU
-PD '
In the twentieth century, there is a substantial
area, of agreement.which-rules out %uesti.ons of the soul1a
immortality | 'the par tiea to this agreement are .the **faith**
fal,1* for whomit is assured,'and the 11faithleas,!f,for
whom it is absurd#

looking, as oh# imagines, objectively at a problem is per#
haps not th# best way to understand its significance*
problem, that men take- seriously,

Any

any problem that deeply

influences them emotionally, jls serious*

And for all the

philosophers* concern with &o& and the soal, it was Clod to
'this world, #od in Mature ,. 0od as an object of men* a know#
ledge which held their attention*:

Thus Descartes, usually

honored as -the founder of modern philosophy, wrotet
*.*:*in all things which nature teaches me there Is
some- truth contained! for by nature, considered in
general,. X now- understand, no other thing than
either dod Himself or else the order and disposition
which. Sod has established to created'thingsf and
by my nature in particular X understand no other
thing than the oomplemis of all the things which
Cod has given m e * ^
In a sense, Cod in Mature became a suitably tangible object
for the inquiring human mind*
the laws of Sod,

From the laws of Mature, 4 *JL*

a rational and certain standard of moral

conduct can be derived, which does not depend for its- eertto
tu.de upon adherence to any particular sect and its in ter#
probations of Revelation*

The philosophers of the seventeenth

century heralded the growing determination of .European man

^Descartes, Philosophical Works* Vol* X, p* 193*.

PR.

‘■toeke, as will be seen,
terns interchangeably to signify
rational society! one may detect
Christian, tradition to them, but
virtu# of having th# approbation
them universal*

constantly uses these
th# moral'precepts of a
the influence of the
they are certain byof Reason, which renders

to focus his attention on his life and problems' in this
world! these held out th# promise of being solvable.#. fen#
haps it was this conviction more than any other which pro*
duoed the Bnlighteamen%*

la a single sentence* Alexander

Pope captured the essence of the ..Enlightenment i

wThe

proper study for nan is man*
The anthropocentric faith.of th© Snl ightenment
m m

hardly n e w 'in to©, eighteenth century, or even in the

sixteenth*

What was new was the intensity, of that faith,

based* as it was, on the achievements of seventeenth*
century science- and thought*,

the great geniuses of the

seventeenth century tended to regard the study and elucida
tion of Mature a# the’homage due. to- Sod, who most clearly
manifested Himself in his creation*

Bewton, for example,

seems to .have taken-'his Biblical studies at least as
seriously as his- iaathesi^.tical and physical enquiries*

In

short, most of th# scientists and some of th# philosophers'
in the seventeenth century were, in their way, as enthusi
a s t i c ^ as .the'religionists condemned by foltair#*,

These

philosophers- brought a great faith to th# task of reconsti
tuting upon the sound foundations of new knowledge to#
certitudes of European faith and life*

Philosophically '

^Alexander Pope * .Essay on Man*

% . a.
the term*

o,

u©

and psychologically, their pursuit of knowledge was quite as
much a holy office as the prayers of monks and the invoca
tions of pastors* -§ed§. in the conventiomally religions .
sense of the term, may have, been' as remote to theme,as the
infinite reaches of' their universe*. . But -they were surrounded
by His Cmatlou*: Moreover, were-they not-as much a/part
of that Bnlversa as 'the distant bodies Galileo*a telescope,
revealed ■■to-theisf ■■If. they were acutely-aware of the dlfficultles.of ■discovering certain .knewiedgejj this awareness
was balanced.,by■their faith in lesson,' the supreme endow-ment of: the Supremely Rational Being,*.:
It la/..,this ■sense .of high purpose in the service of
God and man that, lends a vestige, o f .unity to. .the- diverse
pursuits of .'ceyenteenith-century toinkers*

f:
h# particular

doctrines, they elicited from the: study of Mature depended
upon which :aspect of their- cosmic problems they found, most
pressing*

'the'^transition from Benaissanee -and K-sformat ion

'to Enlightenment will be illustrated In the work of three
thinkers. Bacon, Descartes* and Decks* ‘ Although.

emphasis

in. each case:varies- ■Considerably*; all Illustrate be seme
extent.: the.foregoing gtooraliaations about the new philosophy*
lack .recognised as vital to the.success of 'their under- ;
taking, the Improvement of human'understanding*

lack of

them# too, relied heavily,, cither: explicitly or tacitly*
on both-observation and .reason*

These observations,these;

-1.11.
general characteristics* must be bora, in mind, m

the- attempt

to trace the line of development is. pursued#

The ■philosophy of Aristotle, the symbol of intellectual
orthodoxy In the early seventeenth century, was far fro® being
a -straw man#..
. Its champions con trollsd the universities andits logic formed the-core of the curriculum*

.the ridicule

heaped upon the Aristotelians by Rabelais* Galileo*- and
others did -little to change matters*

It must be remembered

that these men.# in their own time* were regarded as archradicals* the lunatic fringe*

Moreover# the- particular ex

periment's and discoveries of scientific men do not constitute
m scientific, philosophy.*

Wtrnt was needed was a-new* scieniflc

philosophy to propose as an alternative*
Francis Baeon^

In this enterprise*

pursued ***♦*& task which was peculiarly his

^%olf# History of Science# Vol. II* p* 633* ^Francis
Bacon (1561-l63F)was born "In London. His father m m Sir
Mieholas_Bacon* Lord' Keeper of the. Great Beal under Queen
Elisabeth* Francis studied at- trinity College* Cambridge#
where, he appears to. have acquired two things— a passion for
personal glory and a contempt for Geholaa blots® * fhanks to
his unusual gifts -mad opportunities* the former led to his
ruin* the latter secured hi® Jtemortallty as a leading com
batant against medievalism* .-..*.* In l$&k he entered Parlia
ment* In 1593 he incurred/ the Queen*8 displeasure- by op-'
posing a financial measure -In the Commons * and so spoiled
his chances of advancement.... '.... •Me regained the Queen’s '
favor.*## But still no Important post- came his way*.• ,*
***he'waa at last appointed Solicitor-General in 160? *
under King lames*. In 1613 he was mad©' Attorney-General!
in I617 Lord Keeper of the Great Seal! to 161$- Lord' Chance
llor and Baron ferula®! In 1631 Viscount of St.* Albans*
But his extravagance had involved him in- certain lapses*
and he was accused of bribery* condemned# and. disgraced
in that very year* The last five years of his life were
spent in retirement,# and devoted to literary work*11

1X2
own, to create ■a nmi system of' philosophy to replace that of
Aristotle, not merely for the. satisfaction of the cravings,
of M s own speculative reason, hot. for toe practical bene*
fit of humanity at -large
.iertope;tto most famous remark about Bacon is the
one attributed'to M s personal physician, William Harvey*^|
”He writes- Philosophy,” said Harvey, ”l.ike a lord Chance*
XXor***^®

Granting -.the truth of- the iremark, which was not

Intended as an expression of esteem for Bacon1a scientific
genius, it may fee .concluded less a misfortune than Harvey
imagined it*

Bacon 1s work, at. its best,, contains much which

is not,, in the usual sense of the' term, philosophic*

Framed

in many ways like a piece of legislation, il is rich in con*crate proposals*,

thus, ”!he Ipcord of the loyal Society of ,
•

Bondon.opens with -the statement that *the foundation of the
loyal Society was one of the earliest practical fruits of
the philosophical labours of Francis Bacon*

fhe'great fault found'with the Aristotelian logic,
as taught'in the seventeenth*eentury universities, was

* o U 1, p*
m m 1& M s own right ms the disco verer o f ‘the
circulation of the blood*
Quoted in
C# Growths?, Fyancls gseon-s .the .First
Statesman- o£ gclence. (Bondo-at the Cresset'FreSs,. |W5)V
;
,
'p* 11* Bereafter1cited as Crowther,
^Growthery. Bacon* p* 2*
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that it was priaed

not

for

.

its utility in .training minds*

hut for its .aubltety as an and .in. itself*

Saoon quit# early

satisfied himself that, such an approach was worthless..

In

his earliest published work* the Issays {1$9?3* on# finds
the following*

nBomm In their ‘discourse desire rether came

men&ation of wit* In being able rto hold all arguments* than
of judgment9 in discerning' what is true j as If it war# a

praise to know what might be said * and not what should be
though
.Bacon*® philosophy was built upon the foundation of
his conviction that human ■knowledge* properly-understood
and pursued* possessed unlimited practical utility*?^

Thus

he was the unrelenting foe of those who regarded learning
of little use to' a practical man* if not a positive detri**
menfc.%

There are* doubtless* some of this frame- of mind in

every age*

There were* however* two more serious obstacles

to the sort of program Bacon sought to inaugurate*

First*

there were those among the **learned-f of the universities who
gave the practleal*min&ed good grounds for thinking education
of little practical value*

-Second*, there were those who

.5%raaoSs Bacon* Issays or Counsels^.Civil and Mom !
(hondon: Cassell and Company* htdTilfcTT* pT^TlOi Hereafter cited as Bacon* Isseys*
%^Tn±s convict.Ion was to some extent shared by most
s©vent©enth*e©ntury philosophers* and by. all those to .be
considered here*
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regarded the study of nature as Impious prying into th®
nsecrets11 of God*
In the Advancement of learning {l6oS)* Bacon under
took a lengthy examination of education in his time* defend
ing the potential and practical' worth of study* exposing the
errors of contemporary educators* and proposing a compre
hensive program of reform*., 'This work is no mere polemic*
however*- In behalf of. a program; .It Is rather an earnest
attempt to lay hold of the truth*, to- lay out. meets and

bounds*

The following.passage illustrates* among other

things* the reverent spirit of the undertaking$
.***the true bounds and limitations* whereby human
knowledge:!#■ confined and circumscribed ***are three s
the first* that we do'not- so place our felicity In
.knowledge#:' as we forget our .mortality* The second#
that'we ■make application of our knowledge# to ..give
■ourselves repose and contentment# and not' distaste
or repining* The third# -that we do not presume by
th® contemplation of nature to attain to the mysteries
of God .32 ' ,
Clearly.# Bacon has scant patience with those, who -imagine
the study of nature an Impious exercise*

If he does not

approach the complete apotheosis of nature found In Spinoza*
he does think one- must ” «# *believe that the highest, link

-^Francis' Bacon* Of the Trofi-cience and Advance
ment of beaming* Bivins,'
S'l*'
K'f of *Baeo||*g' '
Works *' 10- VoTs*i bondons Printed for private subscription
a y * * 'Baldwin* Printer* 1626)* p* 9* Hereafter cited as
Bacon* Advancement of .learning*.

of n a t u r e c h a i n must needs be tied to the foot of *Fu.pi—
terts chair *t|33
■Bacon*s disdain for those whom he called 11Intellectualisis#1* by which he- meant primarily the Aristotelian, faculties
-of the universities#' Is to be found scattered throughout his
works*

"Upon these inte1lectua 11sts ?f* he says* "which are*

notwithstanding* commonly taken for the most sublime and
divine philosophers* Heraclitus gave a. just censure*, saying*
*Men sought truth in their own little worlds* and not in the
great and common wor ld **«*1

Something of this sort has

already been encountered In Galileo*.

In this instance

Bacon1s thought Is very much In harmony with other thinkers
of the age*

The truth is to be sought in the'book and

volume of nature*
Bacon1s ideas, for the reform of education were* for.
his time* so starbllngly modern*'' as to make it difficult to
do them justice where that is not the central purpose*

To

take a single example* he writes*., very much like a lord
A

■Chancellor* as follows i
**.princes find a solitude in regard bf able men. to
serve them in causes of estate* because there la no
education collegiate which is free# where such aa
were so disposed might give themselves to histories#

Bacon* Advancement of. learning;* pp* 10-11*
3^Bacon* Advancement of BearninR* :e>; 37#

m o d e m languages# books of policy and civil discourse*.

tod other the like enablements unto service of .state*35
Actually* Bacon1® philosophy Is .more a prologue to
#©v©n.i©©mth>»century thought than, an integral part of lb*
Mis works contain many ideas that come to their full maturity
in the hands of his successors*

The thought provoking quality

■of his writings made them influential throughout th© seven
teenth century and beyond* though th© extent of this genera
lized influence is difficult to evaluate.36

Moreover, Bacon

expressed w r y clearly the idea Basearfea developed into
systematic doubt I w*a*if a man will begin with certain
ties* he shall end in doubts; but if he will be content to
begin with doubts* he shall end In eertaintles*"3?

Bacon1
*s

works expressed in great .abundance the interesting general
ideas that belonged* in the early seventeenth century* to
a. kind of intellectual ^public domain*11"
Bacon*3 greatest single contribution was his attempt
to construef a comprehensive theory of induction*

Induction

is the empirical process of giving a correct general des
cription from thexobservation of a given set of data; it is

3^Bacon* Advancement of learning* p* 4f*
H* If* BXwea '(trans*.)# The- Ghlef Works of
Benedict d©-Spinoza {2 vela*; lew Jorkt '"iover'fubllcations#
Ine*#'ly$TF# W l * fX# p* 2?S* Hereafter cited as Spinoza#
Qhlef Morte * Bacon i« the topic of discussion in some ■of
SpihoaS*a x©tters*
^Bacon# ■Advancement <gf learning, p*

38*

a process which. reasons from the specific to th# general*
For example!

Kepler observed the successive position# of

th# planet Mar# for about a fear*

Kepler concluded that

the orbit of Mars was an ellipse because that is the figure
which correctly describee ail the observed positions of the
planet;*

©©averse1y# the syllogism# the logical heart of

the parapet#ti# philosophy.# reasons from the general to the
specific# as thusi

”<411 Frenchmen are Cartesians$ .lonis Ilf

is a Frenchman; therefore# I»ouis XIV' la a Cartesian*”

fhia

kind of deductive logic affords the highest degree of eer#
teinty*

It cannot be doubted that houis XIV is a Cartesian#

If all Frenchmen are fartesian#■and touts XIV Jj| a French*
man*

fhe pitfalls of the syllogism should be abundantly5

clear# if# indeed# they Mere not so before*
Bacon*# principal objection to classical philosophy
Mas its failure to. produce anything useful*
he constantly returns*

fo this theme

The heritage of classical philosophy

I## he says# ”*.*Iik@ the boyhood of taewiedge# and has the
characteristic property of. boysi

it can tall?# but it cannot

generate# for It is fruitful of controversies but barren
of works •f?^

To correct this situation# Bacon proposed

a new system of investlgatlon^a Ho,yum Cr&aram~*whioh he
4
$®Baeoh# l o v w Or^anum-* p* §*

hoped would effect ”a true and lawful marriage between the
empirical and the' rational' faculty*”39
flie useful achievements' of science# 'Bacon thought#
■had'been 'largely the- result of ehanpe*-

If this condition

were't# he changed# and a period' in human history characterised
by the methodical, discovery of;knowledge useful to' man In
augurated# man*a thinking habits would first have to be
carefully scrutinised f.
is 'the- sciences which we*now .have do not help'us
in finding out new ■works# so- neither does the logic
which,.we m m have help us in finding out new ■sciences*.#* *
the syllogism consists of propositions# propositions
consist of words# words are symbols of' notions-*
fherefer# if the notions themselves |which is th#'
•
■root of the matter) arc confused and ©wrhastiXy
abstracted from the facts# there can be no;firm*
ness in th# superstructure# Our only hope there—
- for# lies in a true induction#^
fh# greatest obstacles to Bacon1s Inductive method
were# he thought# the long sanctioned and Ill-considered
habits of thought by which 'the minds of men,were- deluded
info error#

these he -failed Idols# distinguishing four

general types s *the Idols of the. tribe# of the Gave# of
the Market Place# -and. of the theatre'*
stem from human nature itself.

Idols of the Tribe

Man tends to make himself

the measure of all thing a# hence, be tends to accept for'

3%a.coHf Mevum Organum* p. XI4.;*
^°Baeon# Movuf* Q.p%&aara« p . l|Xi

truth that which he wishes were true*.

Idols of the Gave

stem fro® the 19individual man#” his personal prejudices*
Of these# as Bacon well knew# every age produces examples
in bewildering' variety*

Idols of the .'Market Place .stem

from the imprecise..use of word symbols f men derive the
exact meaning, of a word from their experience of the thing
for which It stands*

This. creates .serious obstacles to

the clear, and meaningful expression of ideas*

Idols of

the Theatre stem from the flights of fancy induced by
literature* false- philosophy, and superstition*

They -are

the purely imaginative things men permit themselves‘to
believe*^

Bacon readily admits that the labor of correct

ing tor these perennial defects‘-In man* a mental processes
may greatly Impede, his progress*r But they-will also Im
pede his. propensity to err.*,- Here Bacon Is expressing a
view found in all the .great seventeentb-oenbary thinkers#
a reaction perhaps to the headlong plunges of the Reforma
tion*

It Is.no. true progress to plunge beyond the brink"

of reasonable certainty*

In a. metaphor almost identical

to the one later used -by Pescartes#- Bacon concludedi
lame man who keeps the right road outstrips the
runner who takes a wrong one*,- --Hay# it is- obvious that when

a man runs the wrong way, the wore active and swift he is,

the farther he will go astray***^
®aeoafs theory of induction is less. Important here
than the Influence of his 'criticism*' What he proposed iin
volved lit tie more than the systematic arrangement of Ob
servational data from which hypotheses or *faxioms1* were to
he abstracted*

Hypotheses verified hy experiment bee am©

In tarn the data from which new, more general hypotheses
were to be abstracted • Human knowledge * thus pursued,
took' the ■shape of a pyramid, its base ■resting, .firmly upon
observational data and its apex comprising the most general
propositions about the nature of things*
Bacon seems to have -underestimated the difficulty
involved ■in deriving the correct hypothesis*

Ibis is not

particularly surprising in-a man who was not at liberty to
give his full time to working with th© theory he propounded *
them, too, it may be that, like the Oreeks, his w*«•genius
was not so apt'.for the state of Imaginative muddled sus
pense which, precedes- successful Inductive generalisation*.B^
In any case, his success Is less..important, .historically,:

lip

^Bacon, Hovum tegahum.;* p* S6*

■^%3aiteheed, science and the- -Mod e m

p;\ll*

m
kk
than the fact that the attempt was m d # . w
f4o.rao.Ter* the
lovum hr&annm was published

. t o

hatin; thus it too more

readily accessible to the learned ■world of the early seven*
>

»

teenth century than his vernacular Merits*

Primarily* it

feeused the attention “of thinkers on the theoretical dif*
flenities of what., was- actually being done*

In a number of

instances* too* it drew attention to the materialistic
theories of the pre*3@orabie philosophers,;* to which the
materialism finally evolved by the seventeenth century
'owed a great deal*

thus he wrote;

the human understanding is of its own nature prone
to abstractions and gives a substance and reality
to things which are fleeting* But; to resolve nature
into abstractions to less to our ..purpose than to.
dissect her info- parts! as did the school' of Bemocritus*
which went .further into nature than the rest*' Matter
rather than forms should be the- object-of our atten* ■
tlon* its configurations and changes of configuration*
and simple action* and law of., action'or motion; for
forms are figments of the human mind, unless you will
call those laws' of action forms
Bacon*s defects* it must be added* were as *surprising
as his virtues*

.Over and above his preoccupation with affairs

of state* his genius seems to have been.singularly self* *
contained*

He rejected the Ooperniean theory* and seems -

^Whitehead* lclen.ee.and the Modern MerM* p* 35*
f*fhe theory of -induct ion^r’"says Professor WlTiteliead, nis
the despair of.philosophy and yet all our activities are
based upon It**
:
5
^%aeon, Hovum Organum* ■p* 53*

net to have been particularly well informed on the out*
standing, work of hi a eon temporaries*. Apparently he was
even unaware of the 'researches of his personal physio Ian,
Harvey*

Hie moat serious error* however* was his failure

to realise the significance- and potential of mathematics*^
Among the philosophers-■to be considered here* Bacon' was,
in this respect, unlq.ua* Fortunately* it was not the only
respect la which he was unique*
.In relationship to-the emergence of modern science
and scientific philosophy. Bacon and Descartes stand, as
two distinct but equally indispensable aspects of the same
phenomenon-;

fhe. pervasive quality of Bacon1a empiricism

is the pragmaticis®. of the- statesman-; his work in relation*
ship to the whole is like that of the statesman whose task
is to determine a policy executed by others*.

In contrast,

Descartes' was a mathematician who held up.to philosophy the
mathematician-to ideal of perfection*.

Bacon would probably

have accepted the^ notion that the truth .1© that which
works * For Descartes, the truth was- that which the mind
clearly and distinctly perceived; aa the truth was a measure
of perfection, who could doubt that it would work?

Bacon

emphasized the importance of the observed, fact* .Descartes
was no less observant; but his observations led M m to

^Russell, History of Meatern Philosophy* p. $k3♦

m
stress the ease with which men are deceived when their oh*
serrations,fail to penetrate beyond,the simple appearances
of phenomena*

fhm# he stressed. the rational proceases above

the observational,*
■tfevertosless* the influence of Descartes in shaping,
the idea of the French 1#volution was far greater than

Bacon1©*

it ■wouM- be wrong to suggest that all educated

Frenchmen at'the dawn of the eighteenth century were
Cartesians#

^evertheless, their basic concept of things

became, in a sense, Car teaIans bed*

,fBy the end of the

^eventeenb|]7 century Descartes1s ■disciples'had multiplied
till their .numbers were tegion# **.*t:fhe universities, were
cartesian;’'the,marquis,, the scientific 'amateurs, Colbert,■the king were cartesian#

France conjugated the verb 1to

cartesianate* -and Burope followed suit enthusiastically .1rtW
fhe influence of Descartes was ^enthusiastic1* to both the
present, .'and the eightooath* century sense of toe word-#

fhis

Influence became,''for the French* ■the entrd to what was
new in the nn®wn philosophy, bridging the'intellectual
gap between heresy and the consecrated pursuit of natural
philosophy*

'-Wolf* Bmer&eaee of the tomcat Bowers * pp* 21&*13

'Jteeearte#^®' it usually- honored'as the founder of
modern philosophy.

Bacon had sorted notice to early seven*

t-eerth-eentury Europe! the great keep that. had. sheltered
the- medieval mind had kept it in darkness! minor adjustments
and delicately'balanced compremises would no longer do j it
must be torn down and in lbs place a structure suitable for
the ■enlightened erected.^

fhls Descartes proceeded to do*

^%olf # History,of geiefiee. Vol. II* pp.
**Bene He scartes tl59b^ i S l o T ^ a s b o m at ha Hay© in. fouralne*
France. His family belonged to the lesser nobility* and
included a number of learned men. .... He studied at the
.Jesuit school at ha. Fleche* in Anjou# f'he first five years
were devoted chiefly to the study of the classical languages!
the- last three years there were given up mainly to; the study
of mathematics, physics, and philosophy• In I6'I2 he left
school, and soon afterwards entered the University of Poitiers,
where he graduated in haw in 1616. in IblB he left France
apparently in search of .military experience in Holland*
Germany * and Austria. Hut there is' no evidence of any real
soldiering there on his -part! only of intercourse withjmathe
maticians. On November 10# lb19, while, staying at Him. he
appears to have realised in a flash that the mathematical
method could be extended bo other- studies.' This idea domi
nated his mind like a divine revelation. .*.the next nine
■or ten years were almost entirely devoted to-the elaboration
of 'his new mathematical ideas•»*,*'- -in 1& 2§ he went to-Bo-Hand
...and spent .there■nearly -the rest of bis life# Mtfh&t other '
country, *• &©■ wrote*'■'♦where you-can'-enjoy.such -.-perfect.liberty*
where you can sleep with more secnrity*f...#.where .poisoning*
■treacheries*, calumnies are less- known* and. 'where there has
survived nor© of the innocence of our forefathers?1 By
I6I4.9 Descartes had become very-famous* and he-was Invited to.
Stockholm as tutor to Queen Ghr Isbina*. who took some interest
in philosophy#- Bub life at the Swedish Court did not suit
M m # and the ■-severity .of'a northern winter was too .much for
bis. constitution* which had never been robust.- He died or
February 11, IbSO* after a .stay in Stookliolm?of barely fivemonths**1'
^Baoon* tfovam Orgajtom* p. J4.6*

ere atlug the .first great, original, -.and comprehensive philosop
hies! system since Aria totie*. Thinkers, could and -did d is -agree with Descartes,' but it was Impossible' to Ignore him*
The essence of Descartes fs philosophy is distilled
of two seemingly incompatible quantities, faith and doubt!'
faith in the .rational order of Mature and doubt of moat of
the received opinions of M s day*

In the M s course he re-

counts .his experience,: a® follow#*
***s© soon as X had achieved the entire course of.
study at the .close of which one is usually received
Into the rank® of the learned, 1 entirely changed
my ©pinion*-' For 1 found myself *embarrassed with
so many doubts and errors that it -seemed to me that
the effort to instruct myself- had no -effect other ^
than the increasing discovery of my own Ignorance*.In .a world where -nothing was altogether free from
doubt, one can readily imagine the appeal of the concise
definitions and translucent demonstrations -of mathematics*
*

*-

Thus, it was his mathematical studies which Descartes re
solved to- pursue*.

*?M©st of all,'** he wrote,.¥was I delighted

with mathematics because of the.certainty of its demonstra
tions and the evidence of its reasoning*

Through

mathematics, Descartes perceived the possibility of re
solving his faith and his doubt into a coherent and reasonably,
certain system*

As fee pursues his -reflections, the- shape

«^Descartes, Philosophical Works * ¥©X* t# p* 83*
^Descartes, PhilosopfeieaI Works* Vol* I, p* 85*

of things- to com® is foreshadowed# as thus?

Mas astonished

that# seeing how- firm and solid was its basis /£*&*■ ®®the»
ma

t no loftier edlfiee tei .bees reared tI»reupo,h*,f^

Over -and.above -significant contributions to laathematles

E2L MMT # Descartes established a great cosmic theory on
what was essentially a .mathematical approach**^

the high

degree of deductive ■■certainty afforded by Mathematics led
M ® to attempt to adapt'its precepts to'philosophy; the
result might hast be termed mathematical rationalism*
Descartes*3 treatment of the problem of doubt was
one- of the most persistent 'and. influential themes in- his
work-*: 'Ho had early resolved

believe nothing, top:

certainly ■of..which 1: had only boon convinced by example

and custom.*;

the most usual response of men whose

cherished beliefs are assailed, by doubt is to seek the
means of ridding themselves.of 'it#

Clever men turn their

attention to devising refutations# and# ..where .doubt is

^ Bescartes# fhllosophlcal Works* Yel* I# p*
® U 0 .student who has ever picked an equation ..can
forget the Cartesian co^ordlnant system.* fo the ■student
not gifted in tm thematic a* the axes of this system may-'
more, nearly .resemble a cross to be'borne#, ep worsei
$*t>esoartee did not# however# organise the pre-senta«*
bioir of'his philosophy'-under mathematical headings* Splncga*
deeply influenced .by Descartes# presents M s .Ethics as a
geometrical system of definitions# axioms# postulates#, etc*'
# fhilosophlcal Works» Yol* 1# p*

personified In the existence of another human being or

group of human beings# persecutions may result*.

The B ©for

mation, had shown the appalling lengths to which this sort of
thing can be carried*^'- Refutation# moreover# ceases to- be
very effective when -doubt has become so generalised#

Bes*

cartes *s solution of this problem: seems to have been altogether
*

unique#

He incorporated doubt into his philosophy much $a-

the British might take a- troublesome critic of the government
into the ministry#

B y giving it an important place and

assigning it a specific function-he made it bare a share
of- the-responsibility for the result*

Instead of- banishing

doubt# he resolved -to doubt everything and work from thence
to what was reasonably certain*-

Of course# -one cannot doubt

, quite everything; there must be a first premise or point of
departure from which to begin the rebuilding*
skepticism was what Santayana later called it;

For Descartes#
a mountain

into which one climbs to-survey a more comfortable home on
the slope*- Descartes himself describes It as thus!
I'resolved to assume that everything that ever
entered into my mind was no more true than the
illusions of my dreams* But- immediately after*
wards 1 noticed that whilst I thus.wished to
think all things false# it was absolutely essen*
tial that the *1 * who thought this -should be ■some*
what# and remarking that this truth *1 think#

^Perhaps history has been remiss in its duty* The
deplorable example- of the Reformation hasn*t prevented some
staggering Instances of persecution in the twentieth century*

therefore I an1 was so certain and ao assured that
all'"the moat extravagant suppositions brought forward
by the sceptics were incapable of shaking it* % came
to the conclusion that I could receive it without
■scruple as the first^princlple of the Philosophy for
which I was seeking*^*,
fhe obvious trouble with this is that it comes perilously
close to solipsism*-

As Crane Brinton puts it* "*. *perhaps

1 -am the only person, in the universe and all the rest is an
illusion; I thinfe* therefore I am— *but nothing, else need be *n
fhis difficulty' did not seem, to trouble 'Descartes*
It will be remembered that Descartes tended to equate
the "mathematical order of nature" with God*

Clearly* how*

ever* In a society still very much dominated by conventional
religious notions* it would be better* having established
one*a self in' the universe as a thing that thinks* to estab

lish God as well*

Prove the existence of God; then* if it

turns out that we have proved the mathematical order of
nature in the bargin* so much the better*
Descartes*e proofs of God* ■drawn largely from medi

eval philosophy* were not original! nor* in all probability*
were they intended to be*

What better way to gain the

acceptance of novel and heterodox ideas than to associate

EkV
Descartes* PhilosoPhioa 1 Works* Vol. I* p* 101*
^ETescartes's italicg/*"' ’
■

^Brinton* Shaping of the Modern Mind* p* 98.

them with what

Is familial?

and. generally accepted?

Thus

Heacartes reasons from himself to God* as follows,!
** ^reflecting on the fact that 1. doubted* and that
consequently my existence:was not quite perfect {for
1 saw clearly that it was a .greater perfection to
know than to Doubt}* 1 resolved to inquire whence
i had learnt to- think of anything more perfect than
1 myself wasj,and 1 recognised very clearly.that
this conception must proceed from some nature which
was really more perfect.** *it is no less contra*
dlctory to say of the more perfect that it la what
results- from, and depends on the less perfect* than
to say that there is something which proceeds from
U0thiM^$..£t)m^ it was equally impossible that. I
should hold it of myself.* In this way it could but
follow ■that it 'had been placed 'in m# by a Mature
which was really more perfect than mine could be*
'and ■which, even had within itself ail the perfec
tions of which I could form any idea** that is to
.say* to put it in a word* which, was Sod* ■
Some of Descartes*# deductions from the existence of.
God have already been mentioned*
again*

One of them, must be stressed

For Descartes the concept of the perfection of God

or -laCure is indispensable.to the success of the enterprise*
®*-*.*if we did not know *** he concludes* **that all that is in
us of reality and truth proceeds from a perfect and infinite

one degree or another* this sort of subterfuge
was standard procedure in the seventeenth century* locks*a
Ideas of the origin of the state and the state of Mature ©we
more than he ever admitted to- .Hobbes* Nevertheless* when
he wanted the support of authority for- his arguments* it
was not to Hobbes {whose infamy in his own time came close
to rivaling that of Mechiav©111 )> but to the .Bible, .and the
11Judicious**" Booker1.® laws
Ecclesiastical. Polity that he
turned*
i

Q

<p

<■

'Descartes.* Philosophical Workq* Foi* 1* p* 102*

Being#: however clear and distinct were our ideas# we should,

not have any reason to assure ourselves that they had the
perfection of being true
An a "mathematician# Desear tea was able to understand
and accept the work of Eerier and' faille# * His. own great
work ot pure science# |g| Hondo:-{unpublished during: his life)#
contained, both of ;faille#* e wfeeresles#,f the earbhts rotation
and the infinity of the universe*

' In securing- the accep

tance of the basic notions of the new science # the influence
of Descartes.': probably, exceeds that ©f 'any other single,
writer*■^

His philosophical worksiwere published first

in French- they were written# moreover# to an excellent
style intended to prevent the exclusion of the educated
public*

throughout, Descartes stresses a. position which

exactly answers the common sense objections to. the new

scientific hypotheses• 'the story is'told of a scientific
amateur, who .attempted to .explain to'a French noble,woman
that the sun was. actually- many, times'greater than, the earth*
the- lady ..however#; held up a gold coin which obscured the
sun and -consequently refused to be convinced*.

Descartes-

‘
Descartes# 3?hi loeonhioal Works * ?ol* I# p* IDS*
Bussell# History,of. Western Philosophy* p* $$9*
l
fhe acclaim accorded Hewton often obscures this
fact* One may well wonder what sort of,reception Hewbon
would have had if Descartes had not first# so to speak#
gotten his foot in the door*

never..tires of illustrating the ways
deceive, us*

in

which the senses

the point is illustrated with perfectly common-

place.examples $
***many experiences little by-little destroyed all
the faith which % had rested in my senses! for I
from time to time observed that those towers which
from afar appeared, to me to. be round* more closely
observed seemed square# iiii that colbssal statues
raised' on the 'summit of these towers# appeared asquite tiny statues when viewed from the bottoms and
so in an infinitude of other eases- J
.error
in judgment, founded on .the external ##nt#S-*^
Moreover* Descartes did his best to ease the way towards
accepting .the new scientific doctrines for those with sin*
cere religious scruples.regarding.them*

We know, he says

to effect,, that the world was created as recounted to
QeimsiB.

bet us suppose, however,., that it were otherwise i

***although He had not, to begin with, given 'this
world any other form than that -of chaos, provided
that the laws of nature' had ©nee been established
and that So had lent His aid to order that its
action ■should be .according to its wont, we may-well
believe, without doing outrage .to the miracle of
■/.creation, that by this means alone all things which
are purely material might in course of time have be*
come such as we observe them to- be at presents and
their nature is much easier to..-understand when we ■
see them -coming to pass little ,by little to this
ctonar, than were we.to consider them as all com*
piebe to begin with, ^
Descartes preserved and..gave.mor.@*o-r*les-a. final, form
to the dualism of mind and matter*

As with most of his ,

^Descartes*. Philosophical Works* Vol. I, p. 189.
^%©scartes, Fhilosophical Works. foly I, p. 109V

philosophy* this dualism was a necessary consequence of his
mathematical rationalism*

In the period to and including '

Descartes»s lifetime, some notable progress had been made
in such non-mathematleal branches- of science as physiology,
.anatomy, and chemistry*, the'moat spectacular progress, ■how*
ever, had been, in astronomy -and physics which had proven
amenable to mathematical Interpretation*

fhese sciences,

together with their indispensable partner, mathematics,
were thus able to pose their philosophy of nature from a
commanding position*

fhia quantitative theory of nature

was- nearly complete in the work of Galileo*^' .In the seven
teenth century a quantitative theory of nature meant- de
facto a. mechanical theory*

Descartes fully accepted this

theory.,, believing that ultimately* every natural phenomenon
■could be -explained in terms of the laws-of physics*

Animals

and,.-. It would seam to some extent, man (in his purely physical
capacity), he -regarded as mere- automatons*

'Unless the pride

0. -Collingwood, fhe Ideq -of Nature {New York#
Oxford University Press, 19w)* p* 103* Hereafter cited
as Oolllagwood, Idea off. Nature* .wWlth Oalileo the modern
science of nature' reaches maturity* It was he who firstlaid down clearly end finally the terms on which naturecould be an object- of adequate and certain scientific know
ledge* .in a word, these terms were the exclusion of every
thing: qualitative and the restriction of natural reality
to a complexof qaantiiies**-quaBtitles spatial or quantities
temporal, but quantities and nothing more* ' the principle of
science as understood by Galileo is that nothing is scientifi
cally taowable except what Is measurable *fl

of'Creation* rational men# war# to be reduced to a position
approximately equal to that of the rest of the animals*
■some auxiliary arrangement would have to be made#

fhe

arrangement11 hit upon was the ■dualism of mind and matter*
the Idea that n***m&tter was one thing and mind another and
that'-both somehow proceeded from God as their source*1
Daseartes pursued his distrust of sense■perception
to a rigidly logical conclusion*- fhe perception of our
senses Is deceitful and manifestly imperfect* whereas our
knowledge of the truth* the fruit of rationality* is a
measure of perfection#

thus the mind*, .or. soul* whereby-

we attain, to- this degree of perfection* must proceed in*
dependen tly from the Author- of Oreation % rt*.**without doubt,n
Descartes concludes* ,rall our perceptions proceed from some*».6d
thing, which. Is different from our mind *
fhat .something
was matter#
Compounded of the various elements discussad* the
Cartesian dualism of mind, and matter was fraught with
historical consequences*

fhe mind* independent of -.matter

^Collirgwood* Idea of Mature.*, p. 10S*
^%eacarta0* Philosophical Morfes* Vol* 1* p# 2$k*-+
^%usselt* Hi story of Me stern Philosophy* p% S&7V
11**.*the Cartesian system presents two parallel but ■independent
worlds* that of mind -and-- that of matter, each of which can
be studied without reference to the other#**

13k
and..the material fetters of human existence* may attain to
the perfection of certain .knowledge*

What is ©eseartea*a

conclusion from-a world- In which* as yet* he postulate#
only himself and Sod?
***X as yet have only 'known .certainly, my own existence
and that of #odt nevertheless since I have recognised
the- infinite power of Sod* 1 cannot deny that He may
have produced many other things, or at least that He
has the power of producing- 'them, so. that.1 may obtain
a place as a part of a great, universal.*^considering
what -are my errors-1 for.they '.alone tea tiff to there
being any imperfection i».ie}# 1 -answer that they
depend on a -combination of two causes, to wit* on
the faculty of knowledge that rests In ms* and on
the power of choice or of free will--that is to say*
of the understanding and at the same time of the will* *
.If this passage is taken in relation to the rest'
■of .Descartes1#
position* strange consequences seem about to appear#
possible that man. wills -to err?

Is it

A traditional Christian

philosopher.'- would answer yea* due to original sin and the
consequent imperfection# of man1# nature*

Descartes

occasionaliy pays what seems to be lip service to this.
dogma, but the overall implications'of hi# teaching do nofeaustaln his sincerity*

Indeed*' man errs* but a great share

of the time* needlessly*
«».*! recognise that the power of will which I have
received from Sod is not of itself,the source of-my
errors— for it is very ample and. very perfect of it©,
kind:— any m m .
*# than is the- power -of understandtoil ,
for since I understand nothing but by the power which
Sod has .given me for -understanding* .there is no doubt.

^Descartes j, Philosephioa 1 Works * Vol# I* p* l?l|.

135
that sll that t understand* X understand as 1 ought $
and it la hot possible that 1 err in this* Whence
then come my-errorat They come .from the sole'fact
that sine# the el 11 is ■much wider in its range and.
.compass than.'the understanding* X do-not res train
it within, the same bounds* hut extend it '.also to
things which t- do- not understand?. -and as the will
./.is of Itself, indifferent to these# it easily falls
into error.and'aIn* and chooses the aril for'the
good* or the false for thee true,.,*•the light of .
.nature teaches us that-' the knowledge of the under**standing; should always precede the determination of
the will*?!
The implication throughout is that' mar* to an undetermined
but very real extent * is capable of improvement! he ist
in short# p&rfeetable*
•..'•.♦possibly I am something, more- than I. suppose myself
to be#..and perhaps all those perfections which I
attribute to 4>od are- la some*-way- potentially in me#
although- they do not yet disclose themselves# or
issuer in action* .As a matter'of fact I- am already .
.sensible that my too-wledge- increases sad perfects■
itself ■little, by little# and;:I see .nothing1■which
can prevent it from increasing more and more unto
infinitude% nor do 1 see# after-It'has thus been.
Increased or perfected* anything to*prevent my being
■able to acquire by its means all the other perfect
tions of the Divine nature; nor finally why the power
1 have of acquiring these perfections* if it really
exists in. me# shall not suffice to produce the ideas
of bhem#?^
11«**1 recognise*11 he concludes* "that this cannot be,," but
one does not altogether believe him# and neither did his
contemporaries *

^%escartes* ihiiosephieal Works.* ?el* I*, ppm 1?5*»
?%escartes# IMiosophlqef Works* Val*. 1* p* 16?#

One-can readily appreciate the ■influence. Descartes
came to exercise* • Of what use to his successors,- like
Voltaire, was a 0od who looked at the world and-saw that
it was good, when they could look at the world with anenlightened understanding, and see that- it could he improved?
The advent of a. progressive theory of human life and history
must certainly he accounted among the most significant de#
velopments*

Probably no one man can properly be called the

originator of so sweeping an innovation in human thought*
The reader may recall.the remark of Professor Whitehead
from fb© discussion of Perspectivest nA whole literature
arises which explains how inspiring is the general idea****11
Bacon*.3 Imaginative thought# for example* clearly spanned
the gulf of centuries to a time when the material condition
of human life would be vastly improved.*

The notion of

material progress is clearly a part of Descartes"*© vision*
It becomes almost incidental, however* in. relation-to his
personal vision of man1© untapped potential*

Man is endowed

by Mature with the means whereby he may seek his own sal*
ration*

Be has only to apply his reason to. the systematic

improvement of ,his understanding.*

There are no doubt limits

to the perfection to which he may attain, but they can only
be revealed by the systematic exploitation of his unique
characteristic* his mind*

,fV« •reason is a universal

tosbruTOhf which can serve for all contingene lea*#*.w73

It is nob hard to understand' toy B©searb#s toe beam
called tto founder of modern philosophy.

to bim the diverse

elements of the process. of philosophy tor# momentarily
assembled* as it were, under one roof 5 revised la tern# of
the new science*. they proceed from Descartes .upon their
divergent ■ways* Armed la varying degree# from the Cartesian
arsenal,

successors tamed- their *ttenti« to

the particular problems confronting the joint social enter*
prise#

Even in their choice of titles* Descartes*s sue*
'I
eeasore mirror^^often unintentionally***the M a s o f the

Cartesian' positions to the/Iibta of ,ftCurre»t■and Choice11
for the years after 1650 there appeared lectorcto 4^ to.
.f^rltd# 'Ethics# jjg. the Improvement of Human 'Understanding#
and* of sours#:* J||| Essay Concerning Human Understand %m m # It
may be that too- much Importance has been attached' to the
philosophical controversies of the tote seventeenth century#
One excellent history* for example* observes that 11•**none
of the varieties of Oartesianism. was capable of holding its
own against the rival systems of Sptaom* helbnlz* Hew ton*
and Eooke*”^

fhis remark is quite correct j as so often

^Descartes* l
3Philoao]Rhic.aI Works# ¥ol*-l# $>* 116#
^Garsfcen {ed.#}# ia.cendane.y of France.* p# 79#

happens, it establishes. the fact and misses the ■point
Descarteses Importance in the history of modern thought
lies in the fact that 11^■♦♦modern philosophy has very largely
accepted the formulation of its problems from Descartes,
while act accepting his solutions

fhb historical influence, then, of Descartes must
be sought, not in the celebrated controversies of the seven#
.teenfch century, but to the substantial area of agreement

from which they stemmed*

if controversy is to produce more

than a rancorous'-impasse, the parties to- it must possess
that most important ;
ie. ne salpt quoi* empathyJ fruitful con
troversies may produce a .good deal of rancor as. a by-product,,
but 'they must begin with a tacit- 111 agree with you, but *•«•n
Descartes*s work constitutes, among, other things., a syste
matic synthesis and. an intelligible presentation of ideas—
scarcely more than disquieting■implications— which clouded
the horison of European thought-#- It Is the measure of his
..succeed' that the first-class minds of his time could be so.
aroused by his thought#

Elaborating on, differing with,

or. devising refutations' for Descartes was one of the steady

*%his remark is by no means.intended to reflect
unfavorably on Professor W# von ley&ento generally excel
lent chapter on philosophy In the period 16^.8*86 *
Bussell, History of Western Philosophy*, p* S&Ip*

<K*$ap&tlosts of thinkers for the remainder of the ■century
*^
>
f.rebabiy this, is as it should he*

Bo philosopher* he it

Aristotle* Descartes* or:•Lord BasseIX*. ■■is well served by
.the .''imeritleel disciple who ■takes his. work* as it were* in
-trade* -new- scrip tares for old*. 'leversnee is misplaced when
it identifies the creation of any one man with the whole
truth*

Conversely* a man whose whole life was given over

to seeking the truth ia worthy of the most profound respect*
D escartes was such a man* and* in the last analysis* one

must concur in the judgment of Professor Crams ton't

?!0e scartea

revolutionised Europew■■philosophyj and whatever" the defects
of -Ms sygsem* his historical''importance-.is second only, to
,yg
that of Arlsto-tle*'*1
-_ .
.

tThe controversies'which centered.around the Cartesian
■system were to some extent -inevitable* Philosophically*.
Descarteses interests centered, around the scope and function
of /the mind*

As a scientist* however* he was deeply committed

to working.'with his famous %■* *Metho& of nightly Conducting
the■■■i.ea'aon:mad Seeking -for truth in'the Sciences*n

Hid.-.

'^Descartes$ Philosophical -Works.* Vol* XI* pp* 60*?8*
Even during Descartes1© 'life* many'celebrated scholars were
concerned to submit, their objections to his. views* among whom
Thomas Hobbes was only the-most famous* These objections
pertained specifically to the Meditations, on First Philosophy*
This matter illustrates the" temper of Desoar tew* s'miS|wTth
each new edition of the Meditations., Descartes published the
objections .along with his comment's in. .response • '
^®0ransto.n#. Dock#*, p+ ■100*

particular conclusions provided the subjects for controversy.
Ironically* perhaps* but quite naturally*-, those whose objee*
tiers were the moat penetrating were those who best under*
stood the world of the Cartesian method* .Apparently* a
teacher who really wants hia students to think must expect
that one day they may think- him wrong*

- The influence of Descartes on Docket* the immediate
forerunner of the- EnXlghtement* la clearly established andprofound*

!«0eke*s lifelong friend* lady Mashaia, wrote -of

jit* as followsi

7%olf* History of Ecience* Vol* IX* p. &£6• nJofen
tocke CI6j2*lf05-1 was born at Wrtogton* ija'Somersetshire*
and educated at Westminster -School* Eondon* and Christ Church*
Oxford * Be was a Puritan by upbringing* and thought of
becoming a clergyman. But his growing love of freedom and
tolerance led to' his abandonment of the idea,* in favour of
medicine* to this way he came into contact with Sydenham
and Boyle* and under the influence- of their empiricism*
to 166? he moved to Xtcmdon* and for the next -fifteen years
he- stayed at Exeter House with lord Ashley* subsequently
Earl of Shaftesbury* ;as his confidential secretary* It
was here* to I6?0* that Hooke formed the-'project of writing
M s Essay Cnne.e-rn.ing Human Raderstandtog» which it. took him
twenty years' to complete * " From r'lSl§ "onw ards political
troubles in England forced Eocto to live abroad a'.good deal*
Me spent, three years In France* and five years to Holland*
Eventually he returned to -England in 1689 to the same boat
as Princess Mary* and about three months after the accession
of William of Orange* In 168$ he had published his .Let.fcg^ X
gn Toleration and 'fgo'-Tre.gti.ges-on government* to lo90 S i
Is sav appeared at .la s-tT’""In
."he'"went to live, with Blr
Francis Masham at Oates Manor* in. Essex* and spent there the
reat of his life* lady Magham was the daughter of hia friend*
Ralph Ou&worth* •**11 was j/Eoc-ke* a7- •insight into thelimitations of human knowledge*' and the dubiousness of so
many human convictions* that saved. Boeke from fanaticism and
rmd-e him a champion of toleration*n

lif t

fha first books -fas Mr* Locke ■himself has told me)
w M o h gave him a relish of philosophical studies
wef© those of;Bescartes* Be Mas rejoiced-' in reading
of these because though'he very often differed in
opinion from this writer* jot he-found that what he
said was very intelligible-! fro® whence he was en*
couraged to think- that M s not having' understood
others had* possibly* not proceeded altogether from
a ■defect in hia ■understending*W
In.- the work of Lock©
favor of empiricism#

'emphasis

0 again in

A ■■physician and scholar* Locke numbered

among his friends many of the 'outstanding member a of the
Boyal Society* including Newton -and Boyle• Indeed* it was
through the latter that he -first became'acquainted with
the work of Beaoartes.*^

While Locke was greatly influenced

by the Baconian tradition* his empiricism, possesses a
quality'which was distinctly his own*«moder&tlon*
1

• *

Locke

' r.-

may not know the answer to a problem* but his unruffled
common sense saves him from underestimating' the difficulty
of knowing*.

Lock© is the founder of the tradition in phi*

loaophy which insists upon affirming, the premises of common
sens©* British empiricism#

Common sense.insists that man

and the- physical world- exist and that they are more«or*le-s-S' *
as they appear to be! better*- then* to -get om with the- great
investigation and avoid metaphysical fanfare*
Oa
Quoted i n Cranston* Locke, p* -100#

R1
' ’‘*
ux€ranston* Locke# p* 102*

**"'

fhus Locke

weXeomed Descartes1® method of systems.tic doubt-.and rejected
Qo

the metaphysics that went with it*

fe Locke It seemed

almost as absurd to doubt everything as to doubt nothing.
Santayana* whose own' position' la In the empirical tradi
tion* speaks.of Locke tbust'
.**,had Lookers mini been more profound* It might
have been leas Influential* ' 1# was In'sympathy with
the coming age* and was able to guide its an age
that _confided In easy* #lo-quent-raa.seM.ng* and-.pro*
posed to 'he saved.* in this world and. the next* with
as littie- philosophy and- as ■'little .religion as pos
sible# When quarrelled with*, no less than when em
braced* his opinions became a point of departure for.
universal developments*, the more we look into thematter* the more we are impressed by the patriarchal
dignity.of Locke1s mind* Father of psychology*
father of the criticism of knowledge*;father.of
theoretical liberalism*'
.god-father. •*of
Voltaire and the .Encyclopaedia...*.#A chief element'
in this modems as of Locke was something that had
hardly appeared before 'In pure philosophy*•*#1
mean* the tendency to deny one*© own prosupposi
tions- -not by accident or' inadvertently* but
proudly and with an air of triumph*.•■.the central'
presupposition#*'which he .embraced, heartily and'
without.question* were those of common sense # ^

Locke was critical enough of Ms' own understanding*
with or without the aid of ©eecartes1a method* :$©■ be ■
sura that understanding and right reason were by no -mean®
as sure a® Descartes seemed to- imply*;, Descartes had adopted
Qp
Cranston* Locke# p# 102#
"Boorge -Santayana* ffiome furna of fbought In Modern
v {New
Jorkt Charles Scribner*# Son#* '193.37*PP*
^ o * Bereafter cited a® Santayana* foros of
.

m
a notion very like that attributed fey Plato to Socrates*
One possesses* .he thought* correct and adequate ideas of
thing..#* which have* however*, been, ■obscured fey the deception
of our sensed*

he thought* In .other words* that men posses

sed innate idea#, derived .from a source other than experience#
In all fairness* Descartes seems to .have meant something a
felt more complicated than the bare notion that from birth
the mind possesses ideas which are Innate and intrinsic
to its nature* /Nevertheless* the .mere notion of innate.
Ideas so outrages common sense that Locke devotes the first
book of the 'Essay to refuting it* as thus t
*i*it seeming to me near a contradiction,to say *
that there are truths Imprint## on the s M I * "wbi eh
It perceive# or understands not!‘'.imprinting* if
It signify anything* being'nothing els# but.the
making certain truth# to. fee perceived...*fo say.
a notion is imprinted on the- mind* and yet at the
same time to say* that the mind■Is ignorant of it*
and,never yet took notice of it* i# to make- this
impression nothing,-* No proposition can fee said
to fee in the mind which it never yet knew* which
it was. never yet conscious of*.# **fhat certainly
can never'fee thought iimat© which we have need
of reason to discover*#*'*^
In an age when men who have never' heard of Locke accept
his theory of knowledge as* indeed* a matter of common.

■sense* this may seem self-evident! in the seventeenth century*-

^ L o c k e , E s s a y . fol* I* pp. k & mk 3 .

It*s
however, it was a decidedly radical doctrine# ^
.In principle, M&ek® might have agreed with Beaoarte#
that it .is a .-greater perfection to. know than to doubt*

He

■would have added,: however, .that it is & tragic vice to act
upon the belief that one knows with certainty that which .1# *
not empirically tooweb is*

He found the persecution© his

contemporaries advocated land not Infredhontly executed)
appalling*,

lie ' W

the prophet of the broad toleration

which characterised the Eatightenment. in the absence of
evidence, it is better to doubt, to suspend Judgment*
i
*.**where is the man that has incontestable evidence
of the troth of ail that he holds, or of the false
hood of ail he condemns f. or can say that he has.
,
-examined .to the bottom all Ms'own*, op other men**
opinions t fhe necessity of'believing without teow*
ledge, nay often upon very slight grounds, in this
fleeting state of action and blindness,Ws" are in#
should make us.more busy and careful to inform ourselves than to constrain others*^
Books shared the,faith in reason which dominated
th# thought of the seventeenth and ■/eighteenth centuries#,

but tended, as suggested above, to equate reason, with
common sense,

■Clearly, he does not regard reason and

logic as the same thing*

When the Essay, discusses reason,.

%msseli, History of .Western Philosophy*. $u 410*
tn lookers day,. #:***the miST was'©uppocoa tcTSow ail sorts
of things j| priori* and the complete'dependence of knowledge
upon perception, Shiah he proclaimed, was a new and revolu
tionary doctrine *n

86Ijoctse, Essay, Vol. II, p. 3?3.

the primary concern is still to refute ihe\Aristotelians
and their precious syllogism* For **syllogising11 Hooke had
no use whatsoever#'

He remarks sareasbleailys

%ag not been &e sparing to- men to, make them barely twologged creatures, and left it to Aristotle to make them
r a t i o n a l * L o e t o * s refusal to equate reason and
formal logic goes a long way toward explaining the extent
of Hia Influence.* fhe Seeeg; was begun as a aeries of in#
formal discussions at Exeter House*

fhe member# of the
?

group were mostly practical men of affairs to whom Hooke
was concerned to explain his ideas about human im&erstanding •
Hoelcs1'.®. success stemmed from his .■conviction that reason and
reasonable standards of conduct were dictated by"the Haw.
of Hature# -.Clearly* then#, reason cannot be something; aecea#,
.sible only to those with a formal education*' It must* (
rather* be something that ordinary men can grasp in the
form of a- few sensible* self#evM#iit principles* .fkie*
ms lord Bussell observes* is Hocke1s dominant characte-ristic t
He
always- sensible* and always willing to saori#
flee logic rather than become paradoxical* He
enunciates: general principles,which* as the reader
can hardly fall to p B m m g m # are capable of leading
to strange consequencesf but whenever the strange
consequences seem about to,appear# Hooke blandly
refrains from drawing theih*':'"fo h.'Hogioian this'

87toek», Essay. Vol. II, *. 391.,

is irritating| to &£&r&etie&l man, it is a proof
of sound judgement#
Curiously enough, the devente$nth*eentury■influence
of which the Enlightenment was most conscious was not that
of the Frenchman Descartes hut of the two Englishmen, Bacon
■and Locke,

Voltaire called the Hoyum Organnm ”the scaffold

with which "the new philosophy was raised,/*^ and of the
particular quality of Locksfs influence, one finds the
following.#
Perhaps- no man ever had a more '.judicious or more
methodical genleus or was a more acute logician
than Hr* Locke., and yet he was not deeply skilledIn mathematics* Ihis great man could never 'subject
himself' to- the tediue fatigue of calculations, nor
to- the dry pursuit of mathematical truths, which
do not at first present any sensible objects to
the mind# and no one has. given better proofs than
he, that it is possible- for a man to- have a geomet«*
riea-L head -without the assistance of geometry#®'®
Locke personified the■_
e#

<sans-

fo men like Voltaire and Montesquieu there

appeared to be a close connection between Lockers theory
of knowledge and his political philosophy#

Perhaps the

connection is less apparent today than it was then, but
It certainly exists to- the extent that both are 'founded
upon a readily intelligible common sense*

Moreover, the

Ofs
' Bussell,- History of Western Philosophy, p, 606#
89Voltaire# Works. VoI; XXXIX, pi 29.
9°Voltaire, Works. Vol. XXXIX, pp. 33-3f+.

influence-of a thinker is based not upon the individual ■worth
of t M s or that work, but on. a ■total impression..* .In evmlaa*
ting the impact of Locke# it must be.remembered that eight*
eentk^eentnry Frenchmen could look across the channel and
ace Locke*a political philosophy working fa the most free,
prosperous, and,powerful.country of the century.* fa the
eighteenth century, ^England*© spectacular conquests#
her prosperity and comparative stability gave her great
prestige# and observers were ready to believe' that the
English Constitution ensured-the preservation of liberty
and the aequislbion-of ■great wealth*-**^
Few philosophers have been more fortunate than
g2
Locke in respect to his -political philosophy* ' 'toil!
recently it'.was believed that the-Treatises of Government
were written after 1683 to justify the Gforioup Bevolution;
as his biographer points out.,, however, this view does not
stand up well-to scrutiny*^

Actually# Locke-1'© .influence

,^ % * 0. Lindsay fad*}.# .The Hew Gambrid^e Modern ■
History {¥ol»- VIX# fae Old Berime* 1713*63* " 1% vol#* #
Cambridge a Ati-the University''fresa# ;195? )# pp* 10*11*
Hereafter cited a# Lindsay" fed.*}.* 'The &ld.Hagfma*'
^%ussell# Ml,s<lom of the 'Meet*'p# *'$B♦ Plato#- for
example# ran into rather perilous cireamstanees trying to
eatab11sh -something resembling his republic in Syracuse*$3cranston* Locke* pp* SO?-08* Professor Cranston
Is the. first of Locke *s biographersv{exeepting Lord King# a
descendant of Lookers, heir,.} to- have full, access -and to make
full use of the “Lovelace Collection* of Locke- manuscripts*
He seems# moreover# to have made the fullest use, of the
other available sources; his biography will be definitive
for some time to come*

on the.events of 1688 414 not- depend upon the fr^atises; M s
position as physician# 'secretary* friend* and confidant to
lord Shaftesbury gave M m far more immediate access to the
Oh
leaders.- of the Country or Whig party*
Collectively the
legislation •which implemented the Morions Revolution
appeared to embody the systems Locke proposed*

.His object

lives* in retrospect* may seem modest* but they were solidly
based upon the realities of. politics and human nature- and
the historic constitutional potential of his country*

He

is* indeed* 11the apostle .of the*■#*most moderate -and the most
successful of all revolutions*^^'
As a political philosopher* Locke-' is probably unique*
His system is neither utopian and imprestieable.nor brutally
realistic and unacceptable*

Best of all* perhaps it ****

avoids the error into which even Spinoza fell* of being,
too specific*^

Locke*s system might best be described■

as a synthesis- of what is end what ought to be*
Locke* In common with most■realists* believed that
a successful state must be founded upon the realities of
*
■■ ,
J
•(

\ .

$

9li
f
^Cranston# Locke*,Chapter 1C and passim*
^ % u s 0sll* History -of' Western Philosophy* p. 60L|.*
9 6 Splnoza, Chief Works, Vol. I, pp* 2 8 ?-3 8 7 ,
Spinoza *s detailed recommendations reflect to some extent
the political institutions of M s adopted country# Holland*
fhough they arrive as diametrically opposite conclusions#
both Spinoza and Locke owe a great deal to Hobbes# as will • ■
be seen in the case' of Locke*'

human nature*

Hence his notion of the -State of nature is

basically the same as Hobbes

In the famous passage from

Leviathan* -one finds the fo flowing I
Whatsoever therefore.Is consequent to-'a time of war#
where every man Is enemy to every man5 the same is
consequent to the time# whereto: men'live without
other security# than what their own strength# and
'their own invent Ion shall furnish them withal.* In
such condition# there Is**,*^continual fear# and
danger of violent deathf and the life of man# soli-*
tary* poor#, nasty# brutish# and short
In an early Locke manuscript# one finds- the State of Mature
described as follows?

,fMo peace# no security# no enjoyment/#1
,

enmity with all tmm and safe possession of nothing# and those
stinging swarms of misery which attend anarchy- and rebellion#*1'

11It? is not -a good crib#11 Professor Grans ton -concludes# ”but
it Is unmistakably cribbed*"^®
In toe Second Ireaflee * Locke *s ideas have been
modified somewhat# but fei-a notion© -of the State of nature
are basically the same*

they differ principally to his

distinction between the State, of Mature and the State of
War#

■■
'
State, of Mature has 'a Law of Mature to govern it#
which obliges every one* And. Reason# which Is that Law#
teaches- all Mankind# who- will but consult,it# that being,
■all equal and independent„ no -one ought to, harm .another
in his Life# Health# Liberty* or Possessions *•**Hen'

Hobbes# Leviathan* p*

8.
2*

^Quoted in Cranston# Locke*, p* 62*

living together according to reason* without a common
Superior on Barth* with Authority to judge between
them* is properly the State, of Mature * But force* or
a declared' design of ''force upon the Person of another*
where -there is no common' Superior on Barth to appeal
to for relief* is the.,state of
Attentively read# without too much regard for what is still

the .standard textbook interpretation* Locke makes it quite
clear that 41the Inconveniences-- of the State of Mature*
which must' certainly 'be- Great* -where Men may be fudges
In their own iases##^®® ■arc-^uoh as .to make the di stlnc#*
tion between the State of -Mature and -that of-War a purely
academic one*

Obviously* men ought to be governed by

reason* but on# sees that frequently they are not.

As*

in the State of Mature#' men are absolutely free* the state
of War is consequent to the- -abuse of that freedom#
In order to date mine the ”frue Original * Ixtent*
and End of Civil Government*11 it is necessary to determine
why it came to exist#

Locke believed' that government was

the result of men contracting together-to overcome the
inconveniences- of the State of Mature by forming, a single
s o c i e t y fbese. inconveniences, are very great and have

^iohn Locke* ;fwo..Treatises of Government# .ed. Peter
Laslett (Cambridge: At 'tS@i
:
i
:,
!fHversity' '"Press#",i960) * pp*
289 & 298#: /Hereafter# unless otherwise'indicated* italics
are lockeVs/T Hereafter cited as Locke* treatises#
^®&odk»* 'Treatises# p# 29k*

151
driven most men into commonwealths*..

For,, where the absence

of a common judge leaves men free to prey upon one another#
there'is no'security for property*

'By the term property#.

Locke does not mean material possessions only (as he himself
repeatedly stresses>* A man1a estate is that.which by his
labor he separates from what is given by Bod in common to
all men*

Although a man1s estate is included in his

property# hoefee most generally means the term, to include
life, liberty# and estate| it Is in this sense of the term,,
that he concludes : f,'l*he jgroafc .-and, chief end therefore# of
Mens .uniting'' into Commonwealths# and-putting themselves under
Government# .is the .PrsssrmtlQn of their Froparty* To’
which in the State of Mature there are many things want*

Clearly# then# men do not form a commonwealth with
the object of loosing their 'liberty; they aim rather to
secure 'and enhance it.*

fhat being the case# in what- does

freedom under' civil government consistf
*« ,Freedcm of Men under Governmenta is# to have a
sbandinirS'uXe to lYve dby#" common to every one of
thdt Society# and made by the legislative Fewer
erected in ttf A Liberty to follow my own Mill
in all things# where the Rule prescribes not;

102L o c k e ,

t e a a tiis e s ,. pp.. 3 0 3 - 2 0 .

^ L o o k e , T r e a t i s e s ..

d p

. 3 6 8 -6 9 .

and not to toe subject to Che ■inconst ant** «no ©f tain*
unknown Arbitrary Will of another Man.
Wtmto if'men consent to the arbitrary' 1*0X0 of one'mant

doolie

was convinced that arbitrary government was fan worse .than
its muddle-headed advocates imagined.

It was not only un-*

;

-

certain and inconvenient $ it'was immoral and un«Hatonrail
This Freedom from Absolute* Arbitrary' Power* is 00
necessary to* and closely joined with a Mania Pro*
servation*, that he cannot part with .it# but by what
forfeits his Preservation and M l © together* For.
a Man*, not'having the tower of-his own Life* .cannot,
by Compact* or his own Consent* enslave M m s e l x to
any one* nor pat himself under the Absolute* Arbi
trary tower of another*, to take away Ms'Life* when
he pleases,. Ho body- can give more tower than he has
himself!.and he that cannot take away his own life*
cannot give another power over
Having explained the origin of the commonwealth*
and the ends' for which it was established* Locke proceeded
to examine, the extent of .its powers and its special .embodi
ments.

As the laws are to toe supreme in the commonwealth*

immediately upon its establishment- it become# necessary to
provide for their enactment and impartial execution*

This

supreme authority Locke terms the legislative powerf the
form. of. the'government depends upon, its distribution and
■duration.^®^

Kegardl© ss of the form- of the commonwealth*

^^Locke* Treatises., p. 300.
^S&oeke* Treatises.... p. "302.
^^Loeke*. treat leap, pp.' 372*73 V- Locke'1© treatment
of forms of govurmSat uiSSleaily follows the Aristotelian
outlines* with minor variations appropriate to the seven**
teenth century*

however, the supreme power may mot deflate from-the ends for
which it was established#

n%h& Legisla telire* or Supreme

Authority, cannot assume to- Its self a power to Buie by
extemporary Arbitrary Decrees, but jus bound-to dispense
Justicet and decide the Rights' of the. Subject by ppomui*
■gated standing Laws#,- and Known ■AathoLris.|d ,Judges^ lt
Locke specifically states* that in calling the
supreme power in the commonwealth the nLegislative Power,1*
he does not intend thereby to indicate the form of the'
commonwealth#

Of course, he- regarded the beat ordered

states.- as those in which the legislative power was em*
bodied in a representative assembly and'his doctrine of
the separation of powers is well known#

Nevertheless*

in the Lockeian sense of the term, it would 'foe proper to
call the power which theory reposed in the King of France*
legislative#-^®® ■theoretically, the French king was the
.sole source of power In the commonwealth and to him was
entrusted the safeguarding of the interests for which
his subjects had contrasted to .submit themselves to .him'#
Ift then, the king, faithfully .and .justly discharged this

^®^Loctee# freatiaeS:* p* 37^*
^®®Xs theory*, the powers which resided in- the person
of the French monarch, would have to be called$ in Locke*a
terns, legislative, executive, and federative# fhe latter
powers, however, are derivatives of the. legislative power#

duty* should the people nevertheless seek to set limits to
his power?
be'very possible, and reasonable,: that the People
should not go about to set any Bounds to the
tlva- of those Kings or Balers, who themselves trans
gressed not the Bounds of the publish good.* For
■Prs.roga.tive Is nothing but the Bower '
.of doing £aM,3xk
good without a Buie.iU9

Nevertheless, the setting, of precedents is a moat serious
mat ter | a power long established by its use in the public
good may not always be used to- that emit

"Upon this is

founded that saying, That the Beiges of good Princes have
been always most dangerous to the liberties of their
Feople,'*1 1 0

Is a king in whom the legislative power is

vested, and who- consequently has the sol© responsibility
for determining the law, above the law?

tod has he there*

■fore the right to use his powers for ends other than those
for which they were established?

Ho, that would be tyranny $

** *Tyranny is the exercise of Power beyond Eight,
which "no"' Body -can have a "Bight to •»» .When the '
0-overnour, however inhtuled, makes not the law-,
but his Will, the ftmle-j: and his iowaiiis and Actions
are not directed to the preservation of the Pro
perties of his People, but the satisfaction of
his own Ambition, Beveoge* Covetousness, or any
other irregular Passion; W f
In Locke* s system the situation of an absolute
monarch who is not arbitrary and tyrannical is theoretically

^^Loeke, Treatises, p.*

396*

^%#ocke, Treatises.■» p* 39b#
lllho eke.,. Treatise aa pp ;' &16 *1? •

possible*, but Lock® would, undoubtedly consider the possibility
remote.

Moreover* a monarch in whom the supreme power of

the commonwealth is solely vested is in a Stmt© of Mature
in relationship to bis subjects* there being no common
Judge between theft*

then* as the use of fore© in: the mb*.

sere© of a common judge result a in a State of War and the
dissolution of the government* and no government ear govern
without the use of fere©.* absolute government produces Inse.
facto the dissolution of the government♦ Lock©*© definition
■of the legislative power.allows that .it might be vested in
11 o
one person*
In ©ffeeb* however* the entire system com
bines to render such a contingency definitively Impossible*
In spite of its moderate tone*- the effect of I»ocfeo*s system
is to give to the subjects of an absolute government the
right to resist until, such time as it becomes possible to
make other provision for the exercise of the legislative
power.
■fenslstent with his philosophical and political
views* boeke is remembered as a great proponent of tolera
tion.

toleration in the seventeenth century tended to be

the creed of the under-dog* to "be maintained only so long
as It proved impossible to become the upper-dog.

For example*

it was during the years when hock© had prudently withdrawn

to Holland'*'^ that Louis XX? revoked the Idiot of Mantes,
which had teen. one. of the brightest achievements of hie
dynasty,

Beferring to the aftermath of that event, the

following passage from Bayle well llastrate# the quality
of serenteehth#eentury. tolerations

***Refuge© Mini stars have, changed their Opinions*
while the Bain of their Churches, by the Authority
of the Sovereign, was quite fresh in their Memory,
and the Wound still-bleeding* If they had been
asked, while the Edicts of Persecution were poor*
tog on their Party, what they thought of the Con-"
duct of a Prince, who inflicted Penalties on 'those
of his Subjects, who desired only the Liberty of
serving: Cod according to their consciences, they
would have answered, that it is unjust# and yet,
as .soon as they are- come into another Country#
they have- pre-nouneed their Anathema against those,
who condemn the use of Penal Laws, to order to
suppress Errors#****
Although Locke to heterodox'views put him. frequently- in

need of toleration, his Views 'on the subject seem to have -

stemmed from a quite gen&tos■devotion to principle*

the

civil government, he believed, had mm >thing to do with the
good of menfs souls or their concernments- in another

^Cranston# Jbocke, pp* 202 As 228* He was nob
technically to exileVbuFat least two of his colleagues
at Oxford are 'definitely ..known to .have been reporting his
movements to- the government* In all fairness to- these’
gentlemen, they appear to have motivated by conviction| J..e*
they were'not the paid spies of the government * ,Xhelr 'seal,
however,- was not devoid of personal enmity for Locke*
W%1* A* Boiler and M* duP* Lee to* (eds*), delee**
tlons from javtoto M e t loner y CPrinceton, Mew toraeyt
'frtoceton University ffess# %9$&)* p* % * Hereafter
cited'aa Bayle, -Sele.o.tl.Qnftv; $hen.history gets at the
truth, it becomes'difftoult to' tell the heroes from the
villains*

Lock©to advocacy of .religious toleration did not,
however, stem from indifference to religion*' His biographer
says of. him,
•*ii*oetee was always and essentially a deeply religious
man, a fa#t which is sometimes not appreciated because
he spent so much energy and time attacking orthodox
religion* His ■religion, was that of the ha11tadinarlan,
wing of the Church of England ***.Lati tudinarianlsm
was primarily the religion of the minimal creed*
Its exponents did not specifically challenge more,
than, one or two. Christian dogmas *••*They demolished
the basis on which-most' dogmas rested and then re*,
msiaed discreetly silent••* *tooelnian* would be,'
too strong a word to apply to the early toti-budi**
narlahs***.*Later totltudinarians* including Locke
after 140®, were, more deserving of the name*.
See inland sm was Latitudlrarlari sm pushed to Its. .
.logical conclusion! and a 'particular ch&rsotor1st!c
of the' Labitudinarlane was that they did not push,
.things to their logical conclusion*.. $hey -would.not
have thought of.doing anything' so immoderate *lib
fhis theme of moderation cannot be- overemphasised*'
Locke did not relish shocking people! his most heterodox
Ideas never fail to make their appearance in the respectable
garb of orthodoxy*

Be never falls to respect the forms (if

not the substance) of conventional Institutions*
never disputes man to right to believe*

Locke

What he denounces

A*^quot@d in granston, Locke* p . 112* It must be
noted that Locke did not regard "toleration'for English
Homan 0atholi.es politically'feasible* He shared the per*- ?
sis tent notion that :their political views were-hot- com*
;
patlble with the public welfare* Homan' Catholica lhr
England' were not .relieved of their civil disabilities
until 1829•* •
r
lit
• ^Cranston, Locke* pp.*. 12lp*24*.

la their right to kill: one ■another and disrupt the bran*
quillty-of the state on the probably erroneous assumption
that a particular point of view Is absoluteiy true*
■-In contrast with Locke, the ph.Ilosophe.s.* to wlwm
attention must presently be given, delighted in pushing'
things to their logical eonoluslonsr^some things.# at least*
(One of their moat successful techniques .involved a very
special type of ^leglea1■coneInsiea*w the .redpetie. ad
absurduml) The rhlIosoeh.es 'accepted: most of Locke*©.,
ideas and worked brilliantly with his techniques^ there
is# however# a fundamental differen.ce,,

Locke believed

he had discovered, a small but significant part of the
truth*

Perhaps it Is for that reason that he never ceased

to regard truth as a constant object of human endeavor* ■
fo the readers "of his Essay he wrote# '*f***it is truth
alone I seek# and that will always b# welcome to me.# when
or from whencesoever it come s.11

Locke never ceased to

& seeker of the truth*
Bacon# Bescartea# and Locke dominated seventeenth*
century philosophy much as the tallest peaks dominate a
mountain chain*,

fheir.combined Influence.#, however#.-greatly

exceeded the personal contributions of any one of them*-

^Boctse, .#*3*y.» Vol. I, p, 16,

Bacon, synthesised into a formulated# more^or-leea coherentwhole the Intellectual experience of the RenaIs sauce. this
synthesis became the frame of reference# or# as Voltaire
called It# :ih© ?,sesffoMS, of the new philosophy#

Sacem*

like Bescaftes* was interested to reach beyond -the 11in*
telieetuulists** to the rank and file of educated men*
In Prance, 'Descartesto influence was .the greatest single
factor.In bridging this gap*

Besearhe.®# one almost sus*

peats by .dint of affirmation, established the road to re-con*
dilation ■between science and scientific philosophy and
french Catholics*

Without this reconciliation- the broad

base, the social phenomenon#, of :the Bn.11ghternsnt- would
have been virtually impossible-• It was not Descartes,
however# but 'looks who- determined the final, form the In®
finance of the new philosophy -was to take*

Descartes was

too metaphysical# in the main* for practical men*

Like

the Commander in Shaw *s 11Don duan to Bell1* sequence* the
practical >man is apt to have trouble pronouncing ,fmeta*
physics*1 much less thinking about it*

fhas the new phlloso*

phy* enhanced by the enormous prestige of Dew ton*, came' to
the Enlightenment* as it were, suitably attired to the
moderation and common sense of Locke*
Locke-to contribution completed for the most part
the Intellectual raw material' for the French Revolution*
$hu& it will occasionally be necessary* in. discussing the
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Enlightenment, to return to him*- -The esteem of the
philosopher -for Locke* and their general acceptance of
his ideas, has tended to obscure the fact that they were
separated by a very real .gulf*

fhe philosopher.were not

so concerned with seeking the truth! they had found it*
or so at least they believed*

Ihey regarded the temple

of the Enlightenment as- complete I their* s' was the task of
guiding those who dwelt in darkness to the portals of
light,# the moderation of Locke gave way to the supreme
optimism of the young Voltaire and sobriety blossomed
into satire.- Many diverse elements contributed to the
widening, of this.gulf* but one is more basic than the
others*, the philosophes were the prophets- of,a new religion*
if
‘
and their emotional commitment to ft colored every phase
of -their activities.*

Whatever his defects,# Htock& never

made the same, mistake of looking to- philosophy for an
emotional substitute for religion*1^ ^

l^Oranston* Locke * p* 12®.

¥.

fhe Enlightenment

Superstition is the most dreadful enemy of the
human race* When it rulea the prince. It hinders
him from consulting'the good of his people! when
it rules the people, it makes them rebel against
their'prince# fhere is'not a' single example in
history of philosophers opposing themselves to the
laws of■the prince* there never was an age in
which superstition and enthusiasm did not occasion
commotions that fill-us with' horror*^
♦*.Voltaire

*.*it will he ever a glorious undertaking to render
a government subservient tq human happiness *-^
***0 harX#s do Montesquieu

All power comes from God* ,I admit that**,*.fhe
same- things 1$ true, however* of all siekfie-asU Are
we, then, forbidden to call in. a doctor?!
*,**dean Jacques -Rousseau

fhe structure of -the EstabliaLmenb in Prance, monarchy
.and society, retained In the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries a measure;of flexabllity and responsiveness not
altogether unequal to- the demands put upon It by an increas
ingly dynamic civilisation*

But the monarchy rough .hewn by

the Car&ln&ls {Richelieu and Masarin), polished by Louis XIV,

Voltaire, Works. Vol. XXXVII, p.

230,

2 Charles, Baron do Montesquieu, 1 M. SBi m , S£ S B
Laws* trans* Thomas Huge-nt (2 vela* in one J"Mew forks
Hafner Publishing. Company, 19lt»9), Vol; 1 , p. 3®* Here®
after cited as Montesquieu, Spirit'of Laws*

■^Jean Jacques Rousseau, toe Social C.o&t.metfo trans*
Wlllmoore Eendall {Chicago1 Henry Regnery Company, 195L)*
pi ?• 'Hereafter cited as Rousseau, .Social Contract.

■and expounded by Sossuet was Inextricably bound, to a social
,a.truetore, which bore a decreasing resemblance to-the actual,
complexities of French society*
are obvious*

Many of the discrepancies

In the first estate an impassable gulf yawned

-between the rich and usually noble prelates- and the abject
poverty of -the curates#

Mithin the second ■estate, a similar

division existed among the noblesse ■didpe.d* between the court
nobility and the country gentlemen*

Such was often the

poverty of the latter# that his sword was frequently the
only means of distinguishing M m from.-his. ■peasants•&
Still within the second ©■state* considerable gradations
existed among the noblem

de robe. tois pattern of mutually

exclusive divisions was equally pervasive:in the third, ©a®
tab©, where Mo Itore is BourseoIs Gent1Ihomm© and the-journey®
man of the town nominally; belonged t© the -same estate*^
The ties that bound the monarchy to the privileged
orders were numerous! ,frequently 'they were multiplied to
the very processes ■by -which ■the ■position of the crown was
secured and Its power ■extended*,

toe sale of offices.# for

example# made .permanent the position., of .obstructive elements
to the administration*

Moreover# the means by which the

H* Lewis* .fhe Splendid Genturv* Life to the
France of Louis XI? (0aMenOlty7 New York:”*^Doubleday &
Company* Inc*#.'
pp* ll|ii®l59'* Hereafter cited as
Lewis* Splendid Century*
^Lindsay (ed.), .toe Bid B e M m e » pp*

8 3 S-2 !
|,0

*
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-nobility were rendered Innocuous were.tantamount to bribery*
f*By completing the elimination of all rival authorities from
the Government Louis XIV had put on the monarchy the burden
of total responsibility, but at the same time without an*
dowing it with total.power*
else not far enough*

He had gone either too far or

Following the death of the Grand

Monarch*- an attempt was made .to'restore to the nobility a'
share of the government#

Despite many Irrelevant reflections

on his personal life*, the Regent# PhiHippo* Due d*Orleans#
must be regarded as an able, and determined man* .toe failure
of the reforms he attempted ■■suggests that the worst -abuses
of the old regime were* short of drastic* determined* -and
.sustained reforms# self®perpet uating* After'.a brief inter®
val* the Regent was succeeded by Bardina1 Finery* in many
ways a worthy heir' to the tradition.of Richelieu and Malaria*
Nevertheless# Floury is never placed within the state— building
tradition of :his predecessors*

For all his excel lent quail®

ties*' the sys temper lack of system®—had fossilised under
the long reign of* the r#i..sole If* and the last of the. great
■Bardinatomlnls-tar© was constrained to- function within its
inelastic limits.* Indeed* Floury ®***administered France
as If she were a trust fund*117
^Lindsay led*)* toe Old Regime* p. 220*
*Arthur MeCandlesS Wilson# French Foreign Policy
During, the. Admin! stratIon of -0a.rdlSr^feury» 1726®ifEl
IcSbrldge : "Harvard University Press,"T5>57, p» 95# Here®
after cited, as Wilson* Administration .of. Cardinal Fleury *

f.he position of the Wrench king was to many respectsambiguous#

As

the -sole source of power to. the state# he

was- at the head of an# to the main# talented ami professional,
body of administrators, the totendanta#. In this sense he
was# indeed# the-11first servant, of the. state#11 in another
sense, however# ho was the father of hie peopl% a king by
Pi vise Bight#

In this feudal sense# the person of the

monarch was- hound to the privileged orders in a may that
the pure theory of the, monarchy was not#

’
fhis was a mis

fortune 'for. the. eighteenth-century monarchy# for -*A monarchy
by PIvine Bight implies a general acceptance of .the religious
basis of society# and a Church which was equal to Its role
.to the State#

Unfortunately the Church to e%ghteanth-century

France was to no condition to face the attacks delivered
from opposite quarters by lansenlsts and. philesefbea
fhis was a misfortune indeed, for the attack upon the
Church thus struck to some degree at the roots of the
monarchy#
fhis summary of the problems and defects of the
monarchy must not obscure the fact that it was# on the
.continent# the most effective governmenial instrument of
its time#

But in the course of the eighteenth century#

even its efficiency often worked against It#

Frequently

^Lindsay led#)# ffhe Old Regime# p# Iff*.

its power was greats enough to make itself felt without malt*
isrig itself effective• -In shorty it functioned well enough
to. give its n a m e a n d vocal- supporters high hopes for
its potential as an institution#

Thus, In the last■analysis,

Nothing can he more erroneous than-the picture of the old
regime as an unregenerate- tyranny#'sweeping, to its end. in
a climax of despotic indifference to= the clamor of its
abused subjects#11^ .-.The clamor, in fact, -arose from the
apparent failure of the monarchy to deal effectively with
problems for which*•in theory* its powers were adequate#
The Bnlightemnent in Prance was-a concerted (If
not always co-ordinated) attack on the Establishment#
Armed with the weapons forged in the previous century- and
fortified behind the palpable suecesses of Hewton and
Locke, -the flood of criticism swirled to- the steps, of the
throne i t s e l f P r e v i o u s l y , the discussion has. been con
fined to the examination of the .intellectual arsenal of
the Enlightenment*

to. complete .the, .picture..of the Idea. .

structure, underlying the.. French Revolution, some considers-'
tlon- of Enlightenment. ,l.strmtegyw ie essential.#- .This much

^0rane- Brin ton. The ■Anatomy of Be volution (lew forks
Vintage Books, Inc.#, lW?T# p.- BO* Hereafter 1cited as
Brin ton, Anatomy of Bevoiatfcn*

^®Lin&say Ced*J, The Bid Hegime, p. -B.S#
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la clear; moat of the phllo.sophsa were too well instructed
on the nature of the-internal disorder® which had racked
the states of Europe throughout their history ever to have
favored the tangent taken by the Hevolution*

Their position

hinges upon what may appear to be a fine distinction*

These

thinkers were not philosophers in the usual sense of the
word, a fact 'that English-speaking writers frequently de
note by the use of the French word*

Thus. Professor Whitehead

notesi
Bornetimes it happens that the service, rendered by *
philosophy is entirely obscured by the astonishing !■
success of a scheme of abstractions in expressing
the dominant' interests of an epoch*' This is exact
ly what happened during the' eighteenth century* *
Lea philoaophes were not philosophers* They were
men of genius, clear-headed and acute.., who 'applied
the seventeenth century group of scientific ab
stractions to-the analysis of the unbounded universe*
Their triumph, in respect to the' circle of'ideas
mainly interesting to their contemporaries, .'was
overwhelming*.* »We cannot overate the debt of
gratitude which we owe to these men* For a thou
sand years Europe had been preyvto intolerant,
intolerable visionaries*!!
It is hard to believe that the nhilv30pjb.es, did...not, to some
extent, ■foresee the consequences of their polemic*

Their

writings, in retrospect, .seem conti.nua.lly to foreshadow
the coming of the great Be volution#, To take a single example,
Montesquieu made the following observation, which In many
ways aptly describes' the course of events., that began in

^Whiteheadi* Science and the Modern World, p.* 86*

3,6?'

%789t

rt#*»the least accident can produce a great revolution,

often,quite as unforeseen 'by those who make it as by those
who suffer its conaequene©s."^
From the works of Montesquieu, Voltaire# and Bouaaeau
the attempt to reconstruct the picture of the Enlightenment
as a whole will be made#

Each of these men had his own

particular formula for averting the great disaster and
for inaugurating an era of "enlightened1* reconstruction*
Whether or not they actually believed that revolution would
result from the failure to secure the necessary reforms
is an open question*

in considering this question,, it will

be well to keep in mind the terse observation- of Oran#
Brin ton 9

tf**.*on© of the great functions of the intellectuals

in Western society has always been to shake ordinary mortals
out of their unthinking optimism, and. iasserdra has. perhaps
as much claim' as Plato to be founder of a great academic
trad11Ion.w'!^The faith of the Enlightened offers one'of the most
unsullied., examples, of sustained belief in the noble potential
and. great expectations of mankind*

The tfHeavenly City” of

the philosophes enshrined on© of the moat significant general
!%hsrles, Baron de Montesquieu, The Persian ..Letters*'
trans* J • Robert'Loy (Hew lories "Her idiajTlio^
,
p* 163* Hereafter cited as Montesquieu, Persian Letters *
!3Brinton, Anatomy of Devolution* p. 69*

ideas to human history*

Secular writers of the classical

and early modern 'periods had focused their attention upon
the first law of nature, seXf-preservmtion*

By the dawn

of the eighteenth-'*century, however, the state system of
western Europe had developed beyond anything known pre
viously*

.Mere security.* -subsistence# was no longer enough*

Bataan happiness earns to he regarded as a worthy ideal ■
not to he despised*

AXmoat imperceptibly# Looto*# life,

liberty, ■and property# .as the object of the joint endeavors
of man and the state# became wXife, liberty# and the pur
suit of happiness*11
Basing, themselves upon Locke*.- the phlloqophea adopted
a hedonistic philosophy which was the origin of several
of the main streams of Enlightened, thought*

In the Essay*

Locke had written!
Things.* *are good or evil# .only in reference to .
pleasure or pate,*. That we call .good* which is apt
to cause or Increase pleasure#-or diminish pain to
us; or else to procure or preserve us the-•possession
of any other good or absence of any evil* And* on
the contrary* we name that evil which la apt to pro
duce or increase any pain* or diminish'any pleasure
in usi or else,,to procure us any evil* or deprive
us of any good.*..*we love* desire* rejoice* and hope*
only in respect of pleasure; we hate., fear* and grieve*
only in respect of pain ultimately.to
fhetr hedonism led the ehllosophee to abandon -as irrelevant
the perennial search for the highest; good; the highest

^Locke* Essay.* fol* 1* pp* 303 and 306*
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good and the primary object of government was to ignore
metaphysical ahatractions and actively work to secure the
■greatest good of the greatest number*

On this they were

■agreed*
The terms which host describe the phfloaopMeai
orientation of -the' phi losophes ail seem to belong to later
periods in the history of -philosophy? for example* in the
loose sense of the term* they were pragmatists * ‘They were
for the most part satisfied that good is as good results*
or* as Montesquieu put. it* M«*.! don11 know what kind of a
virtue is a virtue from which there results nothing,
While far from lacking the- qualities of the moralist* they
were deeply concerned with the utility of an act*- Hon©
of the three principals to he considered here even took up
the purely speculative labors of philosophy*

They turned

instead to history and the areas of study grouped under the
term social discipline's*

The reason is fairly clean the

skepticism o-f the seventeenth century had come* as it were*
full circle*-

The skepticism which, had been the foundation

of a new.philosophy .was at last turned again upon philosophy
itself*

The extreme case* ot course* was David Hume* who

wrote* wfo be a philosophical sceptic /si.c*7 'is* in a man
of letters* the first and most essential step towards being.-

^Montesquieu* .feral.as letters, p*

VTQ
a sound# believing -OhrlstIan *,, *,f^

If the

never went quite that' far* there is one obvious reason*
In France* the

faced a still 'powerful Homan

ihureh* which had within living memory driven out the
Huguenots*

to the extent that philosophical skepticism

would have brought■them* a$ it brought Hume* to question
the efficacy of reason to matters of religion* they were
not philosophical skeptics*

They were* however* skeptical

■enough to ■prefer the ^useful1* pursuit of history to that,of
pure, philosophy* and to history they saw the record of the
crimes, and cruelties of superstitious terror*

to this

spirit* Voltaire wrote1
If .an English parliament, has. condemned a man of
fortune to the torture^«if" -an assembly of theologians
had demanded the blood of an unfortunate who differed
to opinion from themselves* it should be the duty
of an historian to inspire all ages with horror for
these juridical assassins* He should always make
the Athenians- blush f or the death of Socrates*17

In general the ,ehilosopjhea were agreed,j a'great share of
human misery was the result of superstition* and the strongs
hold of superstition was ..revealed religions the Church,

To

the Church, the phftoao&hea were de termined 'to accord the
full ,?utb#ati0n,t they were sure It so richly deserved!
^•^David Hume, gjulemas Concerning natural Religion
|;H#w Yorks Hefner Fublishtog^dT^’l^iiS}'^"p*95* Here
after cited as Hume*
*
i?¥oltaire* Works* ¥ol* x* p* 60*

Voltaire's Hettres philos.ophloue.s (1?3W h&# been
called, the- "first bomb thrown at the Old Regime#15^

this

"honor" is fey no moans and#served# feat the target areas
had been, clearly outlined as early as 1721* to be sure.#
men of letters had been snipingj at various aspects of
■the regime# and in particular, the Church# since the time
of Eabelais*

But with the publication of Montesquieu's

Persian letters: (1721) the'-attack'began in ■ernest*

The

vogue of travel literature in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth century is* of course# well 'known*' Thus
.Montesquieu chose to set his brilliant satire/-on' Begeney
France in the form of letters -from two Persian travelers
in Europe•
The Church,. In.the withering' and irreverent view
of the "Persian11 President h Mortier of the Parfememt of
Bordeausc,presented a sorry spectacle*^
The Pope is the head of the Christians* He is an
old idol worshipped out of habit* Formerly he was
to be feared even by kings# for he deposed them***
easily*,***But now he is mo longer feared* Be claims
that he is the successor of one of the first Chris*
tians* who is called Saint Peter# and his la most
certainly a rich succession, for he has immense
treasures and a great country under his domination*
Bishops are lawyers subordinate to him# and they
have under his authority# two quite different functions*

^Gustave hansom* quoted in Gay* Voltaire'.*s ffoiiftlos*
P*
^%ontesquieu assumed his uncle *s off lee in 1716
following the death of the latter#
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$$hett they are assembled together they create, as
does he, articles of faith* When they are acting
Individually they have scarcely any other function
except to give dispensation fro® fulfilling the
law* For yon must toow that the Christian religion
is weighed down with an infinity of very difficult
practices* And since it has been.decided that it
la less easy to fulfill these duties than' to have
bishops around who can dispense with the®, this
last alternative was chosen out -of a -sense of com
mon. good. In..this way, if you don11 wish to keep
Ramadan £hen|Jr* if you don’t choose to be subjected
to the.formalities of marriage, if you wish-to
break your vows# if you would like to marry 1 n
contravention of the prohibitions of the law, even,
sometimes if you want to break, a sworn o&th**you
go to the bishop or t h e o p e and you are given
Immediate dispensation*.^®
the spirit of Montesquieu, like many of M s ideas,
is very .much in the tradition derived from Locke, and
Justice and .'moderation are his constant themes*

thus

his criticism of the Church Is far less passionate than
was the case with many of the philosophea* He was, it
would seem, constitutionally incapable of sharing Voltaire’s
obsession to d'eraser 1’Inf&me» slay the infamous thing
For that very reason his criticism may have been, in the
long run,-, more effective.*

lie struck-not at' the flowering

exessees of religion but, rather, at its roots by means
of a calm and reasoned religious relativism'*- .fhas he
wrote,

^Montesquieu, Persian Letters* pp. 05-861

2%ay, Voltaire*a Politics* pp* 839*£k9.

It- seems to- me *.*that we never judge of matters
except by a secret reflex we make upon ourselves*
I am not surprised that Hegroes should paint the
devil. In blinding: white, and their own go4a black
as coal| nor that the Venus of certain tribes should
have pups hanging to her knees; nor that all idola
ters should have pictured their-.gods .with human
faces, and should have -advised them of all their
own inclinations* It has -been1well said that if
triangles were to create a god, they would give
him three sides#f**fbus- it'remains true Indeed
that we must distrust our seal**22
Saving the unreasonable and the ridiculous, to which any
self-respecting phliosoohe may be expected to object,
Montesquieu1© .Interest. In religion ends with its relation
to the statej that religion which contributes to, or at
least does nothing to- impair, the- administration of justice,
the establishment of domestic tranquility, .and’
;the pursuit
■of happiness Is- to be regarded a# a good religion.
As amidst several degrees- of darkness we may form
a judgment' of -those which "are the least thick#
and.among precipices which are the least deep.,
so we may search among false-religions for those
that are most, conformable to the welfare of
society; for those which, though they have notthe effect of leading men to the-, felicity of
'another life, may contribute most to their
.happiness In this*-^J
Montesquieu comes closer than any of the other philoaophe.s
to the position of Bum©,*

fhus his formal attitude towards

^Montesquieu, Persian.Letters* pp. 1-28-133.*
fhe three-sided god of the triangles comes from .gplrossa
Whether it originated there it la impossible to say*

^Montesquieu, Snir.lt. of Laws *.Vol. ■!!, *p* 2?*

17b
Christianity is more believably deferent than was the case
with Voltaire and the younger p h l l o s o p h e s ■He is not.
satisfied that reason can prove a religion either true or
false and, with neatly suspended judgment* his criterion is
purely pragmatic*
From the characters of the Christian and Mohammedan
religions* we ought* without any further examination,
to embrace the one and reject the other % for it I©
much easier to prove that religion ought to- humanize
the manners of men than that any particular religion
is true#^5
Voltaire was 'unquestionably the spear-head of the
attack on..revealed religion in general and the Church in
particular.

Moreover* it is. In this area he shows himself ,

to be a very personification of paradox* .He was fanatically
opposed to- fanaticism, intolerant to the B-th degree of
Intolerance, and indeed a veritable high priest of anticlericalism*

Voltaire was a living reminder that religion.

Is 11in the breast*w or nowhere*

fbis is probably the most

complicated aspect of a very complex personality, and if
on© is to understand his influence, some attempt must be
made to understand him*
Significantly* Voltaire’s early reputation was
f

based upon his- eminence,; as a poet.

Such was the popular

^Th© memory of the young Voltaire# brash and out
to conquer the world* is too of ten'shrouded in the picture
of the bent and toothless prophet of Ferney*
^Montesquieu* Spirit of Laws. Vo-1* II* P. 30,

m
esteem for his early successes# that by the time he was
thirty he had come to be regarded as.’to*#the successor of
Virgil, as well as Racine— truly an eminent clticon to the
Republic of Letters.**^

His work to ail phases seems to

display the sensitivity* personal and aesthetic* of the
poet*

With a brilliant, mind thus tempered and applied to

the study of human history* Voltaire was constantly appalled
by the evidence history affords of "unspeakable crimes com
mitted in the name of religion*

Believing that history is

philosophy teaching by example# his early attacks upon
institutional religion were confined-to nself-evident41
examples and satire*

’Thus to the Lettre philoaopfalqu.es

(1734)* he offers Eng land, as an example ;
If one religion only were allowed to England*-the
government would very possibly become arbitrary!
if there were but two* the people would cut. one
another’s throat©! but a.s there are such a mul
titude# they all. live happy and .to peace#***Voltaire*© steady stream of satirical thrusts re
veal* among other things* the. many years devoted to the
most careful study of the Bible, .to the Philosophical
D ic tio n a ry appears the following;
fhe ■history of events has been divided into sacred
and profane. Sacred history Is a series of divine

^ % a y # Voltaire’s Politics,, p. 39,
27Voltaire, Works, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 2X8-219.
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and miraculous operations^ ■by which It has pleasedHod formerly to direct a m govern the Jewish net-Ion*
and# in the present day# to try our -faith. •. *If the
style of the "hisfeory -of the kings,** .Is divine.*■ It
may nevertheless-be true-that the acts-recorded .to
these histories are not divin©*' David murders Uriah;
ishhdsheth ami MephiIbosheth are murdered; Absalom
■murders Ammon; Josh murder§ Absalom; Solomon murders
his brother- Adomijahf*
emaumerating to all#
nearly a quar ter of a page- of murderw* It must he
■acknowledge®, that, if the Holy Spirit did write this
history* Eg -did mot choose a- subject particularly
edifying * w
V o l t a i r e * e e n t h u s i a s t i c f a i t h to r e a s o n and his
c o n s e q u e n t d e i s m do mot a l t o g e t h e r a c c o u n t for the steady
g r o w t h o f h i s a n i m o s i t y towards C h r i s t i a n i t y *

This animosity

seems to have b e e n the n a t u r a l result o f a -.Christian con*
science* w i t h t h e f u n d a m e n t a l I d e a l of C h r i s t i a n i t y e v e r ■
b efore

it* r e a c t i n g to the lurid a n d d e p r a v e d h i s t o r y o f

Ch r i s t i a n fai l u r e to h on o r t h e ideals of their founder*
O f the p o v e r t y s w o r n servants o f Chri s t ha w r o t e w i t h
savage .contempt*

*-.*X hear the abbto**.*ask.-f-:■51Why are not we to- ac*
cumulate wealth" and honors? Why are we not.to. become
princes? 'The Bishops are-* -who were originally poor*
like ua | they have enriched -and. elevated themselves $
one. of .them has become stt.pfr-.ior even to kings;, let us
imitate them as far as- we are able*1* Ben tinmen* yon.
are .right* Invade the land; It belongs to him whose
strength'or skill obtatoa-possession of it* You
have mad© ample us© of the'times- of ignorance, super**
stitu felon* ■and infatuation*., to strip us of'our to**
faeritanoes, and trample us under your .feet# 'that you
.might'fatten on the substance of the unfortunate*

^Voltaire* Works * Vol* X* pp* 61 .and 95*

Tremble* for fear that the day of reason willarrive 129
The real defendant summoned by Voltaire1a outraged
■•sense of justice to .the bar of He ason was dogma*

boeke

had established with disconcerting clarity the difficulties
that blocked the path, to certain knowledge*- Upon this theme
Voltaire composed endless variations*

He never ceased to

rail against a Church that could proclaim as dogma* not
only things grossly uncertain* but palpable errors* which*
moreover* belonged to matters beyond its competence*
Miserable ■human beings ****never seek to employ author**
Ity where nothing, is concerned but reason* or consent
to be reviled in all ages aa the- most impertinent of
men* as well as to endure public hatred as the most
unjust*' You have been told a hundred times of the ■
.Insolent absurdity with which you condemned Oallleo*
.and 1 speak to yon of it-for the. hundred and first*
1 would have it- Inscribed over the door of your holy
office* Seven cardinals.•.threw into prison the
master of thinking in Italy* at the age of seventy;
and made him live upon bread and water because heInstructed mankind in that of which they were Ignore
ant *3®
'

>*'

*

f'

To Voltaire#, then# dogma was .the real enemy* the poisonous
essence of ;■!■*-inflime* If mankind were somehow to'emerge the
victor In the timeless' struggle with the, forces of ignorance
-and .superstition* authority must' be prevented from .constraining
them to beliefs, beyond or in contradiction to 'the evidence*

'^%olthire# Works* Vol* ¥# p* 15*-

3°Volt&ire,.. Works,. Vol. VI, p., 1?8,

17$

Is in this sense that Voltaire ceaselessly urged his
"brethren to d~e.rs.ses I* inffcel
While Rousseau1s. work# In many respects, is in
sharp contrast to the rest of the phltosophes* 'his criticism
of. religion and the Ohureh.&oft# not present a .striking do*
parture from the

spectrum

of Montesquieu and Voltaire-

The path, he followed# however ^^ene 'can hardly call It a
reasoning process*****as radically in-opposition to the
intellectual tradition traced thus far from the Renaissance«

Rousseau was the prophet of that baffling
-se.nslbil.lM*

n^ sals quol*

this glaring aberration in the history of

western thought is a sort of panacea which may repudiate*
not only reason#.hut honor# duty* justice* **as*& the rest.
of the seven deadly virtuesw on grounds which may be summed
*■

up by saying* ,fthe heart has its .reasons!*

In the Discourse

on Inequality C!?$£;)* which Voltaire called, 11your new book
against the human race9n^

Rousseau elaborated the basic

Idea which colors the rest of his work* and much of sub*
sequent -history*.

Man- in his natural state* the 11noble

savage#ff is basically good; his corruption and depravity
are the result of that monstrous evil* civilisation and

^ Coital re* Works* Vo I* XXXVI11 # p. 223 * Rousseau
had sent a copy of hla Discourse■to-Voltaire# One may be
sure that the letter- quobed -above was not the response
Rousseau had In mind*
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■all its uses*^

(It may be umeeesaary to.point out that

a careful and altogefcher too literal reading of the works
of Voltaire might seem with perfect logic .'to lea# to just
such a conoids ion*}
lone

of

the ph-ilo sop&es seem to have.anticipate#

the doctrine of a rigid separation between church an# „
state9 though it might reasonably be inferred from .Voltaire#
Montesquieu and Housseau, who possessed a reference for
classical antiquity not shared by Voltaire* tended to
think of religion as a civil function* an integral'and
supporting feature of the state structure#

Nevertheless*

as on© might expect from their sharp divergence of premises*
they frequently .arrive at diametrically;^, ■.opposed conclu
sions * thus- Rousseau* commenting upon the spread of the
Roman empire* -conclude#t
••^♦paganism, finally became* all over the known
/!♦©. Roman?' world* a. single* homogeneous religion#
thus matters stood when Jesus made M s appearance*
bent on establishing a spiritual kingdom on earth**
an. enterprise which forced a wedge between the
political.system and the theological .system* an#
so undermined the unity of the-state# Hence the
internal divisions that*-as we are about to see** ^
have never ceased to- plague the Christian peoples • "

^Jean Jacques Rousseau* On the inequality Among
Mankind and Profession,of •Faith of a Bavbyar#'Vicar'
XrSXTSk of fbe Harvard"Cr.ia.aSics Series #' ©#»' Otmrles
W. Eliot. & T v o T 3 Z T W w Eork;■ •P» P. Collier & Son
Corporation, 1910), pp. 165-228, passim. Hereafter
cited by particular title* as thus*'" Rousseau* On
Inequality or Savoyard yioar*
......... 1

*

^Rousseau* Social Oontract» p. .208#

fhareafter * Rousseau describees after a fashion* the process
whereby Christianity became* first the state religion* and.
finally the eo^e.qual'partner of the Homan empire* ■ f*fhis
dual power*19 he concluded* “produced a continuing struggle
over Jurisdiction* the effect of which was to make a sound
constitution impossible in the Christian states*1*-^ 'From

the foregoing* Rousseau*s view of the rest of the Church
can correctly be inferred*.

Indeed* by putting hie expos!~

tion of natural religion in the mouth of his Savoyard
vicar* a poor* obscure*- and outcast priest* he achieves
an interesting effect*

ihe vicar*., us a Catholic priest*

Is presented as the noteworthy exception that proves the
rule*
The dominant negativism of the attack leveled at
the Church should occasion no surprise considering that
even'.among the Janissaries of the count &r^Betorrmtion
there was-a strong undercurrent of Renaissance worl&li**ness| almost from their inception* there was something
a little' Machiavellian about the Jesuits*. In all profea*
fellity* the bishops.and abbotta of the eighteenih^eenbury
french Church would have 'found themselves at home at the
court of Leo &»

Many of the french' churchmen were die#

interested in fending off the attacks of the philosophe.si

3^Rousseau* Social .Contract* p. 209*

and those who Mere to teres ted Mere frequently not of the
front rank intellectually*

it is- somewhat symbolic of

the condition of the French Church that -Voltaire*s initio*
tion to the deist and epicurean writers was received at
the hands of bis godfatherf. the abb$, de Chaheaune-uf •^ $
in their criticism of the government- the.- phi losophes
were# as a rule# more circumspect and more positive..

Some

thing as vague as do.rasesg i.,tlnffae-can hardly he ■called a
program of .reform*
otherwise*

With the monarchy# however# it was

Indeed* Voltaire and a majority of the

philosophes might.easily have been won to- the support of
the government; they did in fact support the theory of
the monarchy*

'the censorship affords- an excellent example

of the failure of the government# whose half measures were
irritating but ineffective,

fhus in May# Z?3k$ what Voltaire

modestly called his ^philosophical# political# critical#
poetical#., heretical# and diabolical11^

haftres phllosophf*

quea were burned by 'the public executioner and a letfre
da cachet Issued for his arrest.

But nothing-came of it,

Voltaire had prudently retired to Cirey* the Chateau of
his mistress# the marquise dm Chate'iet’, From thence# a

*^%ay# Voltaire1.a. Foil tic a . p. 38,
3-^Qaoted in Cay# Voltaire *s Foil tics, p. -66

safe diatan.ee from Faria# he performed the “ritual of the
eld regime#11 writing pious letter s--which nobody believed—

denying his authorship*

the situation Is neatly summarised

by fet-er fey#- as followsi
The censorship was too weak to he wholly effective#
too active not to alienate writers from the govern*
meat#- It deprived the state of the natural spokes
men for its reforms and needlessly enlarged the
circle of its critics-,* In its caprice# vacillation#
uncertainty# the censorship was loss a policy -than
a symptom**a symptom of the declining authority
of the Old Begime #3?
It is perhaps not strictly correct to say that the
majority of the p&lloaop&aa. supported the theory of the
monarchy.

The majority# of which# In this case# foitalre

is representative# supported the absolutist theory of the
monarchy# the thbse- royals* Since the- sixteenth century#
however# two broad# general theories of the constitution
■of. the French monarchy had been In more or less constant
conflict*

The reign of Louis XIV had' seen the triumphant

ascendancy of the fch^se royals* Nevertheless*'the'rival
theory had never ceased to have its adherents# and-the
attempted -reforms of the due d *Orleans represented a prac
tical attempt to Implement the thbacr nob 11laire, the
nobility*s claim to possess a right to share in the govern
ment of the kingdom*

France# however* lacked a continuously

3 % ay, Voltaire *a Politics, p. 8?*

functioning institutional embodiment of this claim*

In

1?1S# for example# th© fear in which the rot iiqlell at
last expired# the lata tee denerat had not met for a
hundred and one years*
it would not#.In

Moreover* M d it been mwmm®tied*

probability# h a w provided-an ©mb-

1#% .for the -ambitions of the nobility that could hair#
been made const©hent with stable government*

It would

merely have provided another .stag© upon which the courtiers
could play their daily fare© of .influence and intrigue*
levertheiesSf the th&s© noblllalre provided a polarity
of theoretical Justifideation for critics of the monarchy*
,fh© moat able champion of the ■these noblilalre^
perhaps 'the only one of permanent stature# was Monbesquieu*3®
Both theories were supported by plausible and by no means
mutually exclusive interpretations of the origin of the
French monarchy*- Th© .thb.se nobilialre* however# in seek
ing to establish the rights of the nobility, from the origins
of the monarchy # was placed in the awkward, position of

the intention of the Spirit of haws, goes far
deeper than a-mere defense of the fhba© nobIlia ire* but
the adherents of the latter gratefully "seised upon It# •
regarding Montesquieu as their champion* Thus,# In t?5b#
when the par lament of Paris advanced its most bold inter
pretation of the constitutional position of the "sovereign1*
courts# and sought to .secure from hauls XV recognition of
their right to register royal decrees as a, legislative
rather than an administrative function# it was to
Montesquieu*© theory of intermediate'powers that they
tm m for Justification#

Wk
contending that something in the neighborhood of five
hundred years of constitutional development had been# in
& sense#, ^^constitutional**

Wo one seems to have noticed#

that# had the French aristocracy been able.to accept the
counsel Montesquieu offered, the counsel of moderation*
the national interest would not have required their
exclusion*
Montesquieu'1© apparent advocacy of the ttiMa
in hi# preference for the principles- of mixed
monarchy# probably owed more to hi# -admiration of the
British monarchy than to any undue faith in the competence
of the .aristocracy of hi# own country*

Be was less prone

than the other philosophes to passionate outbursts# striving
Instead to achieve a carefully balanced judgment. At- the
time of his death# his friend# lord Chesterfield# wrote:
On the tenth of this month# died at Baris# universally
and sincerely regretted#. Charles Secoadab* -Baron de
Montesquieu# and President a Mortier of the Parliament
at Bordeaux#-- Bis virtues did honor to human nature#
his writings, to jus tie© $. A friend to mamtetad* feeasserted their undoubted and inalienable rights with
freedom# even in his own country# whose prejudices
In matters of religion and "government he had long
lamented and endeavored# not without some success*
to remove* Be well knew and justly admired the happy
constitution of this country where fixed and known,
laws equally restrain .monarchy from tyranny and liberty
from licentiousness* 'Bis works will illustrate his
fame and survive him as long as.right reason* moral
■obligations* and the true spirit of laws shall toe
understood*'respected* and maintained*^*
^Printed in London gyenlgg -Post * February* 1755*
Quoted here from. Frans Beumann# introduct1on to Montesquieu*
Spirit ,qf Laws» p* ix*
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Montesquieu♦s Spirit of laws would have to be re
garded, in any century* as a noble effort to discover the
truths a balanced Judgment- forged* as William tomes put
It# in the nteeth of irreducible and stubborn facts**
Montesquieu had no illusions about the difficulties of
effecting the establishment of his principles in France*
Thus he wrote-.-of -his "raw material:11
There are three estates in France I the Church*
the Sword, and the haw* Each holds a sovereign
scorn for the two others* Such and such a man*
for example* ■who should be held in scorn because
he is stupid, is often so held only because he
is a man of the robe*h®
When Montesquieu was critical of the French monarchy per
se, as opposed to 'the theory of monarchies, there was always
the implication that "Caesar would not play the wolf if
Homans were not such sheep*1*
The King of France is the most powerful prince*
of Europe*' Unlike his neighbor the King of Spain,
he has no gold mines. Yet he possesses greater
rights, for he. draws from the vanity of his sub
jects a wealth more inexhaustible than mines* He
has been known to undertake and wage great wars
with no- other funds than' honorary titles to sell
and by reason of this miracle of human pride,
his troops are paid, his fortresses armed, and
his navies fitted oub*W*
When he turned to 'the theory of governments#
Montesquieu distinguished three basic types:

^Montesquieu, Persian betters* p* 102*
M-Montesquieu, Persian betters* p* 77*

monarchy#
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democracy*. &nd tyranny*

While various mural qualities are

present in varying degrees in all types* he recognized in
each type of government a dominant principle,* or character■»
istic which 'he regarded as essential to their maintenance•
fhe essential principle of monarchy is honor* of democracy*
virtue.* and of tyranny* fear*

Bight reason* however* die**'

bates that all governments have a common raison d*efcre
which only, two of- the basic- types# monarchy and democracy*
are capable o f 'meeting*

Government axists to establish,

in the broadest sense of the word,, lust ice. fhus*
If there is a Had,*.**of necessity he must be lust,
far if he were not* he would be the most evil and
Imperfect of all beings .* •*fhus* even were there
to- be no Hod* we should always lave justice-***that
is to say, to do our best to resemble;that being
of whom we have such a beautiful idea# who if he
were- to exist# would fee of necessity* just* Free
though we might fee from the yoke of religion, we
ought never to fee free from, that' of equity***,*justice is eternal and not dependent on the
conventions" of men# ft if -should 'so depend, thiswould fee•a ■horrible truth that we should have to
hide from- ourselves* ' We are surrounded fey men
stronger than ourselves i- fhey could harm US',in
myriad.different ways and three fourths of the
time could -get away with it unpunished* What a
relief to know'that-In the hearts of all these
men there exists an -interior principle that fights
,p
in our -favor .and protects us from their machinations
Ho matter what'the particular institutional'-arrangements
through which a government functions, it is only through

Montesquieu* Persian letters* pp* 16$«*66*

mder&tlen -that it c m hop# to establish justice*

It la

o n :this basis that Montesquieu excluded tyranny from, the
d®airabls forms of govtttsments****

In a tyranny, :"they, bay®

no lIMtationa or'restrictions*, m-medlumis* terms*. aquiva?
lent s., or remonstrances5

moderation and- tyranny* and

hence tyranny and lustice are incompatible*
In the .Spirit -of -Laws Montesquieu did not level
M s criticism at the French monarchy -per.s-e*

His readers

could hardly fall* however* to apply.his discussion of
monarchy to their own situation# .3?he privileged proponents
of the tfafeaa. .neblllaire were sure they saw France in' the
following passage i
Monarchy'is-destroyed when..a prince thinks he chews
a.greater exertion of power in changing than In
■canfoming to,,the order of thingsf -when .he,.deprives
some of his subjects of the 1-r'hereditary employ**meats-to bestow them-arbitrarily upon others5 ..and
when he Is fonder of being guided by fancy than
judgment:*. Again* it is destroyed, when: the prince*
directing everything entirely to: himself*, calls,
to the state his ■
.capital* the capital bp^his
court* and the court to. hi s..own p e r s o n
.Montesquieu must have believed hi a- defense of the
th&se noblli&ire to have been historically sound| he
^%*l.ke Locke* Montesquieu is obliged to recognise
the existence ot tyrannical governments.# lor does' he
altogether,Exclude'the possibility of a benign tyranny*
But the principle upon which it 'rests is' fearf if it '
fails for long'-to inspire Its subjects with terror* It
works Its own undoing*
WtentesquieUi Bnlrlt. of Laws.* Vel* 1*' p* 27*
^Montesquieu# Spirit; of Laws*

1*- p* 113*
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devoted almost the whole of the second volume, of•the Spirit,
of -Laws to it*

By the same token # his -pane tr-ating criticism

of the privileged orders- suggests that he regarded it as
politically impracticable*

While the- French aristocracy*,

as a whole# produced-many able men# It also produced .in-■
numerable- parasites Milling to make the government a mere
tool of private factions*

fhey seem never to have pro**

duced a majority able to compromise In -the national interest*
?

deprived of their nrlghtrf to make anarchy a principle of
government# they resisted the more tenaciously any encroach
ment on their privileges*

fhus# nBy the end of Louis

XV

1s

reign# the-stream-of social ascent had become a narrow- and
obstructed t r i c k l e 3?he ablest members of the aristoc
racy became the patrons of the ..pbiloaopfejeM as protagonists
of reform# they were frequently the most- severe critics of
their own orders* -As Br.inton'puta-It#
fhls is the deliberate espousal by members -of the
ruling class of the' cause of -the discontented or
repressed elas.ass-~»apperdega-- voluntarily si.ding
with underdogs.* It is not altogether cynical to.
hasard the guess that this Is sometimes an Indl*
cation that there is. about to be a reversal In.
the position of the &©g-a*«*7
In contrast to Montesquieu# Voltaire *s view of
the secular .establishment was relatively unambiguous*

^Gay, Valhatreds Foil ties.*, p * 31£*
W*Brinton* Anatomy of Revolution* p* 1$1>*
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Be was the champ Ion of the thb,a© royal©*

It must be under

stood# however* that the eighteenth century honored a dis
tinction between absolutism and despotism*
;

'

Voltaire and
*

the majority of the. phllosophes regarded France as a "con
stitutional absolutism* 11^

-As they saw it* legitimate

■reform, could, only be effected by the power of the crown*
Ihus# while Voltaire worked tirelessly to promote the
responsible exercise of the peicsrs of the crown* he opposed
with equal vigor the tendency of that power to 'become
arbitrary and tyrannical*,

fhus he wrote*

It is very likely'that the more ancient fables.#
In the style attributed to Aesop*.were invented
by the first subjugated people* 'Free men would
not have tod occasion to disguise the truth; a
tyrant can scarcely be spoken to except in parabies|- and at present# even this is a dangerousliberty

Voltaire' believed that the. ■fundamental constitution of
France made it incumbent upon the crown of France to
establish justice and to respect and defend-the liberty
of'its subjects*

In short*, it was tthought to be the

constitutional duty of the king of Franc© to establish
and maintain the rights of man*

"to spot ism#" Voltaire

wrote* "Is the abuse -of monarchies* a# anarchy is the

■M®ay# Voltaire *.a Foilties* Chapter ¥11;
Voltaire, Works. Vol. VIII» p. 311.

*
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abuse'o£ .republics*

A prince who imprisons or executes

his subjects without justlee or due process of law is
nothin® but a highway robber who is called ♦Your Msjeely*|fl^
From the earlier discussion of Rousseau, it Is
not■
■surprising to discover-that his view of government
per

bo

is in sharp contrast to' that of the other ohlloaophe-s *

nIt is Rousseau*a historic merits11 writes Franz- Haumamx*

11to have reduced the thbaa nobfftafre. and the thbsc yomle
to insignificance and to have put the political problem
on an entirely new basis., that of pure democracy

fhis

may be true* but it is somewhat misleading, particularly
in a time and country where constitutional polity is re
vered under the name of democracy*

Rousseau distinguished

between the sovereign and the .government*

In any legiti

mate form of government, sovereignty resides with the peoples
regardless of the form, the government is the agent of the
sovereign*

Consequently* a government derives its' just

powers from the consent of the governed*

While Rousseau

regarded liberty and equality as the objects.of the social
g2
contract*the context he established for them renders
plausible the criticism that he foreshadowed the Republic

-^Quoted in Gay* Voltaire *s Politics* p* 1I$1*
■^Franz leumarm, introduction to Montesquieu*
Spirit of haws* p* xxix.
^Rousseau* Social Contracts p* ?&•
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of Virtue and the totalitarian state *■
wrotes

Of democracy, he

nHo real democracy--taking this term In Its moat

rigorous sense— ever existed, and none ever will exist***,*
While a people made up of gods, If one Mere to exist*
would govern 'Itself democratleaXly* no .such perfect form
of government is advisable for one made up of mere man**1^
Rousseau*s general remarks often seem so pertinent
to particular conditions that .on© is apt to wish so brilliant
a man had been a bit less muddle-headed*

For example, in

the following passage, the basic difficulty of the old
regime is brilliantly summarized*
If the laws are Inflexible, and consequently unable
to adapt themselves to events, then’they may prove
positively harmful; indeed they may, at a eritigai
moment* bring about the downfall of the state*5b
From the labor of Renaissance and Reformation*
science and philosophy, a new structure of values emerged
to shape the destiny of western man*

The genius and de

votion of two centuries had gone into the analysis of man
in all his myriad aspects and relationships, individual
and corporate, seen and unseen*

In France in the eighteenth

century, an intellectual elite, a creative minority, of

^Rousseau, Social Contract* pp*' i^l-l|7*
^Rousseau* Social Contract * pp* 100 and 102*"
^Rousseau* .Social Contract* p* 195*

seldom surpassed brilliance forged the fr^it of these labors
into what was, overall,: a comprehensive program of reform*
Voltaire*, the symbol.of his- age, stood, in direct line of, .:
suecession to the Intellectuals who had contributed their
labors to establishment of the French monarchy*

fhe pro*

sonants of the thfe-se rovale were driven, as it were, into
opposition by the failure of the monarchy to- realise the
potential with, which its theorists had endowed it*

!ilAdve*

cates of the thbse poyale from Bodin to -<MArgenson subjected
the crown to the unwritten fundamental laws of France and
assumed, further, that the. king would obey the decrees he
£f£|
/
had made*11^
For the majority of phllo sophs,s.* then, the
monarchy was the chosen instrument, o f .enlightened reform*
This was 'a natural choice*

fhe French monarchy had'tradi

tionally drawn support from an Intellectual elite which
cut across the .lines o f.class, an aristocracy of. ability;
Bodia and Montaigne had been more than men of letters; they
had. actively and ably served the crown*
In the- course of the.eighteenth century -the monarchy
gradually and in varying degrees alienated this' source of
traditional support-*- fhls discussion has been confined
to examining the major -influeneea ■that shaped the changing
value structure; thus it has examined the Enlightenment

only as its criticisms of the old regime reflected the
basic alteration in that structure*

But the activities of

the philosopher were by no means limited to- this sphere#
Under their Influence, the face of France and the scope
of its activities In- every sphere were In' the process of
transformation*^

The ultimate success of the Enlighten

ment required that the Establishment be brought into
harmony with what was being done*

This the phi lasophes

sought to accomplish by "constitutional1* means; first and
foremost, the- absolute monarch had to be induced to become
more responsive to the desires of the expanding group of
his politically articulate subjects*

Moreover, the ,

theoretical structure of society on which law and privilege
were founded would have to. be based upon a conceptualisation
less archaic, than the three "orders*n The law must be
made to take cognisance of society as If actually existed*
Reduced to simplest terms, the philosophes demanded that
i

the monarchy justify itself on purely pragmatic grounds*
They envisioned the monarch,as a 'father-figure, a divine
viceroy; he might- hold his power from God, but he was
expected to- take his. precepts of government from hoeke *
Had it been realised, the program, of the phllq.aophes would

57Leo Gershoyj From Despotism to Revolution 1763-1789
(Vol. X of The. Rise of Modern Europe Series *, ed* William I*#
Banger* 20 volsV; $ew York! Harper & Brothers Publishers,
191*4), PP. 307-322.

have amounted to- a second Bloodies© Revolution#

This, of

course, seem© leas' feasible in retrospect than it did to
those who -attempted it*- In retrospect, ■constitutional absolutism seems- to be a- contradiction in terms.*- The
French monarchy, however, had been traditionally a
representative*institution#

Thi-a "representative eminance*

steadily declined throughout the eighteenth century*

Only

very gradually did the- idea -take-shape that the old'regimecould no longer embody the collective aspirations of its
most productive subjects*
The pMioaop&eg.would have been unalterably 'Opposed
to the French Bevolution as- It -actually developed*-

This

statement* if not quite beyond modification.# enjoys- the
highest degree of probability*

Even Rousseau* by all odd©

the-most radical of the.critics of the regime, may be s a M
to have favored a modified monarchic! solution* to-the.
extent that he regarded republican forma of governmentas beat suited to .small countries with subsistence level
economies*

This-, being the case-, -in what- Inadvertent way- .

did the phllosophes contribute to the coming of the French
Revolution?
The th&sq royale was In varying forma, -the dominant
■theory of political association in the eighteenthcentury.*
Other forms of government, varying as widely as Geneva,

Holland, and Venice were lumped together as republics %
sueh forms of political assoda t.ion were generally regarded
as unsuited to great nations*- The pdlosopMs.* for all the
brilliance of their insights, failed to realise *that the
old regime as It existed In France was incompatible with
the structure of social values they advocated*

The effect

of their attempts to make the monarchy the means of *imple
menting their program of reforms was to.drive it and'the
privileged orders it maintained ever,-;deeper into- .reaction*
Thus the old regime was Inexorably undermined by the very
party that, sought- to make the monarchy the champion of the
Enllghtenmenty 'The failure o f 'the philosephes was in their
Inability to recognise the fundamental contradiction that
mad# their ends and those of the monarchy' inimical*
Since the Renaissance, the growth of political
consciousness had been a phenomenon which .had cut across
the lines and gradations of class.,* Ken of this stamp from
every class had built the French monarchy with a definite
objective <in view*

Whatever the personal motives of

individual French monarch#, their supporters were 'motivated
by the recognition that all classes of society stood to
gain from a truce -to anarchy and the establishment of order*
This motive was already clearly present' when the civil wars
of the late sixteenth century ■and the clear and present
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danger of a resumption in the second decade of the seven
teenth century fixed stability as the only political value*
The age of hauls II? revealed the extent to which'the
qaest for stability.had taken possession of the society*
classical mind***loves stability* nay* if it
could* it would b£ stability* How that the Ben-aia*
sane© and the Reformation— big adventures these!—
were over* the time had come for a mental' stock**-'
taking* for an intellectual "retreat*1'* Polities*'
religion* society* art— .all. had been rescued^****#
Humanity*# storm-tossed barque had mad# port at
last* hong might it stay there!: long! lay* let
it stay there for ever!' Life .was now a regular*
well-ordered, affair* Why* then* go outside this
happy pale* to- risk encounters that might unsettle
everything f1 The -Great Beyond was viewed with
.apprehension$ It might contain some uncomfortable
surprises* Hay* Time itself they would have made
stand still* could they have stayed its flight*At Versailles*, the visitor got the impression that
the very waters had been arrested in their course*
.caught and controlled as they were* and sent skywards again* andnret again* as though destined to
do duty forever-*™
This was the goal* or rather the idea! of the politically
conscious elements of French society for over a century*

Acting, upon, this ideal* they championed the this© .royal©
and the monarchy of Henry IV, louts XXII* the Cardinal
Ministers* and louts. XIV*

Given this passion for order*

with its roots deep in the public philosophy* the enthusi*
astic acceptance- of the Cartesian philosophy and the new

^Hazard* The European Mind* pp* 3-Ip*.,.

science follows quite naturally*

to the rational order of '

nature and -the inexorable* eternal world-machine proponents
saw* as it were* a cosmic Justification of their ora socio
political ideal* . Their acceptance*- however* .ultimately,..Involved far more than they were prepared to cope- with*
Even before the death of the Grand Monarch* critics like
Fenelon and Vaubazr had dared to imply that their1© was
not the -%esi-of all. possible. worlds*,f
Throughout the time span of this essay.* the life
of Europe was changing,. ■When the rate of change had
accelerated to the point where it ceased to be historically
imperceptible * one begins to speak of the Benaiseance*
From the lenals-sanee- it becomes, possible- to trace* though
Imperfectly, the unbroken interaction of thought and
*

changing-c o n d i t i o n s During the late seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries the intellectual revolution of theearlier period, began to overtais© the awareness of the '*
educated public*

Most -educated people were incapable of

reading Hewto.ii*, and even hoc fee was probably not read by
ail who had the ability*

The phllosophea^ however* brought

before the educated a system of socio-political inferences
from the doctrines of science and philosophy* t This system
possessed a personal immediacy seldom achieved by pure
theory; for It focused attention upon the steadily widening

gulf that separated a dynamic society from the society
established. ■to law and presided over by the monarchy*
The philosophes found the value structure of French
society already greatly modified from what it had been-In
the reign of Louis .XOT,

The major effort went into the

attempt to give specific application to those new values
in the pattern laid out by-Locke*'

The steady ■scrutiny of

their polemic.subjected the events of 'their age to the
Interpretation of the new value 'structure*

This new public

philosophy must be understood, however,: as a synthesis*
The philosophes themselves were deeply concerned to find
a solution to the problems of the old ■regime which main
tained order and stability*
/

Thus.they ‘supported the*

thfe.se rovale * the theory historically and by no means
unreasonably identified with the .establishment of stable
government*
The monarchy, however, was not the creation, of a
semi-mythical Law-given of the kind imagined by Montesquieu
and Bousseau*

Bather it was an institution built of

responses to the particular situations arising to the
society it sought to govern*

The monarchy was a creation

designed to preserve and bring harmony to the social
structure of the old regime* not to overthrow or bring,
into abject submission any part of it#

Thus one finds

Biehelieu* the great servant of monarchical power*

reminding his royal master of his cons11 tutional duty in the
preservation and reform of the Estates*^

The privileged

orders, then, were an Integral part of the constitutional
structure of the French monarchy; -no part of -the structure
could he weakened or removed, without seriously weakening
the whole#

:*

It must not he'supposed that the- philosopher, began
the process of undermining the privileged orders#

As a

body, they had never risen above the particularism, of class
to view their privileges as the counterpart of responsible
conduct in the national interest*

Despite their frequently

admirable qualities as individuals, they were, with respect
to the national interest, an. excellent example of individ
ualism run -amuck*

If the French constitution was not by

any means what the eighteenth-century proponents- of the
thbse noblilalr© contended. It cannot, on that account, be
denied that 'they posseased the right,- however ill-defined,
to a voice in the conduct of affairs*

Thus the final form

given the monarchy by''Louis XXV. was, in a sense, a confession
of failure*

(The continental position of-France, of course,

made it impossible to salve;their constitutional difficulties

^Henry Bertram Hill (brans*), The foilticat Testament
of Cardinal Biehelieu {Madison? The-Chiversiby of MscoHsin
Fres's^’ i q ^ l 1} 7 ’M *
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as Britain had, by a brief period of virtual withdrawal
from the affairs of Europe*}

lit the press of events, a

deliberate and single-minded effort to effect the reform
of the privileged orders envisioned by Blchelieu was vir
tually Impossible* •Louis XX?, by completing the separation
of privilege from power*...maintaining the former as the
price of domestic tranquility* compromised the future of
the monarchy for political expedience#

'The original justi*7

floation of privilege had been service*

The failure to

preserve both and bring them into harmony with the national
Interest was the first and- most basic'failure of the old
*

regime *
ferhaps the class Interes ts of the French, nobility
would-never have broadened to become national In scope*
But the separation of privilege from responsibility tended
to perpetuate their narrow viewpoint*

Thus a public phi

losophy that looked to the Interests of the- social -enter
prise as a whole* one which regarded,the welfare of the
state as Inseparable from that of. its people,;, could not
hope for more than scattered support from orders whose re
sponsibilities did not transcend the particular interests
of their class#

Apparently the majority of the. privileged

orders regarded, and rightly so, the new values as Inimical
to their position*

In the last analysis, however, values

do not make revolutions#

the historical, .significance of
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the- line of development traced from the Renaissance 11m
in the changing understanding men had of the reality around
fchcm*

.

..Basically* the idea of the French Revolution is a
thing-independent •of the Revolution Itself *- it began to
take shape before the outbreak'of the Revolution and It
continued to be molded after.the Revolution had- run its
course*

It is basically the .Idea that the form -of politi

cal association which constitutes a nation must be an adequate
■reflection of the collective image of its people*

It. should

be noted that this Is not the same as saying that a govern
ment must govern with the consent or assent of the governed*
The Tudors or H-enry 1? knew nothing of such things In the
terms -they are thought of today, but their governments *were
not the less truly representative * A go vernment may be
suecessfui,- regardless of its form,'if it provides a safe
repository of the national interest and an adequate symbol
of the national aspiration*:; -It''must. In short, be a
government with which the politically conscious citizen
can identify himself psychologically*. Ho government canlong survive the mass alienation of the society’s leaders.
One of the salient political developments of the eighteenth,
century was the progressive .disenchantment of the social
leadership*

This condition became steadily more acute as

the ranks of the opposition were swelled by toe blocked

avenues 'of social ascent and the increasing number of polit
ically conscious and articulate Individuals*

The outstanding

French monarch©^- prizing talent, had held open the path to
preferment and nobility, drawing the services of the able
to themselves*

In the eighteenth century, .however, a rela

tively weak national monarch too- often heard only the
counsels of a class divested of national responsibility*
This must he regarded a© an important"factor in the further
alienation of the politically; conscious creative minority*
The philoaophes made explicit the problem long implicit in
the ■alienation of this traditional support .of the monarchyand the thhse rovale* In toe eighteenth century the problem
was rendered acute by the weakness at the center, Louis .-X?*
Lacking' a coherent policy and buffet ted by ■conflicting
influences, the monarchy shifted from conservatism to
reaction*

Reaction, In a progressive society, was no more

possible before the Revolution than after It*

As it be

came apparent that the monarchy was no longer capable o-f
representing the collective Image of' the national leadership,
the Idea of the French Revolution was born*
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another* discipline to historical -theme.*
HefebvreGeorges* The Coming of the French Revolution*
1789* Trans* H * E * Palmer* Princeton: 'Princeton
Uni yen sity Press# 19t|>7*
This modem classic affords invaluable insights
into ..the interaction of the particular factors work*
■lag to produce the Revolution*
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lewis,# -Vf♦ if* The, .GplpnGid Centuryt M f e In ...the France of;
boa is XIV* ''Garden City, 'Hew.York:. DonfeXedaym
Company* I n c . #

195? •

Well organised and eminently readable| chapters .
on the country nobility# aa an aspect of the then *
nob*so*e-M .regime.#, are particularly good*.
Dlndsay# J* 0* {ed..J*. .The few»Gambridge Modern History#
Vd#, YU#

The. O ld Regim e.*. X (13'‘**63..

34* voXs#X

Cambr Idga: .At the 8n IversXty treas# 195? **
Particularly good are Professor hlndsay*s
own chapterron "Monarchy and Administration” and
A*. Cobban1s "The Enlightenment" and "Decline of
Dlvlne-Right Monarchy in France*"
long# George itrans*J* The Meditations of. the. Emperor
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus*. 'Hew York i A* t»*. Burt
'Company* Publishers* circa-1900*.
The bifele of Stoicism in what -appears to be a*
'measured*, meticulous*, and Victorian translation#
Major* J. Russell*, Thp Bptates. General of 1560*., Princeton*.
Hew Jersey: Prih.ceton'University Press* X953U*
Excellent monograph*.
Major* J* Russell#. Repre sen,tat,iye Ins titutions |,n«■
-Renaissance"Madison: The'
University oF lfisconsln Press*.I960.
Excellent scholarly treetment*. Probably the
best .exposition of the subject in English,*..
Maurois* &nar4•. A History of '
France*. Trans * Henry !»•■
Binsse* New*~Yorkt "Grove Press# Inc.* I960.
Excellent literary history*. .Author*© writing
skill handily survives translation*. A good intro*
auction to the subject* ,
MoEeon* Richard (ed.). Introduction. to Aristotle. New
.York: .Random...House'* *Inc 7$
Just what its name implies*. Well prepared with
Introductions to each s.sieetion*
Muller* Herbert J* The Uses of £ M Past. Mew York:
Hew American MtorasyTT??^
Splendidly written collection of historical
miscellany* Mullerfs Interpretations may., not always
fee correct* but they are always plausible food for
historical tnought«

Hussfe&uti# Frederick B* .The Triumph of Science and. Reason#
'X660-1685* Fol. -Vi•of The Rise .of'MSdem Europe~""':i:ai,,tl''
Barlea'* 'Edited by William L. Hanger*"' 20 vole*'s'
WewSorkrf Harper 6c Brothers Publishers# 1953*
Particularly good treatment of what the
author terms "The /.Organisation of Fewer*”
Ortega y Gasset# Jose* Goaeord and Bifeefty* Trans*
Helene Weyl*. Hew Yorll WYW* lortdh & Company#
■Inc** ■1946*
A coHe etion of graceful and inspiring essays#-,
the', title essay feeing an examination of the history
of'attempts' to reconcile liberty and domestic tran
quility*
Ortega y ..Gasset# Jose* Man and People * Trane* Willard K.
Trask* Hew- York: W* W* Horton 6c Company# Inc*# 1957*
.insights' into the process feyiwhich man perennially
attempts to escape the privacy of self* One may.
disagree with Ortega# but he Is, always stimulating
and worthy of careful consideration*
farkes# -Henry Bamford* 'Gods and Mens ~The;■
Origins of
■'Western Oulture* .Hew'York I "Alfred A* Khopf# 1959 *
"An adequate introduction- to the subject*
Fernoud,# Georges and ■"■Sabine Flaissier (eds.). ___
Revolution.* ■Trans*. JtMhard Graves* ..Hew Iforks"
?* rfutoam^s Sons# 1961*
This -is to fee the first volume'-of a pro jected,
series entitled -There is Always & Reporter* Consists'
of more-or-less reliable accounts" of eye witnesses
and/or.jp&g&elpanta. In the great events, of the
Revolution* ip-klllfuXly edited and introduced to
forf -m coherent whole* It would-fee, hard to imagine
a more-effective form of historical' presentation.
Introduction to series fey Andre Maurois*
Roberts# Penfl#ldv The quest for ■Security, .1115-1740*
¥0.
1* ¥111 of ffihe R'ise pf Modern~Europe- Series*
Edited fey William L* Hanger* 20 vols.'i Mew York:
Harper & Brothers publishers* 1967*
■•One of the best volumes in the series. Motenoteworthy is' the treatment of the "problems” of "
.-peace eeaYreitbing the powers in their .attempt to
return to "normalcy” after the War of Spanish
Succession*'

lothreok* ■George' A* Ir*
French Grom and the Estates.
0-enefml of ltellf.111 French.. Historical liteudl-ea* fol* I,
Me* 3* '^prihg* 19-604
ft‘Is hoped that this article and others by the
same author will he the -prelude-to a definitive
monograph on the last meeting of the 1states before
the Bevolution*
Bussell* Berteran#• ■fhe ABC? of
lew Yorkf
Hew American'
A conducted tour of relativity theory by a first*
class mind* Britten for the general public# lord
Bussell9s presentation is rewarding for the-educated
layman*'
of Western
Bussell* Bertrand
lew
York:‘.Simon and Schuster*
In reviewing this volume# Georg© Sabine wrote?
"Bussell*©'©vowed interest'lies almost'wholly in
distinguishing* wherever possible* the elements
of truth or probateip truth that ©an'be recovered from
speculation*^- (American Historical.Barlow,*-fol* LI.*
Bo* 3* April* .19u5TppTl|Si
F ^WTrFW^ r d Bueae 11--would
tee the first to-admit that he. is probably not always
right. His Insights* however* are always pertinent*
plausible* and thought x>rov0king.
Buss a11* Bertrand . _ _ _ _ _am
_ and
__ _

Garden. Oity,
Hew York? ©oubleday &”*$0mpa»y*
*9
Intense and taught provoking collection of
Bussell9s early essays*

of the. Meat* Garden 0iby,
Bussell* Bertrand*
Mew Yorks 'BeutelMay
Gempany *.''Inc** 1959*.
this is not* as might-tee supposed* a handsomely
illustrated .recte&affd of the History of Wpstern ■
Philoaonhv* 'it'contains several new evaluations
which the author-is uniquely qualified to make*
***

Santayana* George*' fhe.
Bsason* or' fhe
£ M
Human Pro
‘. i
- fd»
vol.©.*
■easoh in
Yorkt '"'Gharies .Scribner* Sons*
_
Santayana9s first work in philosophy* originally
published in 1905* It© insights into the nature
of -man and his works reveal* as no technical ex*
position of philosophy could* the mind of this
great philosophers
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Santayana* George* Some Turns of thought in Modern
Philosophy, ilew YoVki ''Charles ■Scribner'1© Sons*
■A graceful, collection of essays, including
Santayana9a eoramerativ© address to' the Royal Society
■on Locke'.
Santayana* George* *fUltimate Religion., nPhilosophy* .Edited' by John Herman Randall* Jr. et «al*
S5*ffffST Barnes S> Bible, Inc., »5T* '
~
■Ultimate Religion is the eommerahlve address
presentSS^Wy Santayana at the Hague 'on the' occasion
of the three^hundredth. anniversary of rthe birth of
Spinoza* One of the most beautiful things of its
kind ever written*
Santayaha, George
Winds of .Doctrine and Platonism''and
Mfe* ' Hew York?" Harper & Brothers'
the _ __
Publishers*
The insights of a great mind.into the currents
of belief through the vicissitudes of human history*
Shaw* George Bernard* .Seven Plays * lew York t Dodd,
Mead & Company, 195X7
Includes Mrs* Warren9a Profess
_
and.
^l
s't
,
llI,sOipI57'^uandlda.*
-2SSSB#
Arras and 'the Man* Man
Smith.,. Preserved* The Age of the -Reformation* M m torkt ■
Henry Holt and Company, 1923.
Phis well*fc»own work still affords an excellent
introduction to the subject.' Its presentation is
the more clear for being somewhat less subdued to
caution than" the present standard of.historical
writing*
Thompson, James.Westfall* The Wars of 'Religion in France..
1559~I6?6*' Chicago, Illinois? The University'of
Chicago Press, 1915*
Impressive, among other things, for its treatment
of the events leading up to 26 August 1572* Probably
still the best account of the subject in,English*
Tooquevilla, Alexis de. The. Did. Regime'and the French
Rovolutlon* Trans* Stuart Gilbert* Garden 01ty,
lew York? Doubieday & Company, Inc*, 1955*
As long as scholars study the French Bevolution,
de Tocqueville*a Insights will afford ■serious food
for thought*

axa
Whitehead, Alfred -Month* Adventures of Ideas* Mew ¥orkf
Maw American hitorary,~195S>
“ * ■■■■-■
The great virtue of t M s work sterna from White*
headed recognition of the fact that ideas can^ only be
meaningfully studied in tanas of why they were thought
to be true*
Whitehead*. Alfred north* Science and the. Modem World*
Hew ¥orki The Macmillan Oompany# ifbO •
'
'The 19.25 Dowell beeturea, this work is a
challenging -classic in modern philosophy*
Whitehead, Alfred Hbrth* Science, and .Philosophy* Mew
Yorkt Philosophical Library, IncT^l^HT*^
Graceful and penetrating reflections on
personal experience, philosophy#, education, ■
and science*
Wilson, Arthur MeGsndless* .french foreign'Policy Barings
the Administration of Cardinal' f leury* S ? 1^3 ♦
frnSSt 193§T ^
This superb monograph, omits virtually nothing
in the treatment of its. subject* .'It satisfactorily
modifies many criticisms of Fl©uryfs administration,
including the. charge that his economies cost France
an effective navy* It is'a thorough study, and
hence, "’
the .history of Europm in this period on a
French axis*
Wolf, A. A History Of .teleme-e* ’
Tec.hnolog.y and .Philosophy
in the 16 th & I?th Oenturies* B
York I
Harper do Brothers FuSfslSrs, ■1959*
Probably the ■definitive, survey .of the subject
.
in English* The-, scope of, the work allows it to.com©
to terms with the complicated Interrelatedness of
.science, technology,, and philosophy ini these centuries*
Wolf, yobn B*. .The Emer^ene© of.'-the,treat Bowers* M M * *
1715. -¥©.!* VII of fte Eiae of Modem Europe Series*
Edited' by .William bTlaSl
Harper &. Brothers Publishers, 1951*.
This volume Is one'of the best .In the series*
The excellent treatment of the'impact of Descartes,
Hewton* and hoeke is only one of its virtues*'

Seller, Oaston* Pea institutions de la France au IfI®
albol© » ParlsT Presses TJnlversI taira s d e France ,

19^^ *

This volume la esteemed a modern classic on the
subject *

Zweig, Stefan*. Erasmus of Hotterdam* Trans» Sden and.
'Q adar'.Paul, SeiTTof k 4 f h © W E i n g Pre aa , 1950 *
."An excellent literary •biography of the great
Benaiseance humanist#

